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This manual describes how to write programs to run under the 
Distributed Communications Processor System on 
a Distributed Communications Processor in a communications 
networking environment. 

The DCP family of communications processors includes the 

The a multiuser environment for uU.UU.U.L,"" HJU'c.<.U.'h, 

and programs. The is part of a total 
communications environment that uses DCPs to .l.H'tJ.U~.H'.~.LL 
network 

This rnanual describes the 

User 

Communications Processor Architecture module definitions 

handling 

-..: ... rC'·I-i .... YYl service calls and functions 

Common utility subroutines 
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out This Manual 

This manual is written for programmers and systems analysts. 

u 
The DCP lOS philosophy no knowledge or experience with any 
particular programming language. This manual explains and specifies 
the various system interfaces in the context of assembler programming. 

an 
This manual is a reference document. It is not expected that you will 
read it from cover to cover. Rather, read the introduction, then refer to 
the table of contents and the index for information about a particular 
subject. 

n 
This manual is divided into nine sections and five appendixes. 

Section 1: Introduction to DCP lOS .... ""·..}~·:w .. ·:""'.Lu ... u ....... b 

This section describes the programming environment. It outlines the 
source code, assembly, collection, and linking of user programs, and 
describes the block structure of the DCP lOS file system. 

Section 2: 

This section describes standard system messages and system 
information packets. 

Section 3: CPA Module Definition MASM Procedures 

This section describes the as 1100 Meta-Assembler ____ ~ __ / procedures 
that create the Communications Processor Architecture (CPA) entries in 
user programs. 

Section 4: Contingency Handling 

This section describes the process of contingency handling for specific 
port processor (PP) state items, central processor (CP) specification 
exceptions, inter-program message (IPM) state changes, and throttle 
level changes. 

UP-11540.2 



About This Manual 

Section 5: .Jl..)''VIU' ... , .... Facilities 

This section tells you how to use the facilities to programs 
that run under the 

Section 6: MASM Procedures 

This section describes optional MASM utility ", ... ",,,,,,,,,,yor.o available from 
the library file, on the release tape. 

Section 7: _'H"''''-,OOYn Service Calls 

This section outlines the system service calls (SVCs) available to the 
user programs. It describes the system service calls by category and 
provides call, entry, and exit specifications. 

Section 8: Common Subroutines 

This section describes common utility subroutines and provides call, 
entry, and exit specifications. 

Section 9: 

This section explains how to and marL age system memory for 
various purposes. 

""'''''.''''''''',AiO'"," A: Data Structures 

This appendix presents diagrams with field definitions of various 
packets, blocks, and headers. 

~egnleI!Lt Names of Available User "",'''''''''-'ll>lfTII Structures 
and Code 

This appendix lists data structures and code, segment names and field 
'J.'-'.LU .... ""V.H'J, for programs. 

I:lI.I\JlV'c ... au .... A. C: Definition Elements 

This appendix lists definition elements with their context and 
definition. 

,..,....,. ..... "'h-..r D: Service Function Codes 

This appendix lists the service function codes in hexadecimal order. 

AppelndJlX E: 

four programming examples: CP programs, 
on as 1100, collection on as 1100, and build on 

UP-11540.2 vii 



bout This Manual 

Additional information is available in the 

Series Communications lll:~lil,eru ... ·n,-g-.,-u,,rw11l"O 

, Level 4Rl 

This tells how to Communications software 
level 4Rl for a data communications network. It also tells you how to 

these software as your network evolves. 

This manual reference material for data 
communications networks for CD level 4Rl software. 

OS Series Communications llf.~lil,eru ."!l:O"frwnr'p 

Installation Level 4R 1 

This manual tells you how to 
Communications level 4Rl (CD level software on an 
OS 1100 host and its Distributed Communications Processors 

and involves the CD level 4Rl software 
"Ayy\T,,,~-.£n-'~c and related software from release to mass 

the software for use with your communications 
network. 

DCP Series Telcon 

subset of the Communications 
It is a reference to a full range of on NMS 

commands and online commands. It lists online hardware 
verification """">O>UtlVJ.'0, hardware 

on the TRON ,"-,VJllU,.IUJ.IUC, 

console messages, and CENL console messages. 

DCP Series Telcon Level SRI (UP-13431) 

of the subset of the Communications 
It serves as a to Telcon It V1'-lfJU,A,".L 

how a DCP network is organized, how to use NMS consoles and 
commands, how to use Telcon online configuration, how to transfer 

UP-11540.2 



Manual 

files 
how to 
messages. 

how to turn on 
how to control console and 

structure of Telcon and its 
It also includes details 

This manual information for terminal handler 
programs for terminals in your network that are not 

DCP Series Distributed Communications Processor 
D"".r>,.."."tt-y.ro»1l,£, !U'P-t"d.:>:rItJ·nd"iO 11l.Ial'lW[U, Level 4Rl 

of the subset of the Communications 
Its purpose is to familiarize the user with 

and commands. 

DCP Series lrr.r/JirefinenlJrlu:on P.'lPtiP'-IPYlhf'1P IVl lIn liJ,a I , Volume 1, 

Distributed Communications Processors 
Communications Processor Architecture in a range of sizes and 
~«I"U'J~"~~0. and offer the same selection of line modules. 

Volume 1 describes communications processor architecture and 
summarizes the processor hardware. 

Volume 2, Rev. 1 contains information on the line module interfaces and 
The revision includes the DCP 802.3 local area network 

line its associated line module '-'.~v~''-'''L'.r.'V protocol 
and the 8441 mass C"\1"<:llTo 

and reference information on DCP Series 
U~(,LF.J.lV.:JI"J.'-.0 and the maintenance control feature for the 

models. 
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Level 32R2 

This manual detailed instructions on how to use the OS 1100 
Collector program. It describes how to include and exclude ~H-,HU_-,H'-'u, 
and how to use vu,J,u.~, . .L'h AALLJJAA.'-''U. '-'~JlA'-"~"A'JA"J, and bank 

HA-,iLU"F,. It program 
program directives. It also discusses Collector-defined 

and use other 
and how 

to use the Collector GTT'o',e>nr 

OS 1100 Meta-Assembler 
lrJ.U;UU,Ut, Level 5Rl 

This reference manual programmers and 
detailed information about the OS 1100 Meta-Assembler level 
5Rl processor and language. It includes comprehensive information 
about this release level of MASM. It is not a it does not 

how to write MASM programs . 

The Communications • .0. ""T£]''''''07 Level 4Rl 

The illustration shows how all books in the CD4Rl 
relate to one another. Use this illustration to 
information in the library. 

you look for 

UP-llS40.2 
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:P Series 
stributed 
:>mmunications 
'ocessor 
perating 

S 1100 

Installation Quick Programming 
Reference 

Guide 

The general command format is similar to English language format. The 
special symbol command format is defined in Table 6-1 (see Section 6). 
Each command begins with a keyword indicating the action 

COMMAND 

where: 

COMMAND the name of a command. Command names are 
presented in uppercase letters to indicate that 
you must enter them exactly as shown. 

parameter-string the parameter string for the command. These 
parameter strings are lowercase letters or 
italic when the exact input is variable. 

• Brackets ( [ ] ) indicate optional information. 

UP-11540.2 
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Braces C { }) indicate that you must choose one of the items 
shown. 

Braces within brackets C [{ }]) indicate that you may choose 
one of the items. 

'ill N ames enclosed in brackets C < » describe a class of 
These are sometimes called nonterminals. Names not 

enclosed in brackets are called terminal and make up 
numbers of a class. 

The symbol C ::= ) means "is defined as". 

An C ••• ) means the preceding items can be 

Lowercase italic character indicate names you must 

UP-11540.2 xiii 
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on 1 
u n 

This section describes the following: 

• The DCP lOS programming environment 

• The stages for building programs 

• The DCP lOS file system 

1.1. 
A DCP lOS program runs on Communications Processor Architecture 
(CP A)-defined computers. The DCP lOS is composed of procedures, 
segments, port processor programs, and queues -- all of which are 
CPA-defined architectural entities. These structures ensure protection 
and security. The instructions supported by CPA to manipulate these 
structures are privileged. 

To maintain the protection afforded by CPA, only DCP lOS procedures 
may run in privileged mode. If other programs need to manipulate 
certain CPA structures at run time to create segments and extra 
queues, a system service call (SVC) instruction activates privileged 
DCP lOS service. See Section 7 of this manual for further information 
regarding system service calls. 

Some basic concepts of the DCP lOS environment are described in 1.1.1 
to 1.1.G. 

1.1.1. 

The DCP lOS file system manager provides services to create and use 
contiguous files on a variety of mass storage media, including diskettes, 

and Winchester disks. During program development, the file 
system holds omnibus elements (modules), absolute elements 
(executable and add streams (symbolic elements). Files are 
named as follows: qualifier*filename. 

UP-11540.2 1-1 



Itroduction 

.1 

.1. 

-2 

Elements are referenced in 
~T'''+-'~~ files use the oP'--''--'lCU 

processor assembles programs 
V'--"~':h:lJ-H-F, each instruction as a MASM 

assembler 
defined in the form of definition elements. 

The elements are to use and context. C 
contains list of the definition elements. The definition 
element is which contains the central processor 

extended instruction and module definition 
See Section 6 for more information on MASM 

The CPA environrnent sets for process mode 
and control mode. Both the process mode and control mode sets have 
two subsets. One subset contains 0'-" .... '-""-'-'-,'-' £'0"£'""".""1"-,,'" V'",-nOTAY'£' 

and the other subset contains 

must use the process mode set. You can UUl>VJlHO,l>l\.A.-L.ll.) 

Cn."-H,,-t"'{T this mode the PROCDEF MASM 

Parameters may be in or in data 
areas. The user can convention. 

that any data area must be in the caller's before the 
and cannot be in the virtual address range X'OOOO' to X'lFFF' 

because CPA ,--,,,n_u,,--,~u the first four SDRs on a CALL. 

The maximum number of concurrent tasks or processes is fixed at build 
and defaults to one. The maximum number of tasks may also be 

"-'Y\£\OlT1Arl at the CPADEF MASM 
tasks themselves are not fixed. 

UP-11540.2 



task is created 

threshold is crossed. 

Service call is invoked 

which 
subroutines. 

back up the 
a series of RTN and SRTN instructions. 

of the process receives control and issues an 
control is then returned to the 

that services several queues is made more 
cascaded queues. See the DCP Series I 'YY/'fl U""YlfIP'YI 1(1 1','1,1 

Volume Volume 2 Rev.l, and Voluyne 3 
of ca~;;calmlllg. 

The CPA all errors in CP programs. All control and errors are 
transferred to a This mechanism is termed a forced 
call. 

The CPA also processor program errors, but the 
mechanism is different. The current state of the PP program is 

stored in a and to See the DCP Series 
..L.HI,",H''-'HI,'-'H''UIJ~VH Reference Manual a full of 

Once detects a CP or PP upon 
the mode in which the program was 

may 
errors. This feature e.rLables programs to survive tri\Tial errors. 

In interactive you may '-"\A,-,v,.uU,'-'~'--,U,~i invoke full-screen 
when any program faults. 
program also aborts if no 
was See 
Distributed Communications Processor 

OTOriYl"Jtr'O Manual 1 

UP-U540.2 

the program is aborted. The 
is set. is taken if it 

command in the DCP 

1-3 



Please enter command p) 

upon user 
bombardment with menus 

1-1 illustrates the of program rJUL.L"''CAA.HI..,' 

software dictates the 
environment: 

OS 100-

OS 1100 environment Remote 
DEMAND is in the OS 100 documentation. The 

the OS 1100 and 

can invoke a or 
from other users. 
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Executable 

For communications processor programs, the host 
maintains the source code in 

U'--JlL<LU'F. the nY-''''LJ,'' 

and These MASM ...... "nnr1nY'£\c and 
LNKDEF, 

UP-11540.2 1-5 







8 

The module elements contain definitions of the 
satisfies all 

program satisfies these cross-references when '-'\A.BU..H'''''' 

program. 

The host across 
command can be used to copy files 

and elements from host to DCP vice versa. See the 
Reference Manual for details. 

a for 
~J."('U'i;;;'AH6 the contents of memory, 

and a novel 

The file files accessed 
block numbers. To copy files from one device to the 
block is fixed to facilitate internal block ~J.'«J.AHJ.llA 
device characteristics. 

There are two file formats: filt' and program file. The data 
file format user-defined. A program 

The program file structure UlAlU'OJ'J.L 

Elements are of blocks. The program 
blocks. TOC blocks 

are to 

UP-llS40.2 



as follows: 

"'''''..-A"yy, functions. These names 
Users should avoid 

line module 

follow. Each element 
a record of X'FFFF'. 

absolute element 1-2 is described as 

Ii The first block of each ABS is a header record that describes the 
executable contained in blocks. See A. 

header fields such characteristics as the size of the 
Y'f.,"o.rlll1"·C> table and the initial number 

UP-11540.2 1-9 



element is not the order in modules 
to the build process. 

The SST starts at a fixed block number in the element and is used 
as a ~~.~r~'~TT for the rest of the rnc,,-,'-n....-, 

See A for the of the header block. 

Block 

0 Header Block 

1 First SST segment 

10 

Other Segments 

- PT, PPPT, QT, GPL, PST, QL 

- Queue headers 

- Code and data segments 

- Dictionary segments 

1-2. Absolute Element 

files have a defined internal 
header block described in A. The 

the IDUMP or DMPI ,,",UJ.'U"cu'.uo, 

and formatted 
for details. 

0 Header Record 

1 Dump data 

1-3. File 

-10 



This section describes 

The 

The 

messages 

information structure 

a program-user service calls 
as Data is as discrete messages 

in CPA message control tables and buffers. 

message and The message field 
offsets and message are defined in the definition element 
AARUNDEF. Fields used within the message header vary, 
the message The message header format is shown in 

WORD CONTENT 

15 0 

0 MH$MTYP message type 

1 MH$CNSN workstation ordinal number 

2 MH$DBO data byte offset 

3 MH$DBC data byte count 

4 MH$ID run-id (or zero) 

5 MH$SUPPA supplementary word A 

6 MH$SUPPB supplementary word B 

7 MH$SUPPC supplementary word C 

2-1. IVlesscige Header Format 

UP-11540.2 2-1 



The user message 

message 

message 

message 

message 

function 

data 
End-of-file to read Y'nn,n,r"OT 

or KEYWORD structured message 

read 

( 
The is an encoded version of a program execution 
statement. It is created the manager when it detects the 
traffic as control mode data. It is also created the run manager on 

A~.L-'-'-.l"J'-V file if the run is in control mode. The 
is data similar to the program call notation 

the OS 1100. After the it is saved 
for reference the user and is accessed 

. Once the user has the ", .. nlTL'''-

user's v"c'",,,¥'>,",, 

The control and 
or you may use the 

.,u,UU..LU'h subroutines to retrieve information about the 
is built with a standard header with a message 

The work station or run unit is stored 
stored within the 

This 
encompasses a created 

whether it has OS 1100 
If 

the structure is nonstandard 
has an 
SeALL. This 
structures and does not reflect standard file notation data. 

UP-11540.2 



UP-llS40.2 

ILE.ELEMENT,OPTIONS . E •.. 

the 

2-2 describes the 

not the 
"",-,JlHULA\.o,", U.'VAAH.'-''-'- in OS 1100 file notation 

Data is 
iTA"{TUr.".,..rl card name. 

Data is 
Data is iTA"Hn,,,,,,rl 

Data host name. 

is file 

is 1100 file read 

Data is an 1100 file write 

Data is a file name. 

Data name. 

Data is an ASCII 

is a file or element. 

Tllis the E~JD of the 

first slash (/). 

Data second slash (/). 

third slash (/). 

structure of the 

bit. 

@QUAL*MYFILE.MYELT,ABC MYFILEl.,MYELT2 

2-3 



11 'M' 'Y' 
12 'E' 'L' 
13 'T' 
14 
If) 'M' 
If) 'Y' 'F' 
17 'I' 'L' 
18 'E' '1 ' 

2 (spec 
6 (length) 
'Y' 

'2' 

0 

Information Packet 

4 UP-l1S40.2 



for more information on the 

Each of the 

because each 
cn,n£Ol"tl£O purpose within the program. 

The and LA lists are constrained to use within 
one UClC:''-'UUJ 

The A TXREF MASM allows and 
lists between assemblies. The ATXREF MASM does not 

allow forward references. A referenced table must be defined before 
build time. See the PROCDEF MASM definition. 

Format 

ATXREF[,'< export-reference>'] < import/export list> 

Parameters 

< export-reference> A 1- to 4-character name. 

list> 

list> 

UP-11540.2 3-1 
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Note: are allowed within <'r'V'·~'VlfH· 

ATXREF, I NEWA I GPL I, LNK 
ATXREF, I "u,-",_v</""\ 

ATXREF, I 

An 
and 
an AT uses to 

Architectural tables that 
To 

ATXREF call 

the exporter. 
references are necessary. Add 

If no references are needed 
architectural MASM 

To 

list> 

any 

of 

and 

to 
of the 

the 

to four tables 
but a table marked for 

UP-11540.2 



rn,'>orillY'O because AT is unless 

ENTRY 

Sl 

TEST 

The 

$INCLUDE 'AAWRENCH' 
WRENCH 
ATXREF,'ABC' 'GPL','QUE' 

GPLDEF 'SICOMP' ; 
'CFACCS' ; 

etc 
QUEDEF,20 'Ql',G,P,A; 

'Q2' , P,/\; 
etc 

PSTDEF 

LOADC Rl, Q2 

CALL CFACCS 

SSTDEF,l 

PROCDEF,l 'ENTRY' 
$END 

external 

ABCSUABRT $EQU 
ABCCFACCS $EQU 

SUABRT 
CFACCS 

ABCQ1 
ABCQ2 

$EQU Q1 
$EQU Q2 

Note: No external entries are 

UP-11540.2 

$INCLUDE 'AAWRENCH' 
WRENCH 
ATXREF 'GPL=ABC' ,'QUE=ABC' 
GPLDEF 'CFACCS' 
QUEDEF 'Ql' 'Q2' 

PSTDEF 

LOADC R4,Q2 

All the affected MASM 
and PSTDEF ) are 

ABC is export reference 
GPL is marked for export 
QL is marked for export 
Define GPL as normal 

Define QL as normal 

PST required but not exported 

Use current entry references 

Ditto 

Still need old label (1) 
for PSTDEF 
Di tto 

are created: 

the PST. 

the GPL 

GPL, QL marked for import 
Only require CFACCS 
No point in specifying 
access 
This i our very own PST ENTRY 

Queues and procedures used normally 

3-3 



CALL CFACCS Ditto 

SEG 1 Must define segment for code 
TESTI PROCDEF,l ENTRY' ",,*TEST,,*TEST GPL and QL from procedure TEST 
$END 

use 
PROCDEF. 

$INCLUDE 'AAWRENCH' 
WRENCH 
ATXREF 'GPL=ABC' ,'QUE=ABC' 
GPLDEF 'CFACCS' 
QUEDEF 'Q1' 'Q2' 

CALL CFACCS 

you can 
use 

GPL and LQ marked for import 
Requires CFACCS only 
No nt in specifying access 

Ditto 

NEWSEG SSTDEF Must define segment for code 
$END 

A TXREF the same definitions for the 
case. 

CFACCS 
Q2 
Ql 

ABCCFACCS 
ABCQ2 

$EQU ABCQl 

UP-11540.2 



CPADEF 

xsst 

stks 

locks 

UP-11540.2 

MASM 

X5St, 70cks 

"-,,UC'-AA",'.nn.<""A A<U,UU-''VA of spare queue table entries. 

additional number of spare "'~T<~T'YYYl c.n.<i"rroc,n1" table 
entries. 

maximum number of active process control stacks. 

size lock table. 
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\ Module Definition MASM Procedures 

Format 

pname ENTDEF 

Parameters 

pnarne 

ep 

I epl ,I pair' 

The name 
Because this is the name other users must 0"'.0 .. ".,,, in 
their GPLDEF, it is the name used to call the 
procedure. 

The entry point label. 

The name 

UP-llS40.2 



7nm] 

rn 

pnarne 

BLOCK 

k 

UP-llS40.2 

GPLDEF,m 

CPA Module Definition MASM Prr.r.a.,ril 

I pname', 
Ipname l BLOCK,k; 
. .. etc 

The name of this GPL 

It 

Number of blank entries to reserve at the start of the 
table. 

The name of a called "'nY',n.r-"ri111"n 

Causes initial L'-'vHLL'''' of access to this PN. The builder 
frorn this field which is stored in the 

bit of the PN. 

of slots to reserve before next PN. 
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pname INITDEF, 

pname 

n 

ELK 

ep 

icw 

psw 

la 

snamex 

,psw , 
'snameb' 

,ql , 1 a; 

cross-reference value from 
",nrhYl,"\Y>t- numbers are taken. If n is not 

with SNAME are used. 

Causes the to be AAUVA"--"AA blocked. 

The label. 

The initial instrumentation control for the 

The initial PSW "''"''eOJ.u' ...... 

name U,",.!.u,'u-.U,,::> to unnamed 

The PST name 'U.'-'A"" .... A'''-' to unnamed 

The name u.'L-.LU'UJ.L.", to unnamed 

The LA name 

The name ",,,,,,ern)"" ..... loaded on 

UP-1l540.2 



segments may vary zero to 

3. 

WRITE 

of each SSN field in the PT. It is redundant if write 
access is in SSTDEF for the named 

UP-11540.2 3-9 



A Module Definition 

The IOPDEF MASM YYl"""'''.r''H'A processor 
table 

IOPDEF 

name 

pao 

proc 

I name Iproc l 'qlist' 
I segO' I 

I pao' " 
, I , 

name of this PP program. 

The program address for 

The program address for 

The name of the queue list If this 
is a number rather than name, it is used as the 
of an queue list. 

seg.x needed 

o UP-11540.2 



Module Definition MASM Procedures 

k 
The LNKDEF MASM ~r',"~L''''''~= defines a link area 

LNKDEF ,m 

Inknm The of this area 

m The number of entries to reserve. 

UP-11540.2 3-11 



)A Module Definition MASM Procedures 

-12 

r. ... ,">.ro",nH·O module with the PSW set up 
aeDena:m2: on the MASM used 

MARKDEF sets the marked nrr,,,p'!1l1rp. bit in the ri1roJ-,An'l"" Use 
MARKDEF with the new 
flagged 

Procedure Points 

The first PROCDEF MASM ~ .. ,,"c>,r"H·O 

definition. PROCDEF MASM nrn.l'prll1 

sharing the 
with their own SSNs and 

Shared Lists 

This results 

Each list may be "I-',-,,-,,,,,,,,u 

'-'IJ~~"H~ list 

name in one of two ways: 

Cross-reference list 

a named list within the 

A cross-reference list can a list that is 

This allows you to 
r\rr,,,ul,,, the list name 

in another 
assembly. In this case, you ",,,,,,,,r.,'''' the name of the owner "' ... "roc."" in the 

format: 

*!name! 

The list resolution is Df()CeSSe~a at build time. See the ATXREF MASM 

Format 

pname 

C0I11UnC[IOn with this 

PROCDEF,n,BLK 'ep'""gpl,pst,q7,la 
'snamea',WRITE 'snameb',WRITE 

UP-11540.2-A 



CPA Module Definition MASM Procedures 

pname PRIVDEF,n,BLK 'ep', jcw,psw"gp7,pst,q7,la 
'snamea' ,WRITE 'snameb',WRITE ..• 

pname MARKDEF,n, BLK I ep', jcw,psw"gp7,pst, q7, la 
'snamea',WRITE 'snameb',WRITE .•. 

Parameters 

pname 

n 

BLK 

ep 

psw 

gpf 

pst 

ql 

fa 

snamex 

UP-11540.2-A 

The procedure name (maximum eight characters). Because 
this is the name that other users must specify in their 

it is the name used to call the procedure. 

The SSTDEF cross-reference value from which SSNs will be 
taken. If n is not present, only segments given with SNAME 
are used. 

Indicates that the procedure is initially blocked. 

The entry point label. 

T11e initial instrumentation control word for tIle procedllre. 

The initial PSW setting. 

The GPL name (defaults to unnamed 

The PST name (defaults to unnamed 

The name (defaults to unnamed 

The LA name (defaults to unnamed 

The name segment loaded on CALL. 

Notes: 

1. Tlle nllJnber of seglnerlts Jnefl tJG7Y zero to fO~lr~ 

2. If the SSTDEF (n) is not 
names are provided in the sequence 

3. the SSTDEF cross-reference is the order is 
SD3,SD2,SDl,SDO. 

3-13 
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-14 

WRITE Gives this write access on se~~m~~nr 1, 2, 3, or 
4. The builder creates a in the most bit of each 
SSN field in the PT. It is redundant if write access 
in the SSTDEF for the named uV,"-,AH'VHL 

u 

The PSTDEF MASM "",,,,",,r-Adl,,,..,,, It 
01"'V'''''''''>('' the names of all uv,>"H~vHlu the 
procedure. 

Format 

Cps tnm] 

Parameters 

pstnm 

m 

sname 

WRITE 

k 

PSTDEF[.m ] I sname' I WRITEL k] ; 
'sname' ,WRITE[,k]; 

The name of this PST (optional). 

The number of blank entries to reserve at the start of the 
table (optional). 

The name of the segment that may be loaded 
a procedure in this assembly element. 

Permits write access to the The builder creates a 
from this field that is stored in the most significant bit of 

the SSN. 

Cmaion: writes to a transient jn:rnl;;fU 

the segment is held in memOly. See the and 
selvices in Section 7 and the descriptions of 

resident and transient segments in Section 

The number of slots to reserve before inserting the next SSN 
( optional). 

UP-11540.2-8 



defines queue ""'''''',',,'''' the names of 

[q [,m] lqnamel,g,p,a[,k]' 

m 

qname 

g,p,a 

k 

UP-11540.2 

Iqname l ,g,p,a[,k]' 
... etc ... 

of queue list 

number of blank entries to reserve at the start of the 
table 

name of the queue used. 

or arm. Field "''''',,''',,''' . .., lS 

fields with commas. For vA(J"H~Jjv. "a 
unused 

The number of slots reserve before "..,0f-".·f" •• ..,~ the next 

3-15 



)A Module Definition MASM Procedures 

16 

The 

qname 

qname 

addr 

size 

mode 

thrshld 

qx 

Rl 

MASM defines a queue. 

QUEUE,addr size mode thrshld, 'procedure',qx Rl 

The queue name. 

The hardware ID 

MCT 
LIT 
SAl (',,1"tHTClrp attention item queue; uses the 

SOLI for the 
SPACE 

SAl CPA 

The queue size. 

The number of back entries allowed. 

The queue threshold 

The name of SAl PN scheduled. 

The queue (0 to 
the named queue is 
the SOLI of the run 
cascade queue. 

a queue name is 
in either the CPA SOLI or 

'r'=~f1.~~r'=~ and is used as a 

The I6-bit jJUAUAHVl in Rl on initial .,i'~~A.~~h 

Note: See the INFO file on the level SR1 release additional 
on ca~)cadlIlIQ queues. 

UP-11540.2-A 



CPA Module Definition MASM Procedures 

queue defined as SAl CPA becomes an event queue and 
architectural SOL1. 

in the CPA 

A queue defined as SAl becomes an event queue and is 
non-architectural SOLI of the run. 

the 

Worker queues 
SAl: 

a with a SAlCPA queue name have the 

User Rl 
Parameter 

16 bits 16 bits 

queues a Ox with a SAl queue name have the following SAl: 

User RI Real Address of 
Parameter Event SAl Oueue 

8 bits 24 bits 

to 251 event qllelles can be defined on t]1e SOLI for eac11 run~ 

Up to 251 event queues can be defined for the one CPA SOLI in the 

UP-11540.2-A 3--16a 
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A Module Definition MASM Procedures 

max .............. ,"" ... 1-"Y' C'T'\,,,rn1-"T1IY>ri' the maximum number 
is if 

min 

size is less. 

lc The location counter to include in this ;::'C"o;.!LL'Cl 

UP-11540.2 



This section describes the 

queues. 

~'U.H'--'U.Hh for PP state item 

~'U~'U.AAHh for CP "'tJ'v'-'~.LH_.U,".''V 

~'U,"L'-'-.UHh for IPM state '-' .... u,u.j",v 

Ul>L.u,-<.UHh for throttle level v'>'UkHF,""' 

'>"<hLL'UCAU.'r, for II console command 

the event. It also for other 
up the affected environment and 

certain .0"<7;0.0,,,1"" 'AYl 

information and take 

PP prograrn or halts. A CP 
may for each program on the 

IOPDEF statement in the PP program source. This statement defines the 
PP program environment. 

At run state item is running that PP 
program, the CP '-''VHl''"~'F,~.LL'-' is Uh~IJ<k"~·J.'~·U with the dispatch 

set to the 

UP-11540.2 4-1 



is 
return. If the state item 
may be 

These decisions 

If the v~L'''U_"r.'-'L'v '..,.-",Vl.L'U-'h process itself the program is 
aborted. 

the r>/ynrlY\nnn 

the 

is uses 32 as 

31 15 16 a 

2 



of 

code 

to 

process and reschedules initial 
may be lost but the program survives what would 

fatal errors. 

The a to transfer 
messages between programs. An IPM connection 
Aa'IJ.L',--,'" the existence of a receiver and a transmitter. If the program at 
either end of the connection aborts or closes down its end of the 
'-'VJlU"0'-",.lV •. ', the result is an IPM state An IPM connect w-","j,.,nor 

issued also results in at the receiver 
end. 

queue O.lFo1..a.", 

of the connection. The caller queue when 
up an IPM connection. It is an 

queue is not the program 
IPM must maintain its own timers and calls 
to the 

When such occurs, a literal "1n.,Of'lT"{TlIY> 

connection-ID is queue. If the '"'v.lt" .......... "".lll"--

queue is the is and it up to the IPM user to 
rO''Ill.''Cr the connection status at some future time. 

UP-llS40.2 4-3 



31 

status 

It uses 

15 16 a 

one of the 

disconnect -

terminate the IPM 

an IPM connection in the reverse 
as follows: 

Retrieve the connection status 

Get the transmitter's IPM field 

an connect ~·D'--'l1'c)C' 

number of buffers that normal 
the real and usual demand for buffers 

all programs that are run. When the 
demand for buffers goes this all that have 

to will 
vAUkL.,.,v indication. program~ can access 

SeT and SYSINF to ascertain the current memory conditions 
L"~'~U".I->,--,A"'~A'U variables and contained in 

Up·11540.2 



enters 

run-name 
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This section the information: 

• Describes the tasks 

-'-'.n.~JAUH'" how to enter mode 

commands 

Describes the function and format of each command 

is the tool for programs under It uses full-screen 
rhc,ni':n,e and the functions shown in Table 5-1. The commands 

described in 5.6. 

Table Functions 

~~~~"I'""'~ Command 

Set the address display to byte mode A 

Set and display breakpoint parameters B 

Catch system service call (SVC) to be trapped C 

Dump debug session D 

End debug mode E 

Flip register display F 

Resume a trapped process G 

available commands H 

Inspect Communications Processor Architecture (CPA) I 
tables 

continued 

UP-11540.2 5-1 



Facilities 

Table 5-1 . Functions (cant.) 

. ,. Command '''''' ...... " .... v. 

Display the current call return stack K 

Set the display length of the inspect area L 

Modify the current display area M 

Step through the next one or more instructions N 

Step, but treat SCALL and CALL instructions as one 0 
instruction 

Set and display profile parameters P 

Query dictionary Q 

Modify registers R 

Display segments S 

Switch the status display to trap T 

Inspect the virtual environment of a trapped process V 

Set the inspect mode to word W 

Kill the current trap X 

Set breakpoint parameters to zero Z 

Display the next page of memory + 

Display the previous page of memory -

Yon can enter mode in one of these ways: 

DCP/OS 
PTP'YP11rp Manual. 

See 



Facilities 

a program error, a or a 

Note: 

rn.rr>,"'r,c,nll' an 

After you enter debug you may 
commands listed in Table 5-1. 

*DEBUG* Wed 16 Nov 88 11:29:48 

Commands: 
F=fl i P 
L=length 
R=mod 
X=ki 11 

A=address 
G=go 
M=mod memory 
S=segment 
Y=n/a 

B=breakpoint C=catch SVC 
H=help I=insp tab 
N=single step O=one step 
T=disp trap U=n/a 
Z=zero brkpt +=next page 

For help in the use of a particular command enter: 

Status: Amod=WORD Imod=REAL Adr=OOOOOO #Tr=OO U=Y 

to enter mode if you 
command in the DCP 

VC".dAlv'-'< with a full-screen 

D=dump 
J=n/a 
P=profil e 
V=virtual 
-=prev page 

<{:ommand> 

E=end 
K=stack 
Q=query 
W=word 

5-1 . Screen 



Facilities 

The command format and a of each command are in the 
subsections. you enter the command appears. If you enter 
the command you may hear a upon the of 
terminal you The command line remains on the screen so you may reenter 
the command 

All numbers are in hexadecimal 
the number of instruction 

the vU.n.iJVHlL count, and 

You V",,'_vUUU"'- the user program with the $ 

the user program so you may set 
program. 

at the to 
cnTL'~""'~'-"- the 

the $ you must cause your program to 
and then examine the virtual memory environment before 

There are two methods of ,",<AM,''''''''-

to set Vu..'''IJVHH instructions 

servIce to user-selectable 

A troublesome area may be 

nn'lnIIPn'l<C in a short 

you have reached the area, and the solution is not you may 
to set a at a address in user code and then examine the 

conditions when the program hits the While on a you 
may want to use the NEXT command to observe and memory as each 
instruction is executed. 

UP-11540.2-A 



The 
and C01TIn1eX '"'V~J'-',"UJlUf"., 

commands to select the 
commands execute. cn"'1",'/"H' up to 8 
The numbers you use and zero out 
omit the number when you 
U>J'-'''.s' ""''-, the next available 

Use L the '''","_''-''"'''- can attach the L to 
as follows: 

P 1 L 

L 

Use a before each 

The enters new that its 
BRKPTs: 

B 1,PFRED,02a 
B 2,PFRED,60a 
P L,V 5800; V 8000 K ~ 0 On all BPs, mem & stk 

UP-11540.2-A 
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Facilities 

The ~"'."UljJA~ enters a new that takes a program when 
BRKPT 4 is reached. 

Note: and not to the 

B 4, PFREO,614 
P (4),0 SYS$*SYSOUMP1P 

Section 5.6.14a shows the format and additional ________ .-- __ of the P command. 

{'n.-rY'Ir'~rl<C",n between a normal session and a logging session illustrates how 
command fits into the scheme: 

Normal session logging session 

set some breakpoints set some breakpoints 
set some profiles (P command 
with logging specified) 

-------

do a G(o) command do a G(o) command 

BRKPT occurs, is displayed BRKPT occurs, is logged 

do some commands (V's .. , S's .. , P commands string of specified 
K's .. , N's .. , I's .. , etc ... ) commands are automatically done, 

resulting displays logged 

do another G(o) command resumes upon expiration of 
P commands string of commands, a 
G(o) at string-end ok too 

more of the same ... leave it running, walk away 

@@DEB, Z command Z command on a BRKPT conditioned 
profile 

A third type of session may be a combination in which only of the 
settings specify logging. As BRKPTs are reached, logging occurs only where 
specified. 

In a normal session, you can commands on a 
them as each breakpoint is reached. 

When you need a logging session with complex BRKPT/profile settings, you can 
test a normal session (without logging) and then you can add the logging 
(L) to the profiles and enter a go (G) command. 
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The 

Loc 

PN 

Err 

UP-11540.2 

name of 

instruction 

The error code of the 

xxxx 

occurred the 

w here the program crashed 

code 

which is either: 

show how to use this information 
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V lAO 

CALL (IF) 

*OE8UG* Wed 16 Nov 88 11:29:48 Program=TEL7R2 

0001AO: 8801 160A 0005 041A 046F IFOO 0002 04F6 ......... 0 ...... 

0001A8: 120A 0005 C800 9006 IF20 029E 8803 8280 ......... ..... . 
000180: 0276 8804 160A 0005 041A 0429 0002 IFOO .v ........ ) .0 .. 

000188: 0002 04F6 120A 0005 C800 9006 0002 029E ............. . . 
0001CO: 8803 8280 0276 826B 0007 C801 0002 BBF9 . . . . . v. k ..... W .. 
0001C8: 0008 9103 B248 0005 0600 3800 0002 2268 ..... k .... 8. C." k 
000100: 9115 071F 2004 C014 4022 0600 0002 C300 .... ... @" .....• 

000108: 0000 0220 BOOO 0412 0600 810l C300 0000 .. . ............ 

Trap: Loc=OlAl PN=LINSVS #Stk=03 Err=4/01 [XS=lBOOOO] 

0-07: AA06FAOO 00000000 00000000 00000000 EBIB210C 00000000 00000000 
8-15: 00000000 00000000 00000000 8C05CC9F 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

8C04F29F 00000000 00000000 00000000 8E09651F 00000000 00000000 00000000 
S24-31: 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

R 0-07: 0001 5800 0000 8000 0252 0000 0001 800A 
R 15: 8000 580A 5800 AOOO 0000 0001 0000 0001 

Status: Amod=WORO Imod=VIRTUAL Adr=OOOlAO Seg=LNSVSS SSN=01C9 

Enter cownand (H=help)-
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*OEBUG* Wed 16 Nov 88 11:49:06 

180200: 
IB0210: 
1B0220: 

2002 005C 0000 0000 0180 0006 0000 0000 
0000 0850 0000 0000 0180 0120 8000 0000 
0lA7 0150 0000 0800 0180 0120 0000 0000 

• • \ 00 • 0 •• • •• 0 

· oJ 
· oJ .... 0 

Trap: Loc=01A7 PN=LINSVS Op=lF #Stk=03 Err=4/01 [XS=lBOOOO] 

0-07: AA06FAOD 00000000 00000000 00000000 EFIOI09E EBIB210C 00000000 00000000 
8-15: 00000000 00000000 00000000 8C05CC9F 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

SI6-23: 8C04F29F 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
S24-31: 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

R 0-07: 0001 5800 0000 8000 0252 0000 0001 800A 
R 8-15: 8000 580A 5800 AOOO 0000 0001 0000 0001 

Status: Amod=8YTE Imod=REAL Adr=IB0200 #Tr=Ol 

Enter command (H=help)-
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blocked procedure 03F 

*DEBUG* Wed 16 Nov 88 11:32:22 Run=LES Program= TEL7R2 

103720: OOOB 00A6 803F 0121 0055 0075 0013 0000 ..... ? ! . U. u .... 

Trap: Loc=01A7 PN=LINSVS CC=cv pz #Stk=03 Err=4/01 [XS=lBOOOOj 

S 0-07: AA06FAOD 00000000 00000000 00000000 EFIOI09E EBIB210C 00000000 00000000 
S 8-15: 00000000 00000000 00000000 8C05CC9F 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 
516-23: 8C04F29F 00000000 00000000 00000000 8[09651F 00000000 00000000 00000000 
S24-31: 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

R 0-07: 0001 5800 0000 8000 0252 0000 0001 800A 
R 8-15: 8000 580A 5800 AOOO 0000 0001 0000 0001 

Status: Amod=BYTE Imod=REAL Adr=103720 #Tr=Ol u=y 

Enter command (H=help)-
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UP-l 

defi ned fl ag name of procedure 

*DEBUG* Wed 16 Nov 88 11:35:49 Run=LES Program=TEL7R2 

09FC14: 4346 4143 4353 2020 0002 0000 0000 003F CFACCS ........ ? 

Trap: Loc=01A7 PN=LINSVS CC=cvPz Op=lF #Stk=03 Err=4/01 [XS=IBOOOO] 

0-07: AA06FAOD 00000000 00000000 00000000 EFIDI09E EBIB210C 00000000 00000000 
8-15: 00000000 00000000 00000000 8C05CC9F 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

516-23: 8C04F29F 00000000 00000000 00000000 8E09651F 00000000 00000000 00000000 
524-31: 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 

R 0-07: ODD] 5800 0000 8000 0252 0000 0001 800A 
8-15: 8000 580A 5800 AOOO 0000 0001 0000 0001 

Amod=BYTE Imod=REAL Adr=09FC14 #Tr=OI 

Enter command (H=help)-



A 



The B command sets, 

You a valid PN or se~!m·enl 

the B command. The 

Brkpt PN Segment Adrs Count RegiInt Cond 

1 FRED SFRED 0012 8/150 R15 ::: 34CF 
2- DUMMYPN 0122 0000 R5 ::: 0003 
3 *SSSS3 0024 
4 0156 0101 0198 RO < OOOOS 
5 DISK SDISK OOOE 
6p FRED SFRED 002A Int ::; 0015 
7 R8 ::; OEOE 
8 003/004 CC ::: cvpz 

The columns are defined as follows: 

# 

The bn~a~:po,mt table number r~n,rrll"'" from to 8. 
defined. 

to 8 

An arrow (- > ) to t]le Cllrrent 

Dn~a1<:pom[ number means this 

'-'U"IJ~1AHL number indicates that a 

UP-11540.2-A 

any 

Mem/Date Condition 

2003I4 ::;'DISKDRIV' 
B020 # AODOFFFF 

1000 ::; 00F2 
900731 / 07: 30 

& R8 > 8000S 

command 

5-11 





When 

Brk 180 PN=PMNFG 

n,+ 

1<',"",,,,,,",,, as follows: 

cC=cv IF #Stk=02 

op 

5-1 



8 
all 

9 + 

n 

name 

Note: 
an 

address PN 

checked 

4 



value 

& 

adrR 

Value to be with 

IS be 

'aa' = one or two characters 

one to four hex 
zero-filled. 

= carry c = no carry 
V = overflow v = overflow 

= not ~r""''-"'''''' 
nonzero 

contents 

to be 

condition "1J'''''-''UIv'U, 

a 



op 

mm 

date/time 

6 

value 

Value to be vVAHIJ'lU 



4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

lS 

PN 

porSK sorSK 
*SFRED 

Adrs 
0020 

080A 
002A 

Count 
000/010 

INT=0015 

Condition 
DISK' 

&0200R7 #FFF 
I10 r·rrrrJ~rr 

900731 



,18 

tr',,,,r.prl 0 n 

and 
of the SVC. 

a command line. 
which dears all SVC 

every SVC your program ,)u,-,'Va,,-,,). 

redefine the any time a program 
do not have an active program, you may hear a 
the of you are if you 

C 

ERR 

proc 

param 

Catch SVC error returns 

CPA 
DIC 
ELT 
FILE 
INST 
IPM 
LM 
PC 
PP 
RUN 

or 

is one of the 

to 

servIces 
SDF services 

FILE services 
instrumentation services 
IPM services 
line module services 
dl~,patctler servICes 
PP services 
run serVIces 

the results 

selections 
The 

upon 

UP-11540.2 



Facilities 

Catches all SVCs on and exit in all 

C SVCs in 

C Catches all SVC 

UP-11540.2 5-19 



[,S 
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to process 
or vice versa. 

the other ~~~ I'-'~~~.r this and 
This command is a active. 

Format 

F 

UP-11540.2 



G 

N 

UP-11540.2 

address 

at 

at 

address 

1J~'~.LLJl~'Ul address 

address 

address 9 2 

address 912 and 
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to 
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PPPT 

ICT, PPQL, PP number 

QT, Q Queue name or number 

EXEC Run number 
~ ___ ~ __ ~__ ______________________ L-________________________________ ~ 

UP-11540.2 5-25 



*OEBUG* Wed 16 Nov 88 14:38:48 Run=LESA Program=OISK 

198200: 2004 005C 0000 0000 0100 0006 0000 0000 
198210: 0851 0050 0400 0807 0100 OOOA 0000 0000 
198220: 0044 0350 0000 0000 0100 0000 0000 0000 

SVC-Exit : 5VC=FILE[8000j called from 0014 in PN=PMENU5 

5 0-07: AA06F482 AAOF7691 8AOBB085 EB02611C 00000000 
5 8-15: 00280008 00290009 00000000 8C05AOIF 00000000 
516-23: 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 AA03FC06 
S24-31: 00000000 00000000 00000000 003B001B 003COOIC 

R 0-07: OOIE 5000 5000 0000 0000 5000 0000 0000 
R 8-15: 0000 0000 8000 0004 8000 0000 0000 0000 

Status: Amod=BYTE Imod=REAL Adr=198200 #Tr=Ol U=Y 
CATCH SVC: FILE,CPA,RUN,PC,PP,LM,DIC,IPM,ELT,INST 

[X5=198000j 

8AOF0607 
CC074980 
00350015 
CB005AOB 

00000000 8C044F9F 
00000000 00000000 
00000000 00000000 
CB025E84 AAOAOF8D 
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900 
Set 

to 



and contents 
screen or the Ar>hn,n£) 

To 
also use function 

0jJ'~V'U'-"'-', memory is modified at 
uses as many of the values as 

can fit on the vv ... Uu.u" .... not modified this case. 

In both cases, with or without n' .• r'Al'1P 

modified the M command. 
of terminal you are either 

real memory or DCP/OS cJV.~~AH''''''X''>J. 

Note: to the number 
l)o/alile area memory. This 

If a IS ...... ..,n,rh'H>rl 

which freezes the ,'V.":'H"~lH in memory. 

M 

value 

or function 

to 4 hexadecimal 
slash. Values are 
memory. 

increments 1, 

4 

a comma, space, a 
zero-filled before you 

UP-11540.2 



The N command sets the 
one 
the first N command is entered 
continue ",,,,,-d,"~ C'te>r,,,,,n,'" 

mode may be resumed 

Another variation of the N command is to 
be The default is. this 
whether or not the page is to be 

of instructions to 
DO:SSIlJle to 

\.AJAHIJ''-'lJlUH of the number of instructions Snl~C1I1eU 

AU user mode instructions may be 

N 

N I, inst 

N va 

UP-11540.2-A 

and conditional 
instructions. This means that 

load 
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number 

inst 

V, va 

-3~ 

Note: 

the 

Loc= PN=PMNFG #Stk=03 

UP-11 



o va 

Use to 

Use 

Use 
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32 

L 

cmd 

When you use 
are written to disk. 

which you execute commands. 

You can 
semicolon ( ;) for the XMT 

with a semicolon 
between each command and its 

Note: you omit the '"'H'YlH"nrU' screen is 

P L 
P 21(1) 

z "P\',VH'v0 that you want to clear 

Screen 

When you enter a P ,",V "H.HHU.U'-" status is on 
half of the screen. The 
screen fonow. 

vLUAUAjJ""Y of command entries 

UP-11540.2-A 



Facilities 

1 

FRED,2a, 15.0T=890717/0730 

24000; L 300 % og each 15 mi 

2, OT=890717/1030 

P D @@X % Dump pgm and kill run after 3 hours 

*DEBUG* Tue 

Profl 
II 
2L 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

15:58:28 Run= WTH Program=DISK 

S t r i n 
&: stack 
run after 3 

S15 mini 
hours I 

I 
***************************************************************************** 

4 
5 
6 

PH 
FRED 

Adrs 
002a 

Count Cond 
15 I 

I 

Hem/Date Condition 
890717 I 07:30 I 
890717 I 10:30 I 

I 
7 
8 I 

Enter command, 

In the first for BRKPT 1, at the a BRKPT is set 
"'Vf-,H~' . .H" FRED at address 002a. When the BRKPT is reached for the first 
the commands of 1 are executed and the IS to disk. 

the first BRKPT is reached after each IS-minute interval and causes 
>V."~"""""'" At the time on BRKPT 2, Profile 2 executes a 
cornmlanCl, followed to terminate the run. 

Note: The L following prof# number (top this 
The p the BRKPT number 

indicates at least 1 this BRKPT. 
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if it finds the 

first has a 
The second 

Q name 

name 8-character name in the '.H'--'U'JUUA 

SST table 

number 

Q 123 
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This page is mtj;;ntloflall left blank. 
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Facilities 

The R command either reads the current screen of or, 
if the values from the command line. In 

you may hear a 
terminal you are 

Format 

R 

Parameters 

r = YOQ(1"lc1rnr numbers 

of the 1-yor.Y\y,,,,ri 

to 

nnnn 1 to 4 hexadecimal digits. This value is 
zero-filled before the 

UP-11540.2 5-33 



S command 
hexadecimal and resets the 

the virtual address goes out 
the "'Vl,(>"",?,,~ 

virtual address or N\r<f'in'VlfV 

0'-'f"J.LL'~"'" number is rounded up and the 
address is rounded down within the range of a full In these 
cases, the name. 

Format 

Parameters 

"-'''-' ..... AL.'VL • .., name or number 

address Relative word address (defaults to 

S 0100 Displays segment 100 from address zero 

S SDISK 04B8 Displays segment SDISK from address 4B8 

UP-11540.2 



Facilities 

1 

The T command switches the status ~A~ t-'A~N.' 
to TRAP. The that 

is you may hear 
of terminal you are using). 

Format 

T 
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ug Facilities 

.1 
The V command 
or of an active 

Y>C'-..... A''' ... '' the virtual environment of a 

Note: the virtual address goes out 
n'V-fl'lUHA virtual memory, the area 

screen is blanked. You can restore the screen \A/VC>DJ'<'VV{.f 

process 

a new, valid virtual address or "","41,11," back into 
range. 

In CP the V command is relevant only when a trap is active. 
you can enter debug to set up the before a 

trap, since the mode is remembered over debug entries. For '-'-"'-·U,H!LtJ~·,-" 

you may to find a message at virtual address X'5800' at many 
points in a program. The mode may be set to 'V 5800' at any 
time in of a The message is u,Ul""n_LLU,v~'L,"-"''''_'_' 

at the 

Format 

V [address] 

V [address]Vport] 

Parameter 

add'ress 
/port 

Virtual address 
Port number 

CP rnode 

PP mode 

0000-FFFF words for CP 
0000-3FFF for PP 

V 1800 Displays from virtual word address 1800 in the CP context 

V 1000/6 Displays from virtual address 1000 of PP #6 
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facilities 

The W command sets the mode to word and from a 
1J"-"~.LUl"-'U word address in real memory. 

Format 

W 
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Jg facilities 

The X command kills the current 
allocatable space, and the task stack. If 

control is returned to the manager. 
This command does not kill the whole 

program, even if it is 
program may be killed 

" LU'::>ft.lHF.. After to run the 
the @@X T command. 

I f no is you may hear a 
of terminal you are using). 

Format 

X 

UP-11540.2 



number 

CRM 

UP-11540.2 

all 
AL\A.HUJ".L to clear. the number is 

0"-'l,IJJ..LL;;"U are cleared. 

The 
may be cleared without 
combination of the 

C = clear the count 

and memory 
the entire 

R = clear the condition 
M = clear the memory condition 
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Facilities 

or user set 
memory. Use the XMIT 
in mode. 

Format 

+ 

the next page of memory when you are 
of the is not default 

is used when paging 
the next page when you are not 

UP-llS40.2 



page. 

Format 

UP-11540.2 

Facilities 

command the page of memory. The 
is not altered. After the first - command is 

each time you press XMIT the program will go back one more 
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This section describes the 

• Basic CP Utility MASM Procedure 

Extended MASM Procedure 

• Structured MASM Procedures 

These procedures are in the on the release 

The basic central processor (CP) provides MASM 
procedures for the CPA CP instructions and CPA module definitions. It 
also offers a series of instructions and table definition enhancements. 
The CPA module definitions are discussed in Section 3. The CPA 
instructions are defined in the DCP Series JLH'p~~H.LvJLL"'''''''.LV.LL 
.. a VLAn .. eVLA, Volume 1, Volume 2 Rev. 1, and Volume 3 (UP-1 

Table 6-1 defines the used for the "'l",,,,,,,,r111l"0 

Table to ""lIml"l,nlc: 

Definition 

BQF Byte-equated field: symbol defined by BEQUF procedure. 

EQ Simple equated value with no relocation. 

EQF Field defined as an EQUF or simple equate (no relocation). 

EQR Equated value that may have relocation (not EQUF). 

UP-11540.2 
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M Procedures 

Table 6-1. to SVlmhnlC:: Used (cont.) 

Symbol 

1m 

N 

Q 

R 

RA 

RM 

RW 

RWE 

RWO 

S 

TV 

W 

X 

[ ... J 

< ... > 

( ... ) 

n* ( ... ) 

({ ... )) 

n* ({ ... ) 

v <
func(params) 

/ 

Definition 

Pair of index registers (1m, Im+l : 1m even) containing 1m mode 
address. 

Integer. 

Field defined as a BEQUF (possibly with some added relocation 
information). 

Register. 

Source/destination register. 

Index register containing word address or offset. 

Work register. 

Even work register. 

Odd work register. 

String. 

Truth value: true<>O false=O. 

An EQF, possibly with some added relocation information. 

Any acceptable MASM value. 

Contents optional. 

Parameter written as contents <BLOCK> > parameter is 
written as BLOCK. 

Repeat contents (with blank separator) any number (>0) of times. 

Repeat contents at most n times, but at least once. 

Repeat contents (with comma separator) any number (>0) of 
times. 

Repeat contents at most n times, but at least once. 

Following parameter flagged with *. 
This is a shorthand way of writing <*>. 

The function (func) takes parameters (params) and returns type (v). 

Use preceding or following options, but not both. 
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MASM Procedures 

The can alter the location 
since the location 

" ... ·Cln1-o..o that the actual code or 

6·2. 

MASM 
Proc 

Format Definition 

EVEN EVEN . No parameters Rounds the current location counter to the 
even word boundary. 

ODD ODD · No parameters Rounds the current location counter to the 
odd word boundary. 

ZM2K ZM2K · No parameters Rounds the current location counter to the 
next SDR. 

ZM64 ZM64 · No parameters Rounds the current location counter to the 
next granule. 

1 

The group of MASM in Table 6-3 "£,,-.,oY"<,..-,,,.., either a nibble 
instruction or the 16-bit instruction. For LOADC 

either a load nibble or 
under certain 
see the DCP Series .L.LLI'I-'.L'L-.UL,,".LlvV'iv"'\J'.l 

H .... "' .... U<..<'.L, Volume 1, Volume 2 Rev. 1, and Volume 3 
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M Procedures 

Table 6-3. Constant MClll1lt)UI.mC)I1 MASM Procedures 

MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

ADDC AD DC RA,EQR [,RM] Adds the constant into a register. 

ASHFL ASHFL RA,EQR [,RM] Arithmetic shift left register by constant. 

ASHFLD ASH FLO RA,EQR [,RM] Arithmetic shift left register pair by 
constant. 

ASHFR ASHFR RA,EQR [,RM] Arithmetic shift right register by constant. 

ASHFRD ASHFRD RA,EQR [,RM] Arithmetic shift right register pair by 
constant. 

COMC COMC RA,EQR [,RM] Compares (signed) the constant with a 
register. 

COMUC COMUC RA,EQR [,RM] Compares (unsigned) the constant with a 
register. 

CSHFL CSHFL RA,EQR [,RM] Circular shift left register by constant. 

CSHFLD CSHFLD RA,EQR Circular shift left register pair by constant. 
[,RM] 

CRSN CRSN RA,EQ. EQ Circular right shift nibble. 
<16 

DIVC DIVC RA,EQR [,RM] Divides register pair by a constant. 

LOADC LOADC RA,EQR [,RM] Loads the constant into a register. 

LSHFR LSHFR RA,EQR [,RM] Logical shift right register by constant. 

LSHFRD LSHFRD RA,EQR [,RM] Logical shift right register pair by constant. 

MULTC MULTC RA,EQR [,RM] Multiplies register pair by a constant. 

SBITS SBITS RA,[*]EQF Sets bits in a register. 

SUBC SUBC RA,EQR [,RM] Subtracts the constant from a register. 

SVC SVC EQ Issues an SVC instruction for the function 
specified. 

TBITS TBITS[,RW] RA,[*]EQF Tests bits in a register. 

ZBITS ZBITS RA,[*]EQF Clears bits in a register. 

*The value is taken as a mask for the bits to be tested; otherwise, it is taken as an EQUF and 
thus defines a set of bits. 
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MASM Procedures 

field is any value defined an Fields are used to hide table 
them to be varied without il'-''-'''-',:J01.IoU,'Ci . .tlF, 

Fields defined 

Table 6-4 lists the MASM used to fields. 

MASM 
Proc 

ALL 

ALLBUT 

BIT 

BYTELIKE 

CMASK 

EQUF 

UP-1l540.2 

Tabie 6-4. Field Manii=lul€~ticm MASM Procedures 

Format 

N <- ALL( {{EQF}} ) 

N <- ALLBUT( {EQF} ) 

N <- BIT(EQF) 

TV <- BYTELlKE(W) 

N <- CMASK(EQF) 

EQUF EQ [,EQ [,EQ] ] 

Definition 

Returns a value equal to the logical OR of 
the mask generated by the individual 
parameters. If a parameter is an EQUF, the 
mask is given by the function MASK. If it is 
an equate, the mask is the single bit equal 
to 1 * jequate. 

Returns the one's complement of the above 
(ALL) function. 

Returns the leftmost (most significant) bit 
of the field. 

Returns true if the parameter passed is a 
byte (8 bits long and aligned with 
left-bit= 15 or 7); otherwise, it returns 
false. 

Returns the one's complement of mask. 

The EQUF directive defines word-oriented 
fields. Use it for DCP coding rather than 
the MASM directive $EQUF. 

For example: EQ,EQ,EQ F,LB,LEN 

where 

F The field offset (which may be 
relocatable). 

LB The starting (leftmost) bit of the 
field. Defaults to O. 

continued 
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M Procedures 

Table 6-4. Field IVialm~n.mm(m ...... , ..... ...,'" (cont.) 

MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

LEN The length of the field, 0 implies 16. 
Defaults to O. 

FIELDLIKE TV <- FIELDLlKE(W) Returns true if the field is neither wordlike 
nor bytelike; otherwise, it returns false. 

LEN N <- LEN(EQF) Returns the field length in bits. 

MASK N <- MASK(EQF) Returns a value with ones occupying the 
field position, and zeros elsewhere. 

MAXVAL N <- MAXVAL(EQF) Returns the largest integer that can be 
contained within a field. 

RBIT N <- RBIT(EQF) Returns the rightmost (least significant) bit 
of the field. 

WORDjWD N <. WORD(EQF) Returns the word offset defined within an 
EQUF 

N <- WD(EQF) (WD is a shorter name). 

WORDLIKE TV <- WORDLlKE(W) Returns true if the parameter passed is a 
word (16 bits); otherwise, it returns false. 

The functions in Table 6-5 facilities for .lU,;t,.ll.qJ'.A.U::"IJ.l.lLF, 

and 1 ••.• '1,1"''"- values. 

Table 6-5. Value pul.ati<)n MASM Procedures 

MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

MAXIMUM N <- MAXIMUM( {{EQ}} ) Returns the maximum integer passed as a 
parameter. 

MINIMUM N <. MINIMUM( {{EQ}} ) Returns the minimum integer passed as a 
parameter. 

continued 
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MASM Procedures 

Table 6-5. Value IIfICillll~UlaUVI MASM Procedures (cant.) 

MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

RELOC$ TV <- RELOC$(X) Returns true if the value passed is 
relocatable; otherwise, it returns false. 

TABL TV <- TABL(X) Returns true if the value passed is a field; 
otherwise, it returns false. 

TBEQUF TV <- TBEQUF(X) Returns true if the value passed is a byte 
field; otherwise, it returns false. 

TWOS EQ <- TWOS(EQ) Returns a value converted to two's 
complement form, for example, TWOS(-l) 
-> OFFFF, TWOS(-2) -> OFFFE, etc. A 
negative number must be passed as a 
parameter; otherwise, TWOS adds one to 
the value. 

TREG TV <- TREG(X) Returns true if the value passed is a 
register; otherwise, it returns false. 

WORD$ EQR <- WORD$(W) Returns an EQR with the relocation of the 
original parameter. This function removes 
the EQUF information from the parameter. 

X N <- X(EQ) Returns a hexadecimal value. 

The MASM procedures in Table 6-6 extend the DCP instruction set. 
Most of them use field definitions, the same operation as 
the equivalent machine instruction, but using the field rather than a 
constant. For example, LOAD Rl,ABC,R12 loads Rl from the field 
defined by offset by R12. this with the 
machine instruction L RI 2, which loads RI from the wordlike 
ABC, offset by R12. In most cases, the format of the extended 
instruction is identical to the machine for the use of 
an optional work register. 

All of the following MASM procedures can W-field specifications 
that contain relocation. They can thus be used with any of field or 
label specification. 
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M Procedures 

E..x1terlde!d Instructions 

MASM 
Proc ..... L' 

U"'" ,., ..... 
ADD ADD[,RW] RA,W[,RM] Adds the contents of a field in memory to a 

register. 

CLEAR CLEAR[,[*]RW] W[,RM] Clears (sets to zero) the contents of a field 
in memory. * Implies RW already contains 
the contents of the word in which the field 
is defined. 

COM COM[,RW] RA,W[,RM] Compares (signed) a field in memory 
against a register. 

COMU COMU[,RW] RA,W[,RM] Compares (unsigned) a field in memory 
against a register. 

EXC EXC RA,RM Exchanges the contents of two registers. 

EXTRACT EXTRACT W[,RM] Extracts a field from a register and 
right-justifies it in a register. 

JTBL JTBL[,[EQ][,EQ]] Generates instructions to jump to the 
RA,[*]EQR[,RM] address given by the table entry. 

LDK LDK RA,EQ Loads a 32-bit constant into a register pair. 

LOAD LOAD RA,W[,RM] Loads a register from a field within 
memory. 

MOVE MOVE[,RW[,RW] W,RM] Moves the contents of a field in memory to 
W,RM a field in memory. 

RADD RADD[,[*]RW] Adds the contents of register RA -I- 1 into a 
[*]RA,W[,RM] field in memory and sets the register RA 

with the result. 
* RW contains offset to the field; 
* RA means RA can be changed. 

RDEC RDEC[,[*]RW] Decrements the field in memory by one 
[*]RA,W[,RM] and stores the result in a register. 

* R'vV contains offset to the fieid; 
* RA may be changed and is used as a 

work register. 

RINC RINC[,[*]RW] Increments the field in memory by one and 
[*]RA,W[,RM] stores the result in a register. 

* RW contains offset to the field; 
* RA may be changed and is used as a 

work register. 

continued 
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MASM Procedures 

Table 6·6. Extended Instructions (cant.) 

MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

RSUB RSUB[,(*]RW] Subtracts the contents of the register RA + 
[*]RA,W[,RM] 1 from a field in memory and sets the 

register RA with the result. 
* RW contains offset to the field; 
* RA means RA can be changed. 

SET SET[,[*] RWl W[,RM] Sets the contents of a field in memory to 
ones. 
* Implies RW already holds the contents of 

the word in wh ich the field is defi ned. 

STORE STORE[,RW] Stores the value in a register into a field in 
[*]RA,W[,RM] memory. 

* Restores RA to its original value. 

STOREC STOREC[,RW] EQ,W[,RM] Stores a constant into a field in memory. 

SUB SUB[,RW] RA,W[,RM] Subtracts the contents of a field in memory 
from a register. 

SZMIE SZMIE [*]EQ,[*]RM Clears multiple words in memory with 
optional advance of the index register 
(EQ+l words are cleared). 
IF * set on EQ: 

at completion RM is unpredictable 
ELSE * not set on EQ 

IF * set on RM 
at completion RM points to the 
first nonzeroed word 

ELSE * not set on RM 
at completion RM unchanged 

(normal) 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 

TEST TEST[,[*] RW] W[,RM] Tests the contents of a field in memory 

* Implies RW already contains the contents of the word in which the field is defined. 
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The MASM Y>vo,,,,,,,r<,,-..,,,.., in Table 6-7 fi"£l .. YllJ .... 'Clt-.o code or data. 

The GEN MASM nrn,r>.orHl fi"LH ... .o .... ' .. t-,::>C a variable number of constants 

constants 
operator. 

Format 

One or two 
is the value 

by a comma), each 
of the word. Where Y\",,, ... ,rrOA 

appear, use this MASM instead of the + 

u, .... ..,u,p.,v of the RES MASM 
'-'UllJaJUJ..l .. '''.l\~.::J not found in the RES statement. 

GEN[,[*]rpt] val1[,va72] 

Parameters 

rpt 

vall 

val2 

A one-field parameter immediately after the call 
name indicates the nonnegative (0,1,2, ... ) number of 
words to generate with the same value. 

Default: 1 

An asterisk (*) before the repeat 
that every word must be listed (unless unlist is 

the first and last words are listed 
(unless unlist is set). 

This value or ..... .o.rt<:llh .. rn 

the word. If val2 is not ....,. .... n.cor"'--..

whole word. 

goes in the left half of 
vall is the value of the 

This value (positive or half 
of the word. If val2 is not vall may also be a 
multiple character If vall is flagged, '-.-"",-<kHLJt-'.I. 

*'ABCDEFGHIJKL', then only the first 8 characters are 
displayed. 
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0000 0001 GEN 1 
0001 FFFF GEN -1 
0002 0102 GEN 1,2 
0003 01FE GEN 1,-2 
0004 FE02 GEN,5 -2,2 
0008 FE02 
0009 0101 GEN,*4 1,1 
OOOA 0101 
0008 0101 
OOOC 0101 
0000 4845 GEN I HELLO. I 

OOOE 4C4C 
OOOF 4F2E 

Table 6-7. Table and Instruction Generation 

MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

GEN GEN[,[*]RPT] VAU[,VAL2] Generates a variable number of 
constants and converts two's 
complement negatives. 

GENTAB GENTAB[EQ[.EQ]] Generates a table in which the 
{[*]S[, EQF[. EQ]]/EQ[,EQF]} values, which cannot have any 

relocation, are positioned 
according to field definitions. 
There is no maximum table size. 

GINL GINL4*{{S}} Generates an instruction with 
simultaneous display. It looks like 
the SHOW MASM procedure, but 
generates the specified instruction. 
Used with MASM procedures to 
save typing. 
For example: 
GINL 
'LABEL' ,'LOAD' ,'R2,FIELD,R 12', 'GET 
FIELD' 

JMPTBL/ JMPTBL[,[S] [,EQ] [,EQ] [,EQ]] Generates a table (word/byte 
BYTBL {EQR[.EQ]J oriented). 

BYTBL[,[S] [,EQ] [,EQ] [,EQ]] Generally used to build jump 
{EQR[.EQ]} tables. The maximum table size is 

255 words/bytes. 
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The MASM "'"'yo,","",", .... " . ., and functions in Table 6-8 can be used to 
See also the GINL MASM 

Table 6-8. Control 

MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

CVALAS S <- CVALAS( R/EQF /W/S/BQF ) Converts a MASM value into a 
string that can be assembled. 

DISL DISL { {{ S / [* EQ] }} } Displays one or more lines 
constructed from mixed numeric 
(decimal or binary) and string 
values, 

NOLIST NOLIST S Switches on (S= 'ON') or off 
(S= 'OFF') the display of MASM 
procedure expansions. It is initially 

I 

set to on, but it clarifies a listing if 
no MASM procedure expansions 
are produced. 

OPSTR S <- OPSTR (3* {{ [*] Generates a string that represents 
R/EQF /EQR }}) the operand field of an instruction. 

It is often used in conjunction with 
the SHOW or GINL MASM 
procedures, See also OPSTR$. 

OPSTR$ S <- OPSTR$ (3*{ {[*] Similar to OPSTR except that the 
R/EQF /W /S/BQF } }) string produced can also be 

assembled if used within a 
microstring. The format of the 
string produced is often less 
obvious than that of OPSTR, but it 

L 
has the advantagA of losing no 
relocation or control information in 
the conversion. It can be used well 
with GINL. 

continued 
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Table (cant.) 

MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

PROCLIST PROCLIST S / 5* { {EQ}} S EQ Sets display control parameters 
such as tab positions, etc. In 
particular, the comment character 
generated in front of all lines 
produced by the SHOW MASM 
procedure can be changed from' , 
to '+', making it easier to 
distinguish between real 
comments and generated 
comments and lines. 

SCREAM SCREAM { {{ S j[*]EQ }} } Displays the error message 
consisting of the prefix * * * * * 
ERROR, connected with one or 
more lines of mixed numeric 
(decimal or binary) and string 
values 
Note: An F -flag is generated for 

each use of SCREAM. 

SHOW SHOW 4*{{S}} Displays an instruction from within 
a proc. 

TAB S <- TAB( S,EQ ) Pads out a string to the specified 
tab position. 

WARNING WARNING { {{ S / [*EQ] }} } Displays a warning message 
consisting of the prefix" * * * * * 
WARNING", connected with one or 
more lines of mixed numeric 
(decimal or binary) and string 
values. 
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of AA WRENCH T>Y'r\f'''r'ill 

6.1.7. Table 6-9 summarizes 
AAWRENCH. 

MASM 
Proc format 

ADD ADDLRW] RA,W[,RM] 

ADDC ADDC RA,EQR [,RM] 

ALL N <- ALL( {{EQFll ) 

ALLBUT N <- ALLBUT( {EQFl ) 

ASHFL ASHFL RA,EQR [,RM] 

ASHFLD ASHFLD RA,EQR [,RM] 

ASHFR ASHFR RA,EQR [,RM] 

ASHFRD ASHFRD RA,EQR [,RM] 

BIT N <- BIT(EQF) 

BYTELIKE TV <- BYTELlKE(W) 

BYTBL BYTBL[,[S] [,EQ] [,EQ] [,EQ]] 
{EQR[,EQ]l 

CLEAR CLEAR[,[*]RW] WLRM] 

CMASK N <- CMASK(EQF) 

COM COMLRW] RA,W[,RM] 

COMC COMC RA,EQR [,RM] 

COMU COMU[,RW] RA,W[,RM] 

COMUC COMUC RA,EQR LRM] 

CSHFL CSHFL RA,EQR LRM] 

CSHFLD CSHFLD RA,EQR [,RM] 

CRSN CRSN RA,EQ . EQ < 16 

CVALAS S < - CVALAS( RjEQF jW jSjBQF ) 

DISL DISL { {{ S j [*EQ] II 1 

in 

Type 

Extended instructions 

Constant manipulation 

Field manipulation 

Field manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Field manipulation 

Field manipulation 

Table and instruction 
generation 

Extended instructions 

Field manipulation 

Extended instructions 

Constant manipulation 

Extended instructions 

Constant manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Display control 

Display control 

continued 
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DIVC 

EQUF 

EVEN 

EXC 

EXTRACT 

FIELDLIKE 

GEN 

GENTAB 

GINL 

JMPTBL 

JTBL 

LDK 

LEN 

LOAD 

LOADC 

LSHFR 

LSHFRD 

MASK 

MAXIMUM 

MAXVAL 

MINIMUM 

MOVE 

MULTC 

NOLIST 

ODD 

UP-1l540.2 

Format 

DIVC RA,EQR [,RM] 

EQUF EQ [,EQ [,EQ]] 

EVEN . No parameters 

EXC RA,RM 

EXTRACT W[,RM] 

TV <- FIELDLlKE(W) 

GEN[,[*]RPT] VAU[,VAL2] 

GENTAB[EQ[,EQ]] 
{[*]S[,EQF[,EQ]JlEQ[,EQF]} 

GINL 4* {{S}} 

JMPTBL[,[S] CEQ] CEQ] [,EQ]] 
{EQR[,EQ]) 

JTBL[,[EQ][, EQ]] RA,[* ]EQR[, RM] 

LDK RA,EQ 

N <- LEN(EQF) 

LOAD RA,W[,RM] 

LOA DC RA,EQR [,RM] 

LSHFR RA,EQR [,RM] 

LSHFRD RA,EQR [,RM] 

N <- MASK(EQF) 

N <- MAXIMUM( {{EQ}) ) 

N <- MAXVAL(EQF) 

N <- MINIMUM( {{EQ)) ) 

MOVE[,RW[,RW]] W,RM W,RM 

MULTC RA,EQR [,RM] 

NOLIST S 

ODD . No parameters 

MASM Procedures 

Type 

Constant manipulation 

Field manipulation 

Location counter handling 

Extended instructions 

Extended instructions 

Field manipulation 

Table and instruction 
generation 

Table and instruction 
generation 

Table and instruction 
generation 

Table and instruction 
generation 

Extended instructions 

Extended instructions 

Field manipulation 

Extended instructions 

Constant manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Constant manipulation 

Field manipulation 

Value manipulation 

Field manipulation 

Value manipulation 

Extended instructions 

Constant manipulation 

Display control 

Location counter handling 

continued 
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Table 6-9. of AAWRENCH MASM Procedures (cant.) 

MASM 
Proc Format Type 

OPSTR S <- OPSTR (3* {{[*] R/EQF IEQR } }) Display control 

OPSTR$ S <- OPSTR$ (3* { ([*] Display control 

R/EQF IW IS/BQF }}) 

PROCLIST PROCLIST SI 5*{{EQ}} SEQ Display control 

RADD RADD[,[*]RW] [*]RA,W[,RM] Extended instructions 

RBIT N <- RBIT(EQF) Field manipulation 

RDEC RDEC[,[*]RW] [*]RA,W[,RM] Extended instructions 

RELOC$ TV <- RELOC$(X) Value manipulation 

RINC RINC[,[*]RW] [*]RA,W[,RM] Extended instructions 

RSUB RSUB[,[*]RW] [*]RA,W[,RM] Extended instructions 

SBITS SBITS RA,[*]EQF Constant manipulation 

SCREAM SCREAM { {{ S I [*]EQ }} 1 Display control 

SET SET[,[*] RW] W[,RM] Extended instructions 

SHOW SHOW 4*{ {S}} Display control 

STORE STORE[,RW] [*]RA,W[,RM] Extended instructions 

STOREC STOREC[,RW] EQ,W[,RM] Extended instructions 

SUB SUB[,RW] RA,W[,RM] Extended instructions 

SUBC SUBC RA,EQR [,RM] Constant manipulation 

SVC SVC EQ Constant manipulation 

SZMIE SZMIE [*]EQ,[*]RM Extended instructions 

TAB S <- TAB( S,EQ ) Display control 

TABL TV TABL(X) Value manipulation 

TBEQUF TV TBEQUF(X) Value manipulation 

TBITS TBITS[,RW] RA,[*]EQF Constant manipulation 

TEST TEST[.[*] RW] W[,RM] Extended instructions 

TREG TV TREG(X) Value manipulation 

TWOS EQ TWOS(EQ) Value manipulation 

WARNING WARNING { {{ I [*EQ] }} } Display control 

continued 
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Table 6-9. :surnmarv of AAWRENCH MASM Procedures (cant.) 

MASM 
Proc Format Type 

WORD$ EQR <- WORD$(W) Value manipulation 

WORD/WD N <- WORD(EQF) Field manipulation 

N <- WD(EQF) (WD is a shorter name.) 

WORDLIKE TV <- WORDLlKE(W) Field manipulation 

X N <- X(EQ) Value manipulation 

ZBITS ZBITS RA,[*]EQF Constant manipulation 

ZM2K ZM2K . No parameters Location counter handling 

ZM64 ZM64 . No parameters Location counter handling 

The AEXTPROC utility element contains a number of additional MASM 
procedures you may find useful. See Table 6-1 for symbols used in this 
section. 

1 

Fields may be defined as being part of bytes (as is the case with EQUF) 
rather than words. A field can be defined as any contiguous sequence 
of bits of minimum length 1, and of maximum length 16. Such a 
maximum permits the definition of wordlike fields or of other extended 
fields such as sequence counts. 

However, to limit the complexity of manipulating arbitrary 16-bit 
a field cannot extend over more than two contiguous bytes. Thus 

a H)-bit BEQUF can start only at the most significant bit of one 
(bit 7) and finish at the least significant bit (0) of the immediately 
succeeding byte. A 9-bit field may start anywhere within a byte, and 
extend through into the next byte. 
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G-l illustrates the use of with fixed 

7 6 5 2 

o F1 I F2 i F3 

F4 
2 

3 F5 I F6 

4 F7 
;"," ';;' ,;;;"""" ",,;""; , ,;;;;<,' 

6-1. Fixed Protocol Header 

The following defines the 6-1 header: 

Fl 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
F6 
F7 

headers: 

o 

The format can be seen as the main differences are that the 
offsets are and that the field lengths can appear to be 
incompatible with the left bit used. 

To make use of these definitions, a must be initialized to 
point to the first byte of the header. Once this is the 
and 5MBF MASM procedures may be used. 

Format 

BEQUF 
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MASM Procedures 

Parameters 

B 
LB 
LEN 

If LB>7 or 
used. 

offset 
leftmost bit of the field 

of the field in bits is 

an error is -'-"<A'~"".'-''U. and the default definitions 

The F7 definition described earlier could have been written as follows: 

F7 

Function 

MASM 
Proc 

BBIT 

BBYTE 

BMASK 

UP-1l540.2 

4 

the format of the 
EQUF function. 

functions is identical to the 

Table 6-10. Field Malni~uJlc:.ti(m Functions) 

Format "" -'"." 

N <-BBIT(value) Returns the leftmost bit (MSB) for the given 
value. 

N < -BBYTE(value) Returns the byte offset for the given value. The 
value must be a BEQUF or a simple numeric 
equate (without relocation). 

N<-BMASK(value) Returns a 16-bit mask corresponding to the 
BEQUF passed as a value. If the BEQUF is 
simple (that is, does not extend over a byte 
boundary), the high byte of the mask is zero and 
the low byte is as might be expected. For a 
multiple-byte BEQUF, the mask is that resulting 
from the two bytes being considered as a word. 
The masked bits generally are clustered around 
the center of the word. 

For example, BMASK(Fl) returns OCO. 
BMASK(F3) returns OF, BMASK(F4) returns 
OFFFF. 

continued 
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Table 

MASM 
Proc 

BLEN 

BRBIT 

CBMASK 

TBEQUF 

The LBF 

Format 

LBF[,RWJ 

Parameter 

RW 
RA 
Q 
RM 

Field "" ............ ... Functions) (cant.) 

Format Definition 

N <-BLEN(value) Returns the length of the field. 

N <-BRBIT(value) Returns the rightmost bit (LSB) for the given 
value. 

N <-CBMASK(value) Returns the 16-bit one's complement of BMASK. 

TV <-TBEQUF(value) Returns true(l) if the value is a BEQUF; 
otherwise, false(O). 

which loads a from a 
header. 

The value contained in the field defined Q and RM is loaded into the 
1"'Dtf,C1'Dr RA. A work may be necessary. 
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Condition 

Q is flagged 

Q is not flagged 

RA is flagged 

RM is flagged 

RM is not flagged 

RA is not flagged 

RA is flagged 

Other conditions: 

If RW is 

RA may not 

UP-11540.2 

Any offset information within the BEQUF is ignored; that is, the 
offset is assumed to be zero. This can be used in conjunction 
with RM to achieve increased efficiency of code 
generation. 

The offset is added to RM+l to enable access of the required 
byte. 

It is preserved across the MASM procedure call. 

The RM pair is not reset to its initial value; that is, any offset 
added into RM+l is not subtracted on completion of the 
operation. This can result in substantial code savings. Use with 
care because redefinition of the fields could result in incorrectly 
generated code. 

The RM pair is always set back to its original value. 

The condition codes are set to correspond to the value loaded 
into RA. Note that in the general case, only Z or NZ are 
meaningful tests to perform, though 16-bit fields also correctly 
set the P/NP bit. 

The condition codes resulting from the load are not meaningful. 
This can result in saving a superfluous LR instruction. 

it may not or RM+l. 

RM or RM+1. 
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MASM 
Proc 

SBF 

5MBF 

Parameters 

RA 

RM 

RW 

RX 
Q 
W 

SBF[,RW] [*] RA, *Q,[*]RM 

defined 
table. 

5MBF[,RW] RA,[*]RM £[ Q,[*]W[,RX] 
£] 

listed 1. The 

Store byte field 

The SBF takes the contents 
of a register a nd stores it 
into the specified field. 

store multiple byte field 

The 5MBF can build an 
entire protocol header and 
store it into a specified field. 

For .". ... , .... ,,,,,."' ... from which the contents 
are stored. For it is an intermediate 
"PL>()"lClr,o-r that must be defined. 

A of "."""".-n. ... '" 

an 

numeric constant. 

with or without relocation. 
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conditions Result 

Q is flagged Any offset information within the BEQUF is ignored; that is, the 
offset is assumed to be zero. This can be used in conjunction 
with flagging RM to achieve increased efficiency of code 
generation. 

Q is not flagged The offset is added to RM+l to enable the required byte to be 
accessed. 

RA is flagged RA is preserved across the MASM procedure call. 

RM is flagged The RM pair is not reset to its initial value; that is, any offset 
added into RM+ 1 is not subtracted on completion of the 
operation. The same comments apply as for the LBF proc. 

RM is not flagged The RM pair is always set back to its original value. 

Q is a simple The entire byte at offset given by Q* *OFFFF is assumed to be 
numeric constant written. 

For the combination is for every field set up. 
5MBF merges all such and then the creation 
and away of values. The conditions and the constraints 

conditions 

W is flagged 

RM is flagged 

Other conditions: 

RW may not 

RA may not 

RX may not 

UP-11540.2 

choices are described as follows: 

Result 

The value to be inserted in the field is taken to be a constant; 
otherwise, it is assumed to define a fieldlike zone in memory. 

The RM pair is not reset to its initial value; that is, the offset 
added into RM+l is not subtracted on completion of the 
operation. 

or RM+l. 

RM or RM+l. 

RA or RM+ . 
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facilitates the of recursive or reentrant code 
a convenient means for and as you 

go. All stack the use of a stack This 
is defined as an 

can be redefined within the program, if necessary. To 
redefine the stack include AA WRENCH then insert the 

n. 

is R14. 

sets up a stack area and initializes 
and MASM save and 

restore The REMST ACK MASM 
deallocates the stack. The CHKST ACK MASM 
words remain on the stack. Table 6-12 describes these -n ... ,.roc.r; 

Table 6=12. Stack ilc:iUulill& MASM Procedures 

MASM 
Proc format Definition 

CHKSTACK CHKSTACK [stackbase],size Generates in-line code to 
determine if a specified number 
or number of words remain on 
the stack. If not, a specification 
exception is generated. 

PUSH$ PUSH$ registers Pushes the values in the register 
or registers specified onto the 
stack. 

POP$ POP$ registers Pops to the top of the stack 
register values that have been 
pushed onto the stack. 

RDSTK RDSTK RA,W subroutine linkage Generates code that provides 
pkg access to data pushed onto the 

stack. It does so without having 
to pop and then repush data. 
Note the CAUTION that follows 
Additiona I Discussion. 

continued 
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Table 6-12. HalnCllmg MASM Procedures (cant.) 

. 
MASM 
Proc Format Definition 

REMSTACK REMSTACK[,RW] Deallocates a stack area 
[stackbase[,size ]] allocated by SETSTACK. See 

Additional Discussion. 

SETSTACK SETSTACK[,RW] Initializes the stack pointer, 
[*]stackbase[,[*]size[, < RSVD> ]] STK$$. 

See Additional Discussion. 

Parameters 

stackbase The address of the base of the stack. If not 
the value used is that in the SETSTACK. 

size The number of words left on the stack. 

<blank> <registers> 

pair>::=<register> / <register> <comma> <register> 

RA The destination Y'.oCf1c1-o1'" 

RW A work 

W Defines an relative to the current stack 
where the data can be found. 

<RSVD> This U"Jl.V.LlCCU 'n ..... .,."n'>""?-",, ... reserves words at the base 
Since this starts at constant 

address it can be used as a dynamic 
table area. Checks are made to see that the area 

is '_HA,LA.A·~H-,.LL".L to enclose the 
reserved area. 
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Additional Discussion 

~ When using , the 
the first mentioned are 

PUSH$ 
PUSH$ 
PUSH$ 

RI, R4 R8 
R13,R6 
R4 R2 R9 RIO 

are saved from left to that 
the rln.Cln,Cl;cT 

Saves RI,R2,R3,R4, and R8 
Saves R13,R14,R15,RO,Rl. .R6 
Saves R4,R2,R9, and RIO 

~ When , the order of restore is from to that 
the last mentioned are first. This means that the same 
parameter list can be used for both PUSH$ and 

1 

PUSH$ RI,R3 Saves original RI to R3 

POP$ Rl,R3 Restores R3 with original R3 
Restores R2 wi th original R2 
Restores RI with original RI 

2 

PUSH$ Rl,R3 Saves original RI to R3 

PUSH$ R7 Saves original R7 

POP$ RI,R4 Restores R4 with original R7 
Restores R3 with original R3 
Restores R2 with original R2 
Restores RI with original RI 
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Caution 

The RDSTK MASM procedure is dangerous since it presupposes knowledge 
of what and how data is stored on the stack. Exercise great care when using 
this procedure. Remember that the stack pointer is not altered by this 
instruction. 

if stackbase is "'1J''-'~JLLn~u., 
are deallocated at stackbase. If the 

SETST ACK did not allocate MASM "'1"'",..o,rl1 

NOP. 

of initialization can take 
is taken. SETST ACK 

assumes 

Size is measured in If size is either 28 or 4096 
non-~mt)se~gn:lel:ltE~a space is allocated. This can be overridden 

size with an asterisk. 

UP-11540.2 
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~x,ample of SETSTACK 

SETSTACK 
SETSTACK 

*SDR9 
STACK 

SETSTACK,R13 *SDR29,256 

Allocates granule at SDR 9 
STK$$ <- address(STACK) 
Allocates 256 bytes at SDR 29 

The a subroutine .LL .... H .... ,>-'-' 

n ... ,n. ... l::>£"i',. .. £:,c are available to define and return 
points from as well as the CALL statements. The 
JLR instruction is used for and the link is R13. 

Note: The existence of a stack is assumed. 

Table 6-13. Subroutine MASM Procedures 

..... , 

ENTRY ENTRY[,S] [ [ RA,RM / Defines the start of subroutine. Only one 
RA] ] entry point/routine may exist. The optional 

S parameter is used to suppress the 
automatic save of the link register, 
Registers may be saved on entry These are 
restored by the RETURN MASM procedure. 

GOSUB GOSUB [*] EQR [,RM] Passes control to a named subroutine. It is 
not required that the entry statement 
define the called routine; all that is 
necessary is that the same linkage is 
assumed. 

RETURN RETURN Defines a point at which control is returned 
to the calling routine, Many such points 
may exist per routine. !Any registers saved 
by the ENTRY MASM procedure are 
restored. 
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The MASM ""V",-,.n",rI" ... ,." listed in Table 6-14 code or data. 

Table and Instruction Generation 

Prot: Format Definition 

GTABLE GTABLE[,[EQ] [,EQ] [ EQR Generates a table similar to GENTAB 
[,EQF] ] except that relocatable values can be used. 

There is no maximum table size. 

LMREG LMREG [,RW] [[RA]] Loads multiple registers from a variety 
[*EQR [,RM]jW[,RM]jRM] ensuring the integrity of the load ordering. 

STABLE STABLE[,RW] [*]RA,RM Builds table with or without clearing 
[W[,RX]j*EQR[,RX]jRX] former contents from almost any type of 

source: registers, fields, constants. The 
code, though not optimal, is better than 
can be done by applying the 
LOADjLOADCj STORE MASM procedures. 
in particular, it can be used to build words 
containing several fields, with no 
intermediate stores being performed 
between successive loads. 

TABLEDEF TABLEDEF Generates a set of EQUFs that describe a 
rr*11:"(,\ Ir*1<::r I:"('\r !='('\r 1=111111 
II J'-~/l JvL,L-~L,'-'<L,'-'<JJJJ table. With this MASM procedure, the 

individual fields within the table can be 
defined automatically. 

TCLR TCLR W[,RM] Clears a field as set by TSET. 

TSET TSET[,<L> j <S>] Tests and sets a field with wait and retry if 
[*]W[,RM] the value is already set. Two types of waits 

may exist: a short wait and a long wait of 
several milliseconds that requires process 
suspension. 
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Table 6-15 summarizes the MASM found in AEXTPROC. 

MASM Procedures 

MASM 
Proc Format Type 

BBIT N <-BBIT(value) Byte field manipulation 

BBYTE N<-BBYTE(value) Byte field manipulation 

BEQUF BEQUF B[.LB[,LEN]] Byte field manipulation 

BLEN N < -BLEN(value) Byte field manipulation 

BMASK N <-BMASK(value)byte field 
manipulation 

BRBIT N <-BRBIT(value) Byte field manipulation 

CBMASK N<-CBMASK(value) Byte field manipulation 

CHKSTACK CHKSTACK [stackbase],size Stack handling 

ENTRY ENTRY[,S] [ [ RA,RM j RA ] ] Subroutine linkage 

GOSUB GOSUB [*] EQR [,RM] Subroutine linkage 

GTABLE GTABLE[,[EQ]] [,EQ] [ EQR [,EQF] j Table and instruction 
generation 

LBF LBF[,RW] [*]RA,[*]Q,[*]RM Load operator 

LMREG LMREG [,RW] [[RA]] [*EQR Table and instruction 
[,RM]jW[,RM]jRM] generation 

POP$ POP$ registers Stack handling 

PUSH$ PUSH$ registers Stack handling 

RDSTK RDSTK RAW subroutine linkage pkg Stack handling 

REMSTACK REMSTACK[,RW] [stackbase[,size]] Stack handling 

RETURN RETURN Subroutine linkage 

SBF SBF[,RW] [*]RA, *Q,[*]RM Store operator 

SETSTACK SETSTACK[,RW] Stack handling 

continued 
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S!lml"n~lrv of 

MASM 
Format Type 

5MBF 5MBF[,RW] RA,[*]RM [ Q,[*]W[,RX] ] Store operator 

STABLE STABLE[,RW] [*]RA,RM Table and instruction 
[W[. RX]!* EQR[. RX]/RX] generation 

TABLEDEF TABLEDEF [*] S Table and instruction 
[[*]EQ/[*]S[,EQ[.EQ[.EQ]J]] generation 

TBEQUF TV <-TBEQUF(value) Byte field manipulation 

TCLR TCLR W[,RM] Table and instruction 
generation 

TSET TSET[,<L>/<S>] [*]W[,RM] Table and instruction 
generation 
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For wherever the name of a construct is to be understood as the 
AASTRPRC in uppercase. 

The following structure are available: 

ELSIF in fix groups and ORIF and ANDIF continuation 

1 

FOR 

LOOP 

The omnibus element "LUU.Utlll"> the MASM is called 
AASTRPRC. It must be included at the head of each program. 

'AASTRPRC' 

The MASM ... ",r ... "".", 
structure statement is used. 

Format 

STRPRC 

Parameters 

<list> 

an initialization call before the first 

code is 
as comments the statements. 

Advisable for final released versions but not for 
test runs. 
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<base> 

MASM 

If in 
<base> is used as the index 
instructions. 

instructions 

on the STRPRC the structure 
local jump instructions. If the 

destination is out of range, then the usual E is out of range. The 
usual E and comment are 

To force a format to be 
code LONG following the MASM For 

example: 

IF <condition> 

would be \..-U':A,-'-'F'\..-U to: 

<condition> 

If the range of a structure is the extent of a local jump, the 
structure is too extensive for clear and further 
use of subroutines is desirable. 

The IF and UNTIL constructions may one or more work 
These constructions use RO if one, and 

RO and RI if two. 
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Procedures 

The IF structure selection of one from a series of alternatives 
to the results of condition tests. The format of 

condition tests is described in 6.3.8. 

The is an allowable IF structure: 

<IF-conditions> 

<ELSIF-conditions> 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

The <IF-conditions> take the form: 

[F <condition> 

ANDIFIORIF <condition> 

,equences are best limited to the 
the whole vVJ"u.~"J,"'JA.HkA 

<IF-conditions> , 

rhe follow: 

one else to the ENDIF that terminates the structure. 
test passes, control is to the statement in sequence. 
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Procedures 

test passes, control is to the set of code lines 
"-'>Y'L-A.''-'.ULF. the alternative for this conditional group; this is the 

statement after the last ANDIF or ORIF of the group. If the test 
follow the same as and 

at the same nested level may not be coded 
and the number of 

be coded between the statements. 

A of statements may bound instruction 
sequences that a known number of times. This structure be 
J.l~,::>v~'u-, but each FOR statement must have a ENDFOR 

is an allowable structure: 

FOR 

used control. 

<start> 

<end> 

The the 
next stcltemE~nt 

structure. 

Note: does not a 
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Instruction sequences that until a certain condition is met may 
be bound a of statements V~'_'''V'''.LLL'-'h 
<UNTIL-conditions> that a condition to end the V'f"""t-,t-,,,, 

The format of the condition tests specified in the <UNTIL-conditions> 
defined in 6.3.8. 

The allowable structure is: 

LOOP 

< UNTIL-conditions> 
< Instruction-sequence> 
END LOOP 

The <UNTIL-conditions> follow the same rules as <IF-conditions>, 
but have their own set of keywords: UNTIL, ANDUNTIL, and 
ORUNTIL. The destination for any test or group of tests that passes is 
the end of the loop. 
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MASM Procedures 

The CASE structure 
,-,~,.,,"H''-''-A. alternatives 

allowed structure: 

one selection from a set of 
the value of a variable. The is the 

CASENTRY .......... . 

CASE v ..... 

ENDCASE 

IJ'vAV.H,.., ... code control if the selection value is not 
defined on any of the CASE alternatives. 

Code to execute if selection value is one of those defined 
on this CASE statement. 

The individual MASM procedures are: 

CAS ENTRY 

UP-11540.2 

Defines the start of the structure and the selection 
variable. The format of the MASM procedure call is: 

CAS ENTRY <r n>[, <source>] 
[LIMIT[, minimum, maximum]] 

where 

<rn> 

<source> 

The work \vhich cannot be RO. 

An specification that defines the 
source of the selection information. 
expression legal in the corresponding fields 
of the LOAD MASM procedure can be used. 
If this is the selection 
information is assumed to be already in the 
working 
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CASE 

ENDCASE 

LIMIT that a 
range check is on selection 
value to ensure that it is within the 
defined the CASE alternatives. 

no range check is 

it is advisable also 
the minimum and maximum values 

so that code for tests can be 
CK followed 

defines the start a CASE 
alternative and the set of selection values that 
control. The format of the CASE MASM 

CASE 

where 

<value> A selector for the case alternative. The 
values must be 
the range 0 1""h1('''''I'' 

and must be defined at the 
pass 1 encounter. 

Defines the end of the case structure. No 
are on the MASM r,1I',,>,",,,,-.,, call line. 

The IF and LOOP structures are controlled Boolean referred to 
earlier as conditions. The two of conditions are CPA condition 
code test and ""''Y>Y\'''1'''' 

CPA Condition Code Tests 

If the condition is a ralnelcer from the 
test on the condition code is O.o1I'"1.o.1,.<:>t-.o.I"1 

when test of the attribute of a variable that has been loaded to a 
-pn.£,",C',rnV' is desired. 
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Procedures 

The allowed abbreviations are: 

NE Not 
LT Less than 
LE Less than or 
GE Greater than or 
GT Greater than 
CR 
OV Overflow 

'U.Hll'-''''~.L appears in a <condition>, then it must be 
an arithmetic Ln1'1n.Y"L><"'" a Boolean result: 

<value> <value> 

where 

<value> be one of the 
A 
A bit in a register 
A constant 
A field name defined 

be one of the 

NE Not 
LT Less than 
LE Less than or 
GE Greater than or 
GT Greater than 

DNE 
DLT 
DLE 
DGE 
DGT 

an 

or NE 0 

If the relational is -'-.L<.<_",;;;..,-,u. by an asterisk (*GT, for 'V.L1o.<.JCALL!J'-'-

the values compare unsigned. 
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Procedures 

have the additional restrictions: 

must be even. 

must be on an even address IJV'LA,-,,-,-U,A be 
indexed so that this is 

words may not be c;orrn:nn'r>,rI to a field. 

may not be made with constant 

-n',r"'TYlLHCOr and it is not one of the 
condition code testing 

For a test on a bit in a register to be 
UULLLJl'-.-'L-l by the bit position. 

IF R9,1 NE 0 

NE 0 are assumed. 

IJ'-''-~LL''~U., the register name is 

This 
bit. 

tests if bit 1 of R9 is set. Bit 0 is the least u"f-, ....... L .. '--.U,.<lll.> 
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This section describes the t-n.ll"""".,rr' 

The service mechanism 

• Run services 

• Communications Processor Architecture services 

• Dictionary services 

• Dispatch services 

File manager services 

Instrumentation services 

• Inter-program message servIces 

• Line module services 

Port processor servIces 

data format record services 

servICes 

serVIces 

the at run time to programs in 
To maintain the afforded 

may be run in mode. If programs need to 
UJ.,:Ul1IJU,'QI.v CPA structures to create and extra queues, a 

instruction is used to invoke a DCP lOS service. 
the function and conditions for every 

The SVC ,~~~~".r>h".,.. may be used to a service either from the 
system or from a program that is active and has the 
requested service. 
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service is invoked as follows: 

SVC < service code> 

the service code is a 16-bit code defined as follows: 

15 8 7 o 

UH'-'UVH codes for external services are Ol-7F. Function codes SO-SF 
for services. The subfunction may 

01hAAU.''''UHC, oepeJI1Ol,ng on the function. The entire service code is 
-nr,(\(>,"rI11r'" in RO the caller does not have to 

the service codes 
servIces. 

exit conditions 
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02400 . service code is 024. 

Note you should define the service code in the upper 
this is how it called. The lower can contain an 8-bit 

As an you can for notification whenever another program the 
terminated. This service is so that the service knows 
clean up the environment of task. The service is called to 

"Al'ncl~P'" for notification. 

'rl"ALTlnrr the 
are: 

...... r'''l't~rj,1rp that 
4-character name for the service 

R4 = service code in the format described above 

When you want to use the service you need to: 

1. Set up any -n",',>~-.",ro .. C' In .... Ar.,"j-prC' and SDRs. 

2. Call the service the SVC IT'''lrrn,~T1n,-n 

SVC . Execute service 

P 11540.2-B 

service. The 

as follows: 
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Service Calls 

Service Procedure must be able to handle 
time. 

callers at the same 

There is no limit on the number of tasks that can call a registered service 
and no restrictions on the runs that may call it. data or code 

that cannot handle simultaneous tasks should be protected by 
locks or a queued interface. 

Be prepared for the possibility of the calling program being killed in the 
middle of the service. 

Another user can terminate a program or run while your service. 
DCP/OS clears LOCKs and attempts minor cleanup, but it cannot clear 
test -and~set bits or remove leftover queued items. The service procedure 
must be designed to handle these and similar contingencies. If you register 
for notification by DCP/OS whenever another program is killed and keep 
track of which runs are using your you can clean up any loose ends 
when a program aborts. 

Your extended service may not complete successfully. 

If the program providing the service is killed, DCP/OS returns an error 
code to all current users of the service. DCP lOS cannot guarantee that the 
environment has not been modified (for instance, SDRs can be present that 
were not to the SVC call). You should be prepared for this. 

the author of the service will document registers used and 
any other effects that cause for you. 

your service if you do not want anyone to can it. 

The service revokes the registration of a f>l1 .... ,o • ...,th, 

it is called the same run that .... ""'YH't"' ... ·C'r! 

Define error codes to let the callers of your service know when 0VJ,U\-'lHJ,H>o:, 

goes \-vrong. The llsual convention is to retllrn a 1"IP,CY'CItnrp. value in RO \xlhen 
an error occurs. 
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~ .. ·.".t,,, ..... Service Calls 

Write service procedures in Pascal if they are to be caned by other Pascal 
programs only. Do not try to call a Pascal service from a MASM 
The Pascal runtime system uses registers and segment descriptor registers 

that are invisible to the programmer and there are almost certain to be 
conflicts when the two program environments are mixed. 

A Pascal service must not be a TASK or PROGRAM, since either of these calls 
will attempt to reinitialize the internal stack and destroy the caner's stack. Do 
not use global variables in the service procedure and avoid getting space from 
the heap (using NEW, for example) unless you release it before the end of the 
procedure. 
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n 
Services are provided for runtime interaction with DCP/OS resources (for 
vh"UH~JH.-', wClrkstatlOln dialog). The SVC mechanism invokes every run service. 
The function code definitions are found in AASERVDEF. (See Appendix C.) I 
The run service cans destroy user registers RO through R5. The run service calls 
preserve aU other user registers, except as stated in the individual service 

LOADC 
SVC 

Rl,AV$MCT 
PRINT$ 

. Point to message MCT 

. Go display the message 

This service broadcasts a message to all console mode workstations. The 
message must be provided in a message control table in standard 
DCP/OS message format. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC COM$ Rl ::: virtual address of MCT RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 

, , I 

This service broadcasts a message to a11 console mode workstations. The 
message is written to the console status line defined as line The 

contents of this line are erased. If PRNT is this message not 
sent to the The message must be in a message 

I 

control table in standard message should not exceed 70 

SVC COMS$ 

P 11540.2-8 

and should not contain any screen control characters. 

Rl = virtual address of MCT 
R2 = a do not prefix Runid to message 

* a prefix callers Runid to message 

RO ::: 8xxx error 
RO ::: 0 successful 
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Service Ca lis 

This service broadcasts a message to an console mode workstations and 
suspends the calling run until a response is received. The message must be 
provided in a message control table (MCT) in standard DCP/OS message 
format and must not exceed 60 characters .. The response is returned in the 
same MCT and is also in standard DCP/OS message format. 

Call Exit 

SVC COMW$ Rl = virtual address of MCT RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 
Rl = virtual address 

of MCT 

This service issues certain messages to the system manager on behalf of the 
calling program. The message simulates workstation input and must be in 
standard system message format. Only demand mode and demand mode bypass 
commands are allowed. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC CSF$ Rl = virtual address of MCT RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 

This service returns the current date. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC DATE$ None RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 
R2 = year (1900 = 0) 
R3 = month (1-12) 
R4 = day (1-31) 
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This service terminates the program with code and 
frees resources. 

serVlce terminates the frees up all in-use resources. 

SVC FACMSG$ Rl error code RO 0 successful 
RIO = virtual address of message Rl1 updated to end 

of insert Rll byte offset to start of 
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stem _.n."H'''·'''' 

This service run control word. 

SVC GETC$ None RO :::: o (always 
successful) 

Rl :: run control 

This service retrieves information from the run control table 
the caller's 

RO 0 successful 
Rl run fl ags 

(RC$FLAG) 
R2-R4 :: run name 
R6 run ordinal 

number 
R7 run 

number 
RS-RI0 ::: 

Rll-R13= 

word 



SVC LINFO$ None 

This the message in the 
as date 

message. 

RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 
R2 DCP seri a 1 
R3 = DCP type 
R4 = boot keys 
R5 = load path 
R6 loaded system 

number 
R7 load device 
R8 OS level/OS 

version 
R9 = OS update 

The virtual address of the message must not be in the first four SDRs 
of the because these SDRs are cleared 
upon 

SVC LOG$ R1 virtual address of memory 
R2 = word count of message 

(can be up to 118 words) 
R3 (upper) = log type 
LOG$USER = user defined format 
LOG$STAT = system statistics 
LOG$JCL = JCL log message 
R3 (lower) = user defined format 

type or log subtype 

This service queues a message 
to the current stream. 

UP-11540.2 

RO = 8xxx error 
RO 0 successful 

Destroys RO-R5 

standard message 
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is present then this field 

Entry Exit 

R1 virtual address of MCT/buffer RO 8xxx error 
MH$MTYP = message type RO o successful 
MH$MCO = scrolled output 
MH$MCOT = transparent output 
MH$DBO message byte offset 
MH$DBC message byte length 

~.1 

This service sets the characteristics to the 
mask. 

SVC PRTCN$ R1 flags to set (bits 15-8) RO 8xxx error 
= fl ags to cl ear (bits 7-0) RO o successful 

bit 15/7 = escape output 
bit 10/2 data mode 
bit 9/1 = escape input 

This service reads the assumed from the control table. The 
assumed qualifier is set or cleared by the 
information on the @QUAL command, see the 
Reference Manual (UP-l 
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.... ,,"'1"."' ...... Service Calls 

1 

This serviee reads the dump file from the control table. 

1 R 
This service reads a message from the current input stream. On the 
first call to READ$, the returned message is the INFOR$ packet 
corresponding to the command line. On subsequent calls to READ$, the 
messages are simple data strings. The returned message is in standard 
message format. If the message type is MH$MEOF, then the program 
should clean up and terminate with EXIT$. 

Call 

SVC READ$ 

1 R 

Entry 

Rl = virtual address for 
MCT Ibuffer 

Exit 

RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 
MH$MTYP = message type 
MH$MCI input 
MH$MCIT transparent 

input 
MH$MCIF = function key 
MH$MADD = add stream 

data 
MH$MEOF = end-af-file 

indicator 
MH$DBO = message byte 

offset 
MH$DBC = message byte 

length 

This serviee reads an in the same manner as READ$ except that 
no solicit (or scroll) is 
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This service reads an in the same manner as that 
it any active add stream and solicits from the 
workstation. If a program in batch mode issues this it 
is on)c(~ss:ea as a 

RIN a 

This service retrieves information from the run control table 
to the run-ID. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC INFO$ Rl = run-ID RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 
Rl run fl ags 

(RC$FLAG) 
RF2-R4 = run name 
R6 run ordinal 

number 
R7 = run sequence 

number 
R8-RIO = project-ID 

(RC$QUAL) 
RII-R13 = entered run 

name 
(RC$NAMO) 
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",",,,,,,,.n, ...... Service Calls 

The entered run name is the run name entered on the card. 
a run by this same name already exists, an altered name is 

DCP/OS. This altered name is found in R2 through R4. 

This service reads the 
of the run control table. 

ID from the 

This service sets the current run control word to the specified value. 

a 

field 

This service returns the current real-time clock value and the date. 

JP 11540.2-8 7-11 
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This service a message to the workstation in the same manner as 
and then reads an the same manner as 

service uses the same virtual address for both 

SVC TREAD$ Rl = virtual address for RO = 8xxx error 
MCT Ibuffer RO = 0 successful 
(in and out) 

- -

entries the queue list 
0Vi":'H~'vHL table It also 

The SVC mechanism invokes every CPA service. The function code are 
found in AASERVDEF. 

The CPA service preserves all user as stated in the individual 
service rrH~f"'>,ihr>·,hr' ..... C' 

LOAD 
LOADC 
SVC 

Rl, myseg 
R2 ps tent 
CPA$APST 

· Pick up segment number 
· Get PST index 
· Go add segment to PST 
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Service Calls 

This service adds a queue to a queue list of a PP alternate environment. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC R1 :: queue number (ON) RO ::: 8xxx error 
CPA$AAQL R2 ::: port number RO ::: 0 successful 

R3 ::: get/put,arm (bits 15,14,13) 
PP QLx (bits 12-0) 

R4 ::: AEL index 

This service adds a procedure to the GPL list of the calling procedure. The 
specified procedure must be a user procedure number (PN). 

SVC Rl :: PN to add RO = 8xxx error 
CPA$AGPL R2 ::: GPLx RO = 0 successful 

P 11540.2-8 
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service a to 
the added queue is incremented. If new overwrites an old 

the use count of the queue is decremented. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC R1 = QN RO = 8xxx error 
CPA$APPQL R2 = port number RO = 0 successful 

R3 = bits 15,14,13 get,put,arm 
= bits 12-0 - QLx 

This service creates a PST access to the 
I f the added is L''-',ULLv, its use count is incremented. If 
the new 
its use count is decremented. 

Call 

SVC 
CPA$APST 

Rl = SSN 
R2 = PSTx 

Entry 

and the old is 

Exit 

RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 

This service adds a queue to the queue list of the The 
use count of the queue is incremented. the new overwrites an 
old the use count of the queue is decremented. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC CPA$AQL R1 = QN RO = 8xxx error 
R2 bits 15,14,13 - get,put,arm RO = queue type 

bits 12 -0 - QLx successful 
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service adds an SSN to one of the four initial 

the 

in The 

Entry 

Rl = SSN 
R2 = PN (0 caller) 
R3 SD number (0 to 3) 

PN is the 

Exit 

RO 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 

vis'i,ble upon return 
the added segment will be 

the service. 

This service allows a program to 1"'£:>(1", C"!-AY" 

service one that may be called 
extended 

A record 
added to the service vector table 

and as an 

must consist of an U,.qJAL<",,' .. "vv,-

name submitted 
up to three 

or 
characters will be converted u,u.'-''-J.L .. u,,, ... ,-,, .. U, 

the name is less than 4 characters the 
blanks. 

,,-"'-""AU"", the service code is to the service ... r,""'L"~" in 
IJU'C"J~,u. back to the caller in RO. 

The service code is defined as follows: 

Q l-,,+c - () 1 _ '7~ fn. v U J..l.Ja - V....L - i...!l lJV 

combination 

Lower 8 bits = 
in RO and may be 
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SVC R1 (14-0) GPLx RO = 8xxx if error 
CPA$ASVC (15) Force PN5 event if set RO = 0 if successful 

R2-R3 = 4 ASCII characters with 
the service name or 0 if 
no name is desired 

R4 (15-8) Service code (upper 8 
bits) 
(7-0) Ignored 

This service creates an CP A alternate environment list 
to an alternate environment for The 

caller selects whether alternate 
or both. 

If you you must its virtual address in 
If the address is of an allocated the 

buffer is removed from the caller's the address is of a 
C<~TC<"-''''YYl a"-''''Hl~J,l'', the use count is incremented. 

an alternate queue R4 must contain of 
queue list. This service creates the queue list. 

The alternate environment index in R2 determines the offset of 
the alternate environment in the AEL of the 
allows an alternate SD or alternate queue list to be "'£HT1Ct-DY',orl even 

the other may be 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC CPA,$C,Il.,E Rl = port number RO 8xxx error 
R2 = AEL index (0-15) RO 0 successful 
R3 = virtual address (or zero) 
R4 == queue list size (or zero) 
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in the CPA alternate environment 
and reserves a fixed number of zeroed 

r\""'1tV>r,,,.,..- as alternate 
environments. The 

Entry Exit 

SVC R1 = port number RO 8xxx error 
CPA$CAET R2 = number of entries in AEL RO = 0 successful 

(1 to 16) 

.1 

This service returns a bit map to the space allocated 
virtual address. The space may be V'V'U''''M'''C'VVUJ 

UUC>~'I"'H"'--'LI.",-"u.. Each bit in the returned map 28 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC R1 = virtual address RO 0 not present 
CPA$CKSD = 1 present, 

contiguous 
= 2 present, 

subsegmented 
R2,R3 = 32 bit map 

11 

size for the 
If the "'"..'-"00£'1" ... 0 is zero, the caller is assumed. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC CPA$CLA Rl = PN (0 = caller) RO = 8xxx error 
R2 = link area size RO = 0 successful 
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Service Ca lis 

This service creates the queue and returns the queue number 
created queue an exact copy of the queue Rl. 

Call Exit 

SVC CPA$CLONQ Rl ::: OLx of queue to clone RO ::: 8xxx error 
RO ::: ON successful 
Rl := (15 -8) queue type 

::: (7 -0) queue mode 
::: (7-0) queue size (upper) 

[1 i nk-l i st-q] 
R2 ::: (15-8) queue threshold 

::: (7 -0) queue si ze 
::: (15-0) threshold 

[1 i nk-l i st-q] 
R3 ::: (15-8) Qx 

:: (7-0) access type 
::: (7-0) queue size (lower) 

[1 i nk-l i st-q] 
R4 ::: queue device address 
R5 ::: queue lower SAl 

eRl parameter) 
R6 ::: queue upper SAl 

(PN to schedul e) 

attaches 
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Rl (15-8) queue type RO == 8xxx error 
(7 -0) queue mode RO == QN successful 
(7 -0) size (upper) 

ink-l ist-q] 
R2 (15-8) queue threshold 

(7 -0) queue size 
(15-0) threshold 

ink-list q] 
R3 (15-8) Qx 

(7 -0) undefined 
(7 -0) size ower) 

i nk-l i 
R4 queue device address 
R5 lower SAl 

parameter) 
R6 queue upper SAl (PN to 

schedule) 

CPA$CSEG R2 bits (bits RO 

bit 13 1 
bit 12 1 PP execute 
bit 11 1 Data read 
bit 10 1 Data write 
bit 9 1 reserved SSN 
R4 SSN (opti anal) 



This service returns the SD mode bits and 
virtual address. 

to the ~~r,~,,".~r' 

This service deletes an entry (or part of an entry) in the AEL for the specified 
port. The caller elects whether to delete an alternate an alternate queue list, 
or both. 

If an alternate SD is deleted and the SD is an allocated buffer, that buffer is 
deallocated. If the SD describes a system the use count is 
decremented. 

If an alternate queue list is deleted, the use counts of all queues in the queue 
list are decremented. 

The alternate environment index passed in R2 determines the offset of the AEL 
entry for the specified port. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC CPA$OAE Rl :: port number RO = 8xxx error 
R2 :: AEL index (0-15) RO :: 0 successful 
R3 :: function (1 = del ete SO) 

(2 :: del ete QL) 
(3 :: delete both) 
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in the AET. Delete the co]rresp(Jn(Jm,g entries in 
servIce. 

This service disables microcoded automation of the next SVC instruction (after 
this SVC completes). Disabling remains in effect only for a single SVC can 
unless the run is in CATCH mode through the debugger. The Te1con module 
TELSERV calls this service if the DCP microcode includes the automated SVC 
instruction. If you use a tailored version of Te1con (level 8RI or lower) and do 
not want to eliminate TELSERV, this call is necessary. 

Call Exit 

SVC RO = 0 if automated SVCs were not RO = 1 if automated 
CPA$DASVC already disabled SVCs were already 

disabled 

This service deletes the specified queue list. The use counts for all rhn'~t1nu" 
queues on the specified queue list are decremented. 

I i i 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl = port number RO = 8xxx error 
CPA$DPPQL RO = 0 successful 
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This service deletes the queue if its use count is zero. unless the I 
queue is a literal queue, there must be no forward or back items on the queue. 

I 
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This service adds zeroed buffer space to the indicated 
The address is the current user virtual address within the 

""""'....-'DYI1"" must be a 

This service searches the caller's GPL from the C'-n.A.-.,'!-,,,ri 

A'""JAU .... ,... for a zero The GPLx of the first free 
returned in RO. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl = GPLx to start search RO = 8xxx error 
CPA$FFGPL RO = GPLx successful 
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tern ..... ~II'Ullr~ 

This service searches the caller's GPL from the ulJ'~'-'.L'-""-·'Ll 

VUJl'U.L"F. for a zero The GPLx of the first free 
range is returned in RO. 

,----- -

Call Entry Exit 

SVC CPA$FFGPLR Rl = GPLx to start search RO = 8xxx error 
R2 = number of entries to RO = GPLx successful 

search 

This service searches the caller's link area sequentially from the 
LV'_/fi~.H'" for a zero The LAx of the first free 

is returned in RO. 

This service searches the caller's LA from the 
... 'V'-/H. ... ,LLF. for a zero The LAx of the first free 

range is returned in RO. 

SVC Rl = LAx to start search RO = 8xxx error 
CPA$FFLAR R2 = number of entries to search RO = LAx successful 
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10()Klng for a zero of the first free 

This service searches the caller's PST sequentially from the specified 
looking for a zero entry. The PSTx of the first free entry within the given range 
is returned in RO. 

SVC Rl = PSTx to start search RO == 8xxx error 
CPA$FFPSTR R2 == number of entries to search RO = PSTx successful 

looking for a zero is returned in RO. 
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This service searches the caller's 
>V'JUAHi". for a zero entry. The 
returned in RO. 

from the specified entry, 
of the first free entry within the given range is 

This service frees the transient segment held in memory (which is caused by the 
service CPA$HOLDS). When the use count goes to zero, the segment could be 
overlaid or rolled out. 

I I i 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl = virtual address of segment RO = 8xxx error 
CPA$FREES RO = 0 successful 

This service returns the 32-bit SDR pertaining to the specified virtual address. 

Note: The length field is always OIF for subsegmented space (see the DCP Series 
Implementation Reference Volume 1, Volume 2 Rev. 1, and 
Volume 3, (UP-12728). Use to obtain a bit map if the space is 
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This service returns the PN of the -n. ... , .... ", ..... " in the GPL 

Exit 

SVC CPA$GPN Rl GPLx RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 the specified 

GPL entry is 
unused or out of 
range 

RO PN successful 

This service returns the queue number of the queue in the 
specified If the queue list is empty, the 
returned 

Call Entry 

SVC CPA$GQN Rl = QLx 

UP-11540.2 

Exit 

RO 8xxx error 
RO = 0 the specified 

QL entry is 
unused or out of 
range 

RO = QN successful 
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Service Calls 

This service returns the SSN of the "".d:;'''U.'-.-.U 

O~AA1T1An PST is 

Call 

SVC 
CPA$GSSN 

Rl = PSTx 

Entry 

RO = 8xxx 
RO = 0 the 

SST 

range 
RO = SSN 

Exit 

This service returns information on the indicated service. If the 
p,-,,-,~~."''-'u. service code is zero, the service name is used for the search. If 

the service name is also zero, information is returned on the default 
service code O. 

SVC 
CPA$GSVC 

Rl = (15-8) Service code (upper 8 
bits) or zero 
(7-0) Ignored 

R2-R3 = Service name or zero 

RO = 8xxx if error 
RO = 0 if successful 
Rl = Service code 
R2-R3 = Service name 
R4 Run number of 

service program 
R5 PN of service 

procedure 
R6 Use count of 

service 
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This service increases the use count one. This a 
count of zero, which would allow a transient to be overlaid or 

rolled out and last. 

This service creates a 
can enter SSNs r'H'C>~'-'" 

the caBer 
servIce. 

This service enters the SSN of the new U,-,.":'AH'V'" f'r.1nt"'l"-n" .... nr the PST into the PST 
at the PSTx in R2. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl == PN owning PST (0 == caller) RO :: 8xxx error 
CPA$LPST R2 ::: PSTx Note: RO = 

EC$CPA+ER$LPST 
if PST is 
already a 
loadable segment 

RO == 0 successful 
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of the related lists for the cr.C"",f",,,,rl r.r,',£'<'rll"'P 

are GPLn. If the C''"'t'''",T,<'r1 T'>.,..r~f'p.rtl11-P 

caller PN is assumed. 

Call Entry 

SVC Rl ::: PN (0 ::: caller) 
CPA$PINFO 

This service returns the queue's index 
SQLI (system queue list in the 
uP'A,H"".) which queue. 

Exit 

RO := 8xxx error 
RO o successful 
RO = 1 successful but 

procedure blocked 
R2 ::: QLn 
R3 ::: LAn 
R4 ::: PSTn 
R5 ::: GPLn 

1 I 

location of the specified queue, 
The caller's queue list index 

This service sets the mode the specified queue to zero so back items can be 
recovered. 
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This service modifies .-.." ... t",,"'-..-.<' of the C'''''''~'r>HH'r1 queue. The caller must have arm 
to the queue. 

H the QX is not in the range 0 to 3, it must be in the user range of cascade 
queues This allows the caller to a full 32-bit subarchitectural 
interface item when using cascaded queues from CPA Otherwise the 
user must specify 8 bits from queues. 

If the QX is in the range 0 to 3, the PN must be in the user PT range. 

The R8and R9 parameters are used in the reverse order of that in the 
service. (See 7.3.4.3. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl :: QLx RO :: 8xxx error 
CPA$QMOD R6 :: (15-8) Qx; (7-0) not used RO :: 0 successful 

R7 = device address 
R8 :: SAI lower (parameter) 
R9 :: SAl upper (PN) 

Set the mode field for the specified queue to the indicated value. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl :: QLx RO :: 0 if successful 
CPA$QSMD R2 :: Mode value :: error code if 

not successful 
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This service returns the current header fields from the "fj'-'VALAV>..A queue. 

Exit conditions for MeT, literal, or space queue: 

RO 8xxx error 
RO 0 error I no queue 
RO ON of queue 
R2 (15 -8) reserved 

(7 -0) back items 
R3 (15 -8) forward 

(7 -0) current 
DI1 
f\'"t 

(11:: 0' 
~J...J-U) queue type 
(7 -0) queue mode 

R5 (15 -8) queue threshold 
(7 -0) queue size 

R6 (15 -8) Ox 
(7 -0) 1\1 (v> , 

11 \ I ) 

R7 queue device address 
R8 queue upper SAl (PN to schedul e) 
R9 queue lower SAl (Rl parameter) 

Exit conditions for link-list queue: 

RO ON of queue 
R2 0 (unprocessed back items) 
R3 forward 
R4 (15-8) queue type 

(7 -0) OX 
R5 0 queue size 
R6 reserved 
R7 queue device address 
R8 == queue upper SAl (PN to schedul e) 
R9 == queue lower SAl (Rl parameter) 
RIO reserved 
Rll == threshold 
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This service removes a queue from the queue list of a PP alternate environment. I 
The ON of the removed queue is returned in RO. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl :: port number RO :: 8xxx error 
CPA$RAOL R2 :: AEL index RO :: ON successful 

R3 :: OLx 

I 
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This service clears 

This service deletes the queue list PP. The use 
count for a queue is decremented. The removed is 
returned in RO if successful. If there was no in the queue RO 
is set to zero. 

This service clears the "'IJ'~'-'''''''''-'u. 
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em Service 

This service clears the queue list The count for 
queue in the queue list is decremented. The 

is returned in RO if successful. If there was no in the 
RO is set to zero. 

This service removes a from the table 
entry. This removes this segment from one of the first four 
SDs of the The SSN in Rl must match the current 

in the PT. 

Call Entry 

SVC Rl '" SSN 
CP,l\$RSPT R2 PN In caller) \V 

R3 SO number (0 to 

Note: the PN is the 
be visible upon return 

3) 

Exit 

RO '" 8xxx error 
RO '" 0 successful 

the removed <.:v,'W'YYJ'(YY,II. will not 
the service. 

This service reserves the table 
(SST) entries. These entries are reserved. No are created. 
These entries may be used by specifying a reserved SSN in a 
subsequent service call to create a cn,rfrr'L\y,t-
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Call Entry 

SVC Rl = number of consecutive SSNs RO 8xxx error 
CPA$RSSN RO o successful 

R1 number of SSNs 
R2 first SSN 

reserved 

5 . 

This service allows the program that registered a service procedure to 
revoke its registration. If other programs on the DCP are currently 

this service, they can either be allowed to complete or be aborted, 
depending on the option invoked. A blocked service is one where 
current users are allowed to complete but no new calls are allowed. A 
blocked service may be aborted reinvoking this service with the 
abort bit set. A different service using the same service code may not 
be unless the abort option was used to revoke the 

though a blocked service may be 
unblocked through the service as long as the calling 
program, requested procedure and service name are not changed. 

Note that the use count of an aborted service is cleared, but the use 
count of a blocked service is not affected. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC R1 = (15-8) Service code (upper 8 RO = 8xxx if error 
CPA$RSVC bits) RO = 0 if successful 

(7 -0) Ignored 
R2 = 0 if current users of the 

service are allowed to finish 
but all other users are 
blocked 

R2 = 8xxx if current users are 
forced to abort 
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nreserve 

This unreserves the 
entries. These entries are 

deleted. 

Entry 

SVC Rl number of consecutive 
CPA$USSN (1 to 15) 

R2 = first reserved SSN 

This service '-'.L>..jJU,.Ll,,"lCJ 

table 

Exit 

SSNs RO 8xxx error 
RO o successful 

If the PN 

the same link area are .l"0.JElJ<,"t";,-,A.r!~ to share 
link area. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC CPA$XLA Rl = PN (0 = caller) RO = 8xxx error 
R2 Extra link area entries RO = 0 successful 

reqUl red Rl PN 

This service the PST of the If the PN is 
01J'v'-'.Li.L'-'~ as zero, the calling procedure is assumed. All other 
currently the same PST are to share the new, 
\..,A!JU.LLU\..,U PST. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl = PN (0 = caller) RO = 8xxx error 
CPA$XPST R2 = extra PST entries required RO = 0 successful 

Rl PN 
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This service the queue list of the <'-n,o£>,'t1p·rl If the PN is 
"1I'vv.uv .... as zero, the is assumed. An the 

the same queue list are to share the new, V"'~JUL''-',,·'-' 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC CPA$XQL Rl :: PN (0 :: caller) RO :: 8xxx error 
R2 :: extra queue list entries RO o successful 

required Rl :;;; PN 
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Dictionaries Come From 

active 
track of named entities such as 

or queues 

program is constructed as the absolute element and 
the program builder or The builder appends the 

to the end of the ABS element. When the program is loaded by 
DCP/OS (or when DCP/OS is initialized), the into Ioadable 
~''"',<''LUVH'''-' that are referenced the of the two 
rh",hn ... "' .... ' service The is described in Appendix A. 

When a program is executed, the loader in DCP/OS builds a 
oJV.L~LH'''''H~ containing the for this program. This segment is accessed 

the dlc:tlOn31rv 

This service finds the first \.H'-LAV.l1UJ. 

of the CT'\t"f',f',Pri 

number if the item is 
',,dH.,UHnv. the PN for a "'''''''',r>ar'n 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl = Starting entry number for RO = 0 if item was 
DIC$FENT search found 

R2= (15-8) Flags that must be set RO ::: error code 
(0 if none) otherwise 
R2 ::: ( 7 -0) Type of entry (PN, R2 = Item number 
SSN. etc.) (second word of 
R3 = Runid (See appendix A or DC$ADRS field) 
DIC$FINM for defined types.) R4 ::: Entry number of 

the found item 
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_" • ., ..... ,r .. Service Calls 

This service searches the program dictionary for a match with the I 
and address defined in the If the whole du''-'"'''''-:''''''' IS 

into the caller's A type of zero can be specified to indicate that 
a match on the address is required. 

Note: The intelface packet must not be in the first four SDRs of the caller)s 
because these SDRs are architectural~y cleared on the 

service. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC RIO :::virtual address of packet RO :::: 8xxx error 
OIC$FIAO OC$AORS required address RO :::: a successful 

(2 words) Rl :::: dictionary index 
DC$TYPE ::: required type (see number 

DIC$FINM for types) 
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This service searches the program for a match with the 
and name defined in the packet. If found, the whole UA~UVU£H 

into the caller's packet. A of zero can be "1J'v'-'JU'-'U 

only a match of name is required. 

Note: The inte1iace must not be in the first four SDRs of the caller's 

SVC 

visibility, because these SDRs are architecturally cleared on invoking the 
selvice. 

Call Entry Exit 

RIO:: vi rtual address of packet RO ::: 8xxx error 
DIC$FINM DC$NAME :: required name RO ::: 0 successful 

(8 bytes) Rl ::: dictionary index 
DC$TYPE == requi red type number 
Types: 

DC$TPSEG ::: segment 
DC$TPPN :: procedure 
DC$TPPPP ::: PP program 
DC$TPQ :: queue 

o :: match any type 
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This when the 
information into the 

should contain a copy of the '-"HA"JAHU 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl ::: Entry number RO =: 0 if item was 
DIC$GENT RIO =: Virtual address of packet copied 

successfully 
RO =: Error code 

otherwise 
Rl =: Unchanged 

a 
The service, when given the entry number of a dictionary entry for the specified 
runid, the dictionary information into the packet supplied by the caBer. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl :: ent ry no. RO :: 0 if successful 
nT,....d'f'r~IT,.. R2 ::: Runid =:: error code if ["'"''''' RIO =: Vi rtual address of packet not successful 
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The services that allow the user program to read from and 
write to record structured files. 

The SVC mechanism can invoke every SDF service. The function code 
definitions are found in AAFILDEF in Appendix C. 

The user T>':l'ro:>rnp, FR$USER is unchanged over every call. 

LOADC 
SVC 

Rl,AV$MCT 
E$SDFII 

. Point to message MCT 

. Go initialize input 

This service reads a variable length record from an opened file. All parameters 
are passed in registers. This allows the user program to issue file read requests 
without having to specify a file request packet (FRP). 

The data must be in symbolic element type format. Each variable length record 
is preceded by a 16-bit byte count. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC E$GET Rl,R2 = FCB-ID RO = number bytes read 
R3 := block number (X I FFFF' = EOF) 
R4 := word offset in block Rl = vi rtual address 
RS,R6 = virtual address of user of user buffer 

buffer (1m - must be word (word) 
boundary.) R3 = next block number 

R4 := word offset in 
next block 

Destroys R2.RS-R9 

This service reads a record from an opened file. The call specifies the record 
length and no virtual space is required. This allows the user program to issue 
file read requests without having to specify an FRP. 
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Call Entry Exit 

SVC E$READ Rl, R2 = FCB-ID RO :: 0 successful 
R3 :: block number Rl = vi rtual address 
R4 :: word offset in block of user buffer 
RS,R6 :: virtual address of user (word) 

buffer ( 1m - must be word R3 :: next block number 
boundary.) R4 :: word offset in 

R7 :: record length (words) next block 
Destroys R2,RS-R9 

This service reads a variable length record into user space at the specified 
virtual address. The caller must not modify the FRP and FRP buffer. 

Call 

SVC E$SDFI 

Entry 

Rl :: virtual address of MCT of FRP 
packet 

R2,R3 :: virtual address of record 
buffer (word/byte) 

FR$FCB :: (used by SDFI) 
FR$BN (used by SDFI) 
FR$BW :: (used by SDFI) 

This service deallocates any data under SDl of the FRP. 

Call Entry 

SVC E$SDFIC Rl :: vi rtual address of MCT of FRP 
packet 

JP-11540.2-B 

Exit 

Destroys RO-RS 
RO (FR$CC) fi 1 e 

manager code 
R4 (FR$WC) byte 

length of record 
(NB can be zero) 
set to zero if RO 
is nonzero 

Exit 

RO = (FR$CC) file 
manager 
completion code 

Destroys Rl - RS 
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The file must have been VLI'-'H'-''-' 

The record services 
V"-""''''·V'U. it is the caller's r",('",r,.-.",h, 

hp,('n'-" .. '1I1.rr of the element by 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC ERSOFI I Rl =: virtual address of MCT of FRP RO :: (FR$CC) 
pac ket completion code 

FR$FCB ::: file manager identifier FR$BUF ::: initialized 
FR$BN ::: i niti al input block number for E$SOFI 

use 
FR$BW ::: initial ized 

for E$SDFI use 
FR$WC ::: initial ized 

for E$SDFI use 
Oesuoys 

This service a variable record into the buffer at location 
SDI of the FRP and writes out full buffers to as necessary. The caller must 
not modify the FRP and the buffer. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC E$SOFO Rl ::: virtual address of MCT of FRP Destroys RO-R5 
packet RO ::: (FR$CC) file 

R2,R3 = virtual address of data manager 
record completion code 
(word/byte) FR$BN ::: corrupted 

R4 = data length in bytes (maximum FR$WC = corrupted 
254) 

FR$FCB ::: (used by SDFO) 
FR$BN ::: (used by SOFO) 
FR$BUF :: (used by SDFO) 
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This service stores an end-of-file sentinel 
V'-'AUUAHA."', data buffer to disk. 

Call Entry 

SVC E$SDFOC Rl :: virtual address of MCT 
pac ket 

of FRP 

FR$FCB :: file manager identifier 

and writes out the 

Exit 

Destroys RO-R5 
RO :: (FR$CC) file 

manager 
completion code 

FR$WC = Corrupted 
FR$BN :: next block 

number after 
end of element 

FR$ELEN total number 
of blocks in 
el ement 

This service initializes the FRP of an opened file for ('""rnH>nfl-:" record output. 
The file must have been opened with a not The SDF 
record output services apply to a file or element. If element output is ... ""'.11· ... ""("1 

it is the caller's responsibility to position the field to the beginning of 
the element. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC E$SDFOI Rl = virtual address of MCT of FRP RO :: (FR$CC) file 
packet manager 

FR$FCB :: file manager identifier completion code 
FR$BN :: initi al output block FR$8UF :: corrupted 

number FR$ELBN :: set to FR$BN 
for 1 ater 
element 
insertion 

Destroys Rl - R5 
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The file manager number of services to allow the user to create and 
access files on mass 
manager services for the 

For use file 

",-,uu .. uv",", a file. 

the file. 

Write to the file. 

Close the file. 

The file manager can be invoked with the SVC instruction. The user can 
interact with the file manager in the two ways: 

The user's task is until the file manager has the 
function (suspension This is the usual method when the user is 
not concerned about the program being suspended for several milliseconds. 

The user gains control immediately after passing the request to the file 
manager. The requests are returned to the user through a user-specified 
queue when the operation has been completed. 

file manager receives instructions from the user via the file request 
The FRP is a data that contains the 

function. Details on the various FRP fields are given in the 
following subsections and in A. Of universal interest, though, are the 
~\JAJ'U"U''''- FRP fields: 

Contains the function code (see 
Contains the code (see 

Is used to distinguish between a interface 
= 0) and a queued interface (FR$QN = queue number) 

Contains user-defined data and is maintained by the file 
manager 

In order to invoke the file manager, the user must first decide whether to use 
the suspension interface or a queued interface. 
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There are five \..-V"U"'AU.uu.V that must 
be set aside for file manager usage: 

SDR n 

SDR n+l 

SDR n+2 

FRP MCT or not "' .... "0f'...,.1- This SDR will be deallocated 
and new MCT will be allocated 
must not contain critical data. 

the file manager. It 

data area functions only) or not 
The file manager uses this virtual space as work 

space. It corrupts any user data except in the 
case of the functions. 

functions. 

SDR n+3 FRP 

SDR n+4 not ...... ,o.o£>n1- This virtual space is used by the file 
manager. 

Once the FRP has been initialized with FR$QN = 0 and the SDRs have 
been set up, the file manager can be invoked as follows: 

LOADC RI Virtual address of SDR n 

SVC Call the file manager 

The user task is suspended until the file manager the 
validation and execution of the function. The results of the function are 
as follows: 

RO 

UP-U540.2 

Contains the results of the function validation (RO = 0 if 
the function was valid) 

Contains the results of the function itself (FR$CC = 0 if 
the function was successful) 
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FHP MeT. This MeT 

SDH n+l 

SDR n+2 

SDH n+3 must 

or not 
uses this virtual space as 

any user data in 
functions. 

in 

on the 

SDH n+4 not 
manager. 

This virtual space is used file 

removes 
results of the validation 
function is valid. 

user, it validates the 
user's The 

contains 0 if the 

It is the user's to process the return queue to 
get the of the file manager function. The code is 
contained in the FHP in the field. Other fields in the FHP or 
data in the SDRs and 
information 
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1. 

Call 

SVC FILE$ 

returns an identifier for 

Entry 

Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC FR$ASG (function code 

assign) 
FR$USER = user-defined field 
FR$VID = device-id 

a 

to 

This service creates a file on the u ... ;~r";::;lvt,.c device. The 
volume may be .-'U~\"'LL~\"'U. name or and defaults to any 
volume on which space is available. The order of 
follows: 

l. 8441 Winchester 

2. 8409 Winchester 

3. 8408 fixed 

4. 8408 removable 

5. 8441 diskette 

6.8406 FDDS 

7.8406 FDS 

The file information entered in an unused data set label 
volume. 
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is 

~------------,--------

----------t-----------------------+---------------1 

SVC FILE$ R1 virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC = FR$CAT (function code 
catalog) 
FR$USER = user-defined field 
FR$ON = ON of return queue 

(or 0) 
FR$VID = volume-id (or FR$DT = 

device type) 
PD$TYPIF = IFDC 
PD$TYPDR cartridge, removable 
PD$TYPDF cartridge, fixed 
PD$TYPDT = diskette 
PD$TYPWD = 8409 Winchester 
PD$TYPDD = daubl sided diskette 
PD$TYPSD = 8441 diskette 
PD$TYPSW = 8441 Winchester 
FR$NAM = file name, 8 characters 

left-justified 
FR$OUAL = qualifier, 6 characters 

left-justified 

This service clears the file's 

Call 

SVC FILE$ R1 = virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC = FR$CFRO (function code = 

clear file's read-only 
fl ag) 
FR$USER user-defined field 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier 

RO = 0 request 
accepted 
RO 8xxx request not 

accepted (see FRP 
completion code 
in FR$CC) 

RO = 0 request 
accepted 
RO = 8xxx request not 

accepted (see FRP 
completion code 
in FR$CC) 
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SVC FILE$ Rl virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC = FR$CLS (function code 

close) 
FR$USER user-defined field 
FR$FCB = fil manager identifier 

RO 0 request 
accepted 

RO = 8xxx request not 
accepted (see FRP 
completion code 
in FR$CC) 

This service closes the file and forces a uuutJ'-'JlLu. 

whether or not the file was with 

SVC FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT RO o request 
FR$FNC FR$CLSI (function code = accepted 

close imm) RO 8xxx request not 
FR$USER = user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier completion code 

in FR$CC) 

This service deletes the file if the file is not in use. 
The DSL is marked available. 
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FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT RO= 0 rrquest 
FR$FNC = FR$DEL (function code accepted 

delete) RO = 8xxx request not 
FR$USER = user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$ON = ON of user return queue completion code 

(or 0) in FR$CC) 
FR$NAM = file name, 8 char 

left-justified 
FR$OUAL = qualifier, 6 char 

left-justified 

This service downs a mass storage device if it is not in use. This service 
deletes all files on the disk volume from the 

SVC FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT RO 0 request 
FR$FNC FR$DOWN (function code = accepted 

down) RO 8xxx request not 
FR$USER = user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$QN = QN of user return queue completion code 

(or 0) in FR$CC) 
FR$DT = device identifier 

This service marks an element as deleted in the table of contents 
program file. The fields and 

be in the FRP. 
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Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC FR$EDEL 

(function code delete 
element) 

FR$USER user-defined field 
FR$FCB file manager identifier 
FR$ENAME = element name 
FR$ETYPE = element type 

an 

RO = 0 request 
accepted 

RO = 8xxx request not 
accepted (see FRP 
completion code 
in FR$CC) 

This service inserts an element into the TOe of an VIJ~·U~u. 
The fields 

version of the 
deleted. 

This service should be called after the ne,lV' elemerLt is inserted in 
the file. In that way, if the ~~j,~.UI'''' program terminates before .lLl<:.U.L<"'F,J..HF, 

to call this the The correct sequence of 
service calls to insert an element is follows: 

file 
- Get the next write location 

Write out the new element 
- Insert new element information into TOe 
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Exit 

SVC FILE$ Rl virtual address of FRP I~CT RO 0 request 
FR$FNC FR$EINS accepted 

(function code insert RO 8xxx request not 
element) accepted 

FR$USER user-defined field 
FR$FCB file manager identifier 
FR$ENAME = element name 
FR$ETYPE element type 
FR$ESUBT = element subtype 
FR$ELBN element start block 

number 
FR$ELEN element size in blocks 
FR$EYEAR creation year 
FR$EMON creation month 
FR$EDAY creation day 
FR$EHOUR creation hour 
FR$EMIN creation minute 
FR$ESEC creation second 

1 

This service retrieves the next write location from the root TOC block 
of an program file. The next write location is returned in the 
FR$BN field of the FRP. 

If the file was C1D{:IlC'C for then the block number 
maintained by the system in the FCB is also set to 'NXWL'. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FILE$ Rl = vi rtual address of FRP MCT RO = 0 request 
FR$FNC = FR$ENXWL accepted 

(function code = get RO = 8xxx request not 
write location) accepted (see FRP 

FR$USER = user-defined field completion code 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier in FR$CC) 
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1. 

elements from a program 
to block zero of the file. 

Call Exit 
r--" 

SVC FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT RO = 0 request 
FR$FNC FR$ERS accepted 

(function code = erase RO = 8xxx request not 
fil e) accepted (see FRP 

FR$USER user-defined field completion code 
FR$FCB file manager identifier in FR$CC) 

1 

This service searches the TOe of an n.ro.onOrl 

<n>'">A","Jl~'U element. The fields 

are returned if the search was successful. 
fields are untouched. 

If the file was for either or £>11"1""",,11-

the current block number maintained C"(TC'i-£Yrro is also 

V'-';r,AAULLA'b of the element. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT RO 0 request 
FR$FNC = FR$ESRCH accepted 

(function code = search RO = 8xxx request not 
TOC) accepted (see FRP 

FR$USER = user-defined field completion code 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier in cnd'rr\ 

''''-1',",'-') 

FR$ENAME = element name FR$ETYPE element 
FR$ESUBT = element subtype type 

(ignored if 0) 
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Call 

SVC FILE$ 

Entry 

Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC = FR$EUPWL (function code = 

update write location) 
FR$USER user-defined field 
FR$FCB file manager identifier 
FR$BN = block number of next write 

location 

a 

FR$FNC FR$FDN (function code = 

file down) 
FR$USER user-defined field 
FR$NAM file name to down 

a 

Exit 

RO 0 request 
accepted 

RO 8xxx request not 
accepted (see FRP 
completion code 
in FR$CC) 

Y"A'<nrt.ar! that it is not 

accepted 
RO 8xxx request not 

accepted (see FRP 
completion code 
in FR$CC) 

This service frees the IJ'-''-'.U . .I.'L-'U, device from exclusive ""'kJ>-JJ.i;;".I.LHl'vJ.Ll>, 
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Call 

SVC FILE$ 

1 

Entry 

Rl virtual address of FRP MeT 
FR$FNC FR$FREE (function code 

free) 
FR$USER = user-defined field 
FR$FCB file manager identifi 

pa 

his service marks the UF,--,,-,~~L'-''-L file on the 
""p,rnT-,n""" that no file 

Call Entry 

SVC FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC FR$FUP (function code = 

up fil e) 
FR$USER user-defined field 
FR$VID volume name (6 

characters, 
1 eft-just i ed and blank 

filled) 
FR$NAr'1 fil e name (8 characters, 

left-justified and blank 
fi 11 ed) 

FR$QUAL = qualifier (6 characters, 
left-justified and blank 
fi 11 ed) 

1 a 

This service opens the 
The field 

If is zero, a local file is <:lC";:',"rYlC.rl 

contain the name of a 

UP-llS40.2 

Exit 

RO 

volume as up, 
up. 

RO = 0 request 
accepted 

RO 8xxx request 
accepted (see 

not 
FRP 

completion code 
in FR$CC) 

should 
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If 

is 

maintenance of the block 
of the user program. 

user return queue or, if zero, indicates that 
0U.oJl-.-''L- .... u.'-''U. until 

nc".-.nOYlT close. 

that identifies each open file. 

FeB field is defined as the same offset as the file name; 
file name is ""' ..... ""'..-.,," 

SVC FI R1 = virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC = FR$OPN (function code = 

open) 
FR$USER = user-defined field 
FR$QN QN of user return queue 

(or 0) 

FR$QUAL = qualifier (6 characters 
for OCP files, 12 
characters for host 

les left-justified and 
blank filled) 

FR$NAM fi 1 name, 8 chars 
left-justified 

FR$OT = open type (FR$OPIN -
input) 

(FR$OPOUT output) 
(FR$OPEXT extend) 
(FR$OPRNO - random) 

RO 0 request 
accepted 

RO 8xxx request not 
accepted (see FRP 
completion code 
in FR$CC) 

If successful 
FR$FCB = file-IO 
FR$VrO = volume-IO 
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LOADC 
STORE 

stored the 

Generate open type 
Store n FRP 

as follows: 

caller until the open function 
for 

This service -nn,,,",,nn,Y\0 

have been ooenen 

UP-11540.2 

service is to files for random access since the 
program maintains the current block number. 

MCT 
FR$FNC FR$POS (function code = 

positi on) 
FR$USER = user-defined field 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier 
FR$BN = block number 

RO = 0 request 
accepted 

RO = 8xxx request not 
accepted (see FRP 
completion code 
in FR$CC) 
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SVC FILE$ 

.1. 

Rl virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC = FR$PREP (function code = 

format) 
FR$USER = user-defined field 
FR$FCB file manager identifi 
FR$DEN density (sector size) 
FR$IFD = flag for IFDC interface 
FR$MSP = zero (determine format 

density) 
= non-zero (device 

characteristics 
table index) 

,he first space found. 

Call Entry 

SVC FR$QFE Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$QUAL = Q*F.ELT string 

Exit 

RO = 0 request 
accepted 

RO = 8xxx request not 
accepted ( FRP 
completion code 
n FR$CC) 

p 

Exit 

RO = 0 request 
accepted 

RO = 8xxx request not 
accepted 

FR$QUAL, FR$NAM, and 
FR$ENAME filled 
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number of starting at the beginning of 
"'~J,"'''A.L'V'-' logical block in the file. The block number is relative to the 

""'p,UH.HAp, of the file (block 0) and each block is 256 bytes long. If the file was 
opened for input the block number is taken from the "current 
block number" field maintained in the FeB. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT RO = 0 request 
FR$FNC = FR$RD (function code = accepted 

read) RO = 8xxx request not 
FR$USER = user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier completion code 
FR$BN = block number (if open type in FR$CC) 

ra ndom) 
FR$WC = word count (maximum 4k) 
FR$BUF = data offset 

a 

This service renames a currently opened file. The name is not changed on mass 
storage until the file is closed. The user must have exclusive access to the file 
and the file must not be flagged as read-only. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT RO = 0 request 
FR$FNC = FR$RENF (function code = accepted 

rename) RO = 8xxx request not 
FR$USER = user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier completion code 
FR$VID = file name, 8 chars in FR$CC) 

1 eft-justifi ed 
FR$QUAL = new qualifier, 6 

characters 
left-justified 
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rstem _ ... < UIIM'iU 

This service resets the highest block written 
This service is to data files 
"~r''''-=r' in the DSL until the file is closed. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FILE$ Rl := virtual address of FRP MCT RO := 0 request 
FR$FNC := FR$RESET (function code = accepted 

reset) RO := 8xxx request not 
FR$USER := user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$FCB := file manager identifier completion code 
FR$BN := new HBW in FR$CC) 

This service sets the open file to read-only. It takes effect when the file is closed. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FI LE$ Rl := virtual address of FRP MCT RO := o request 
FR$FNC := FR$SFRO (function code = accepted 

set file to read-only) RO = 8xxx request not 
FR$USER = user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$FCB := file manager identifier completion code 

in FR$CC) 

This service returns the status of the {'rue'''H,pn file. The file rlper-T,nT 

information is returned in the FRP in FeB format at offset 
Refer to A for more information on the FeB formaL 
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SVC FILE$ RI = virtual address of FRP MCT 
FR$FNC = FR$STAT (function code = 

status) 
FR$USER = user-defined field 
FR$QN = QN of user return queue 

(or 0) 
FR$NAM = file name, 8 chars 

left-justified 
FR$QUAL = qual fier, 6 chars 

left-justified 

RO 
accepted 

RO = 8xxx request 
accepted 
completion 
in FR$CC) 

This service returns the status of a .. 111"1"£>",1- open file. The file 
FRP in FeB format ""'nc,,,,,,.,y,.-n.V' information is returned 

Refer to 
format. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FILE$ Rl = virtual address of FRP MCT RO = 0 request 
FR$FNC = FR$STATO (function code accepted 

status) RO 8xxx request not 
FR$USER user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier completion code 

in FR$CC) 

at 

This service up state and reads the 
volume label. It UU.VV.'UVH,j.'~UJ.J..) V"n.rl"~t-r,V",, each in-use DSL the 

Service is reserved for "'''7oh"Yn use 
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tern Service 

'. 

Call Entry 

SVC FILE$ Rl virtual address of FRP MCT RO = 0 request 
FR$FNC = FR$UP (function code = accepted 

up) RO = 8xxx request not 
FR$USER = user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$QN = QN of user return queue completion code 

(or 0) in FR$CC) 
FR$DT = devi identifier 

number of at the 
block. The block number is relative to 

0) and each block is 256 long. 

If the file was for (FR$OPOUT) or extend 
the block number is taken from the "current block number" field 
maintained in the FCB. 

The data written must be contiguously addressable (virtual 
from for the word count. If the word count does not 
span an then the content of the remainder of 
the last block written is undetermined. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FI LE$ Rl virtual address of FRP MCT RO = 0 request 
FR$FNC = FR$WRT (function code = accepted 

write) RO = 8xxx request not 
FR$USER = user-defined field accepted (see FRP 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier completion code 
FR$BN = block number (if open type in FR$CC) 

random) 
FR$WC = word count (maximum 4k) 
FR$BUF = data offset 
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"'''''''11'~~ ...... Service Calls 

open file to mass 
is used to ...... n.r"r>r 

'-"hu,U."J" lost information if the program fails while maintaining an open 
file. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC FILE$ Rl virtual address of FRP MCT RO = 0 request 
FR$FNC = FR$WCT accepted 
(function code write RO = 8xxx request not 
catalog) accepted (see FRP 

FR$USER = user-defined field completion code 
FR$FCB = file manager identifier in FR$CC) 
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but you should be aware that it 
before 

UITlerttatlom structures for 

This service sets CP control for a 
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caller) RO 8xxx error 
RO 0 

control 

Call 

I$PP Rl run number (0 = caller) RO = 8xxx error 
R2 port number RO = 0 successful 
R3 = lew 

This service establishes an indirect instrumentation buffer for a PP. 
Instrumentation buffers may be shared successive 
",.o>,,',<,,£-Q calls the same IB table 

SVC I$PPBUF Rl = run number (0 = calling run) RO = 8xxx error 
R2 = 0 - no wraparound RO o successful 

= 1 wraparound 
R3 = port number 
R4 IB pointer table index 

This service builds all structures for PP instrumentation 
distinct from which builds CP and PP 
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tem Service 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC R1 run number (or 0 i calling RO = 8xxx error 
I$PPSETUP run) RO = 0 successful 

R1 = ER$PPIT (BIT 12) 
1 PP 
instrumentation 
already 
established (this 
i meaningful 
only if RO = 0) 

R2 IBp index 
allocated for a 
successful return 
and no status 
bits 

This service sets the CP instrumentation control word to the 
value for the ,-, ... ,,",rn",,H~"'" run. 

UN 

This service establishes an instrumentation buffer for a run. It 
assumes hence an IB table index and 
buffer are is used when either the 

or the IB table IJ'VA.LLU'~L 
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Rl run number (or 0 if the 
cdll i ng run) 

R2 0 if no wraparound 
1 if wl'aparound 

R3 = 18 pointer table index (a 
value of OFFFF causes the 
first free entry found in the 
IB pointer table index to be 
used) 

This service builds all structures for 

RO 
RO 

UJ.LJlUJ.'lF, the 

Exit 

error 

instrumentation. All indirect instrumentation buffer pointers 
initialized to the first in the instrumentation buffer 
file and a buffer is allocated for that 
is returned in R 1. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC I$SETUP Rl run number (0 call ing run) RO 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 
R1 = ER$PPIT (bit 14) 
1 = Port 

Processor 
Instrumentation Table 

not established 
ER$PUT (bit 13) 1 
Procedure use table 

not established 
ER$IBP (bit 12) 1 = 
Instrumentation buffer 
pointer (IBp) 

not established 

This service allows the LCAdl."".'-'l"- program to access to queues within 
queue list 5 instrumentation buffer 
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Call 

SVC I$SQL5G R1 system QL dentifier (0 = RO = 8xxx error 
SQL5) RO o successful 

R2 (bits 12 - 0) caller' QLx Rl = number of queues 
(bit 15) get in SQL5 
(bit 14) put 
(bit 13) arm 

R3 = SAl PN (procedure number) 

.1 
This service removes access to queues within queue list 5 from 
the program. 

Returns a -n. ... '.nn" .. " lew the use 

Call Entry 

sve I$STAPN R1 run number (0 if the calling RO 8xxx error 
run) RO = 0 successful 

R2 = procedure number Rl = procedure lew 
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a prolces,sor leW the PP instrumentation 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC I$STAPP Rl run number (or 0 if call ing RO 8xxx error 
run) RO = 0 successful 
R2 = port number (a value of OFFFF Rl = PP leW 

causes a logical sum of all 
PP ICWs for ports assigned to 
the calling run to be 
returned in Rl) 

u 
This returns the "'~,O"'Tl0ri run's lew peR 
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The included here Y,,,",-Y<,,,nlf, 

communication This 
programs in unison. 

It is 
easy to build and execute a 

the IPM services to enter into a 
and CPA 

All IPM connections are one-way the IPM 
UAHLfJA~. The 

nucleus for sueh 
receiver. programs then connect to the 

nucleus and Y·'\l'f,,,,,r.r.Y' themselves as receivers 
connection. 

Several IPM services either 

cleared upon 

The SVC mechanism invokes every IPM service. The service function 
code definitions are found in AASERVDEF All other 
IPM-related are 

The IPM services preserve all user as stated in the 
individual service When you invoke any IPM 
five free user SDRs are at SDRIPM 

LOADC 
SVC 

R2,mypkt 
IPM$CHK 

Point to IPM packet 
Go check it out! 
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this rr."T'£'Il.H.' all information in the 

Entry Exit 

address of IPM packet error 
= receiver name successful 

10 

This service closes down IPM receiver. This 
terminates all active connections to this receiver. 

This service connects to IPM receiver 
The queue must a literal 

handler when a state ,-,,-,u,J.l;;-'~' 

occurs. Refer to Section 4 for details of this mechanisrn. 

If a successful connection is 
queue list of 
queue 

discretion. 

UP-1l540.2 

queue is entered in the 
The caller may then 
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o 

R2 
target name (8 
characters) 

IP$PN procedure 
IP$QLX requi QL index 
IP$QNC contingency QN 
IP$REPLY = reply name (8 

This service frees a 
end. No IPM interface 

characters) 

active IPM connection 
is 

receiver 
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to 
messages. 

~ t I 

Exit 

SVC IPM$RCV R2 = virtual address of IPM packet RO 8xxx error 
IP$NAME = receiver name (8 RO 0 successful 

characters) Rl = IPM-id 
IP$PN = receiver PN 
IP$QLX = QLx of 1st connection 
IP$QNC = contingency queue QN 
IP$UNPRC i niti al pipe queue 

threshold 
IP$MXCN maximum connections 
IP$QSIZ = queue size 
IP$QTYP = queue type 
I P$SQLX = SQU index (0 if not 

cascaded) 

I t 
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stem Service 

This 
The relevant fields for a ... n.r.f\'~Tn.Y' 
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Each communications an associated line module. Line 
modules may be or loadable. These services the 
user program with a convenient mechanism for the line module 

and the line module program. 

All line module services create a ~prn-n/,",r" 
an error is returned. The line module services user 1'Pl'n"I"", ... " 

R5. 

The SVC mechanism is used to invoke every line module service. The function 
code definitions are found in AASERVDEF in Appendix C. 

LOAD 
SVC 

R2,myport 
LM$GLMID 

. Get port number 

. Go get LM- i d 

This service retrieves the status of the line module and the line module 
microcode for the requested port. If the line module is a loadable type, then a 
short reload is automatically attempted. The returned status includes the results 
of this short reload attempt. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC R2 = port number RO == 8xxx error 
LM$GLMID SDRs 15,16,17,18,19,26;27 must be RO = 0 successful 

free R2 = port number 
R3 == microcode-id 
R4 == line module 

dentifier 
Destroys R1,R5 

I I I 
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74 

This service loads a line module and returns the status of the line 
module and the line module microcode. If the line module is of a load able type 
then a short reload is automatically If the short reload is 
unsuccessful or if the caller a forced load a full (long) 
microcode load is The returned status includes the results of a 
or short load. 

The line module code programs are assumed to be online in the file 
SYS$*SYSLMC. Each line module program is held in an element in this file, 
named according to the MICROCODE-ID (which can be listed with 
@PORT,M) as follows: 

SYS$*SYSLMC.LMC-24 [MICROCODE-ID 24 = BASIC SYNCHRONOUS] 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC LM$LOAD R2 = port number RO == 8xxx error 
R3 (bits 15-8) = function flags RO == 0 successful 
R3 (bit LM$FORCE) = force long R2 == port number 

load R3 == microcode-id 
R3 (bit LM$QFE) = load with R4 = line module 

qual*file.elt identifier 
(Rl = virtual address of string Destroys Rl, R5 

containing 
qual*file.eltname) 

R3 (bit LM$UNLOAD) = put LM in 
unloaded 
state 

R3 (bits 7-0) = line module code 
identifier 

SDRs 15,16,17,18,19,26,27 must be 
free 
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for immediate execution or it can be 
time of amount of time. 

The SVC mechanism invokes every UJ.()iJLLl>'--'.'" 

are found in AASERVDEF 

referred to many of the 'U. ... ~yOJ ... ~"vA' 

identifies a task within a run. The 
U,":;h".L/'1,.Lh> the The service 

The services preserve all user as stated in the 
individual service JP'-',-"JLL""~U,'o.LV.LL'-'. 

1 

LDK 
SVC 

R2,1000 
PC$PA.USE 

Set R2,R3 = pause time (msecs) 
Go pause for a second 

This service sends a contlmF~erlcJT-suspended 
handler. The PID identifies the C'lH""J:;"C'.rlue,-,,--,- process. 

Cal! Entry Exit 

SVC PC$CBUG Rl = process-ID (PID) RO = 8xxx error 
RO o successful 

This service kills a '-''-'.'''''".l.'[",'-.-1.''-' sW,PE~nalea process. The PID identifies 
the process. 
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:em .... "" .. ''',.6 

This service modifies the context of a process. 
and the restart address are the fields changed. 

new values. See A 
for 

'--'''''''''''''L''F-, of the virtual space for the 
contm~!e]'lC'v-~m~;L)l,~nv<,-,,--< process. An error is returned if the virtual 

,JuO!J"-'''''U-'--'''--' process is not 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$CRD Rl process-ID (PID) RO = 8xxx error 
R2 callers virtual address to RO = 0 successful 

receive data 
R3 virtual address in suspended 

process 
R4 length (in words) of data to 

copy 
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queue must be a queue It alerts the 
when error occurs. Hefer to Section 4 for details 

of this mechanism. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$CREG Rl = contingency type RO 8xxx error 
CON$ALL = service all types RO o successful 
CON$NONE = no contingency handling 
R2 = ON of contingency literal 

queue 

1 

This service restarts a process suspenaea due to a ~'U'.LLlJA.-'-'I'",'--.U The PID 
<.'n."nlIT1LU' the process. 

This service reads the PMAST of a cont]n$.1~ell"CV '-'U'-'lJv"L'U-'L-~ process. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$CRS Rl process-ID (PID) None 
R2 address to store list of 

PMAST SSNs 
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to 

This service takes a queue, 
of the WFE mode. 

to 

).1 

This service writes data into the virtual space of a C1Ho-nc.n 

An error results if the space in the 
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'.1 1 

'.1 

program for '_HuIJU'l'VAA 

occurs, the selected 
parameter in Rl. 

This service modifies the current virtual return address on the process control 
stack. 

I Call Entry 

LVC PC$MREl Rl = new return address 

P-11540.2 

Exit 

RO ::: 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 
Rl ::: 01 d return 

address 
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.1 

. 1 

-80 

This serviee pops the <',",C'""TH'''-' number of SRTN entries off the proeess control 
stack. 

Call Entry 

SVC PC$POPS Rl :: number of entries to pop RO :: 8xxx error 
RO :: 0 successful 
Rl :: entries popped 

This service suspends the calling process for the specified number of 
milliseconds. 

Note: If the delay time is specified as zero, it is replaced with a system-defined 
default value (auTently 50 milliseconds) . 

Register for notification by DCP/OS whenever a program is killed. 
, .. U":'I-'UL'-' •• VL> the registered procedure with the effected run number in the Rl 
dispatch parameter. 

SVC Rl = GPLx of the PN to be RO :: 0 if 
PC$PKILL scheduled registration is 

successful 
= error code 

otherwise 

UP 11540.2-B 
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This service stores the for 
'VU.'-'H.":'" on every for the current program. The SDs are loaded 
SDR4 and SDR5. The program can have common data visible to every 
'-'AC'!JUl,,",A.,,",,", process without to load the each time. 

This service can be found most useful in setting up global work areas. 

Either one or two segments can be specified; each segment, if specified, must be 
resident and present. The virtual addresses in R2 and R3 may not specify SDRs 
0-3 0000-1800); therefore, a value of zero may indicate that a segment 
not rprlll1-rprl 

Call Exit 

SVC PC$SCSO R2 = virtual address to use for RO = 8xxx error 
S04 RO = 0 successful 

R3 = virtual address to use for 
SOS 

JP 11540.2-8 7-80a 
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~vstE:l>m Service 

Entry 

SVC PC$SCSD R2 = virtual address to use for RO 8xxx error 
SD4 RO o successful 

R3 = virtual address to use for 
SD5 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$SKAT Rl pri ority ~o = 8xxx error 
R2 = procedure (0 = self) RO = 0 successful 
R3 = parameter to pass in Rl 
R4,R5 = RTC value (milliseconds) 

for when PN is to 
dispatch. 

This service schedules a user Y\1"'n. .. .orln which 
can be zero. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$SKDT Rl = priority RO = 8xxx error 
R2 = procedure (0 = self) RO = 0 successful 
R3 = parameter to pass in Rl 
R4/R5 delta time (milliseconds) 

after whi ch the PN is to 
be dispatched. 
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Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl = GPLx of PN to dispatch RO 8xxx error 
PC$SKGAT R2,R3 RTC value (milliseconds) RO = 0 successful 

for when PN is to dispatch 
R4 parameter to pass in Rl 

1 

This service "',.., ..... "","" .. ,,., 

is not possible. 

SVC Rl = GPLx of PN to dispatch RO 8xxx error 
PC$SKGDT R2,R3 delta time (milliseconds) RO = 0 successful 

after which the PN is to 
be dispatched 

R4 parameter to pass in Rl 

This service allows process to itself 
can only be restarted by another process in the same program 
the service. For that reason, this service should be 
preceded by a call to to determine the current PID. This PID 
should then be stored in a shared data area or off to a 
co-process with responsibility to awaken the sleeping process. 
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Call Entry Exit 
f--

SVC None RO 8xxx error 
PC$SLEEP RO o when the 

process is 
redispatched 

Rl parameter passed 
by wake (when 
redispatched) 

21. 

Throttle level '-'~"-"~L"',~ 

command 

occurs, the selected lJalA.>J.LCO;:' the 
"'." ... ..,rn,r>T£YrO in Rl: 

Throttle level 

Note: Note: one per program is allowed. 
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"n·p'{T·,no wakes up a 
must to 

program as the 'I..-<.AA.AA.AI',., 

,C) IJ'~'A.L J.'-''U. in R2 is to the 

This service allows a calling process to suspend itself until an item is 
without to the the virtual 

environment of the process work is '-'V.HqJA'V 

for immediate use when control is returned. 

If the specified queue is nonexistent, already armed, or not associated 
with this process, an error is returned. the current 
environment is saved and the process is until the .:J1J'v\..-A.A.L'-''L< 

queue threshold is crossed. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$WFE R2 = QLx RO = 8xxx error 
R3 = queue threshold RO = 0 when the 

This service returns 

invokes 

process i 
redispatched 

and run-ID to the 

UC"'<'-'VA'V ... < with 
services. The 

off to another process 
the process. 
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"--""'''''', ...... Service Calls 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$WHO None RO 8xxx error 
RO o successful 
Rl process-IO (PIO) 
R2.= callers PN 
R3 run-IO 

r 1. 
The DCP/OS provides services for building port processor (PP) environments, 
starting PPs, stopping and handling state items. 

For all PP the indicated port is automatically but temporarily assigned 
to the calling program if currently free. If a more permanent assignment of the 
port is required, use PP$ASG/PP$FREE. 

The SVC mechanism invokes every PP service. The function code definitions are 
found in AASERVDEF. 

The PP program services preserve all user registers, except as stated in the 
individual service specifications . 

LOAD 
SVC 

~ .11.1. 

Rl, myport 
PP$START 

. Pick up port number 

. Go start the PP 

This service assigns the specified port (PP) exclusively to the calling program. 
The port must currently be free. 

SVC PP$ASG Rl = port number 

IP-11540.2 

RO = 8xxx error 
RO = 0 successful 
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11 

11 

36 

This service builds a CPA interface control table for the 0~'''f','-,'''r1 
<HAAJ~'-'U''''" to the environment the PP program. If 

used to override the processor program table 
visibility If any of R3 R6 nonzero, it is 

U",)UAH"-''-' to contain the virtual address of some user space the PP. In 
either case, the conventions apply when up the PP visibility, for 
each of the override SDRs R3 R6: 

Allocatable space is removed from the caller's U10,h.I,t" and to the PP. 
(This does not include 

• space is to the PP unless it is for in which case the 
contents are copied to an allocated buffer that is given to the PP. (This does 
not include dynamic 0'v!",.LH',.,JH0. 

segments are not copied for SDO and visibility is not removed. 
the PP and the share access to these segments.) 

it is used. 
an empty queue list of the size IS 

created. If a MASM procedure was used in the PP program, all static 
queues are copied into the created queue list. 

Note: You can find the required PP program number as an 
by using diction my seJvices. 

Call Entry 

nnl'n'''Ylotol' in R2 

Exit 

SVC PP$CNFG Rl ::: port number RO ::: 8xxx error 
R2 ::: PP program number RO :: 0 successful 
R3 ::: SOO override virtual address 
R4 ::: SOl override virtual address 
R5 ::: S02 override virtual address 
R6 :: SD3 override virtual address 

This service builds an lCT SDC~cltled PP accordmQ" to the 
environment needed for the program This service also commands the 
PP to start by setting the C-bit in the control table for the 
specified PP. See PP$CNFG (7.11.2) for a description of the 
functions of this service. 
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1-------------+---- ---------------+------------------------1 

Rl = port number 
R2 = PP program number 
R3 = SOO override 
R4 = SDI override 
R5 S02 override 
R6 S03 override 

RO 8xxx error
RO 0 successful 

This service releases the PP environment and clears the leT for 
the The use counts of all used the PP are 
decremented and all allocatable space is released. The use counts of all 
queues in the PP queue list are decremented and the PP queue list is 
released. 

11. 

This service frees the "y-""rnT' ", ... from the program. If 
the is and eliminated. 
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SVC Rl = run-IO (OCP/OS call only) 
PP$FREEAS 

Rl port number 

RO = 8xxx error 
RO = port number 

successful 

I 

RO 8xxx error 
RO 0 successful 
R2 = Line module-IO 
R3 = LM code-IO 
R4 = Run-id of owner 

UP-llS40.2 
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1 

The virtual 
that SD. The 

Call 

SVC 
PP$GETSI 

U"",-,v.i."'''''L-'-'- in must be on an SDR and 
10 SDs are used to return the state item and any 

the if so indicated the of 
in H2. 

Entry Exit 

Rl = port number RO bit 15 - i nval i d 
R2 = bits 15-11 virtual address PP 

for state item (or zero) bit 14 - PP configured 
bit 0=1 return output MCT bit 7 PP active 
bit 1 1 return input MCT bit 6 - state item 
bit 2 1 return 1 i ne output MCT present 
bit 3 1 return 1 i ne input MCT bit 5 - output MCT 

returned 
bit 4 - input MCT 
returned 
bit 3 - PP C bit 
bit 2 - PP R bit 
bit 1 PP A bit 

This service stores the line module-ID. The line module microcode is in 
the leT for reference. 

This service is called on behalf of the user when any line module 
service is invoked. 

I 

Call 

SVC Rl port number RO = 8xxx error 
PP$PUTLM R2 1 i ne modul e- ID RO = 0 successful 

R3 line module code-ID 

I 
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commands the PP to start the C-bit in the SCT 
or.,n",TllC"'f PP . 

. 1 

This service returns the and A bits from the SCT ""V''''''<'¥>'' to 

1 

rhis service commands the PP to 
'or the PP. 

RO = status 
bit-14 port is 

configured 
bit-7 = port is active 
bit-3 = (-bit 

the C-bit in SCT 

UP-11540.2 
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'.11.1 a a 
This service the first PP to the specified program. This 
service is designed for internal usage, but may be caned by a user 
program. When caned by a user program, the run ID IS 

Each invocation of this service stops the first 
~=~'~Af.~rl calls to this 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl run-ID (DCP/OS call only) RO :: 8xxx error 
PP$STOPAS RO ::: port number 

successful 

'.11.1 

This service establishes the throttle value for aPP. The default value is used for 
any PP for which this service is not called. 

IP-11540.2-B 7-91 
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.12. 5 

1 

1 

The following services are used by Te1con and program products to support 
microcode on the DCP/30 and DCP/50. These services replace the functions 
performed by the TELSERV module of Telcon. If your site puts microcode 
level14Rl on these DCP models without changing to the CD5Rl version of 
Te1con, your programs must use these calls. 

Note: In addition to the microcode suppmt selVices desCJibed in this section, you 
must also include CP A$DASVC. 

a 
This service sets the read bit in the mode field for the indicated SDR (SDRs 0-3 
are not allowed). You must verify that the segment descriptor is present. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl = Virtual address indicating RO = 0 if successful 
CPA$SDRD the SDR to be modified RO = error code 

otherwise 

This service sets the mode of the specified queue to the indicated value. The 
queue must be an MCT type queue and must be empty. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC Rl = QLx RO = 8xxx error 
CPA$QSMD R2 = (7-0) New mode field RO = 0 successful 

I I 
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"'-''''" .. '''', ...... Service Calls 

This service returns information from the process control stack entry of the 
caller's stack. Such a stack may look like the fol1owing: 

CALL PROC2 from procedure PROCI 
SVC PC$CSTK from procedure PROC2 

The returned information describes the CALL from PROCI (instead of 
PROC2). No check is made that the preceding stack entry represents a CALL 
and not an SCALL or an SVC instruction. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$CSTK None RO-Rl ::: Program state 
word (PSW) 
following the 
CALL PROC2 
instruction in 
PROCl (see 
:::I h r,\J 0\ 
UUVy ...... , 

R2 = Initial PN of 
task 

R3 ::: Procedure 
number (PN) of 
PROCl 

an 
Return the queue list entry and the queue number for the indicated PP 
alternate environment queue. 

SVC Rl ::: PPID RO == o if successful 
PC$RAEQL R2 ::: Alternate environment number ::: error code if 

R3 ::: QLx within the alternate not successful 
environment queue list Rl ::: Queue number 

R2-R3 ::: Queue list 
entry 
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Service Ca Us 

an 
Read the indieated interface control table and copy it to a virtual 
address the caller. 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$RICT Rl =: PPIO to indicate whi ch ICT RO = 0 if successful 
entry to read ::: Error code if 

R2 = Virtual address at which to not successful 
store a copy of the reT 
entry for the indicated ppro 

a 
Return the queue list and the queue number for the indicated PP queue. 

SVC 
PC$RPPQL 

Rl 
R2 

PPIO 
QLx within the PP Queue List 

a 

RO o if successful 
Error code if 
not successful 

Rl Queue number 

Read the indicated -nrrU'p.rlll1rp table 
the caBer. 

and copy it to a virtual address 

i i i 

Call Entry Exit 

SVC PC$RPT Rl :::: PN for the PT entry to read RO 0 if successful 
R2 ::: Vi rtual address at which to ::: Error code if 

store a copy of the PT entry not successful 
for the indicated PN 

i 
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the indicated queue 
address 

eX(=1UIOllll!! the 

SVC PC$RQH Rl 
RZ 

= Queue Number (ON) to read 
::: Vi rtual address at which to 

store a copy of the Queue 
Header for the indicated QN. 

RO :: o if successful 
::: error code if 

not successful 
RZ-R3 ::: Real byte 

address of the 
queue 

the indicated queue list queue number to 

UP-11540.2-A 

R2 :: Queue List Index (QLx) not successful 
Rl Queue Number 

(QN) 
R2-R3 Queue List 

entry 
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Read 
caner. 

SVC PC$RSST Rl ::: 

R2 :::: 

copy it to a virtual address u,n .. ',-,u.v,,", the 
of words defined 

SSN to be read RO :::: o if successful 
Vi rtual address at whi ch to :::: error code if 
store a copy of the SST not successful 
entry for the indicated SSN Rl ::: Number of words 

in the segment 
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This section describes common 
SAGSUB contains subroutines that and 

structure To use these the 
must be loaded into the user's virtual memory at location SDR3 
of the CALL You may then use SCALL to call the 

routines as needed. 

If you wish to use the SAGSUB routines in a program, you need 
to the in a PROCDEF statement. The 

the request .U.J.I.X\"U'f',e

are in the definition element 
included in the user program. 

2. 

SCALL 
S$ADTOB 

ASCII decimal 

Entry 

R2 upper two digits 
(must be left-justified 
blank-filled) 

R3 = lower two digits 

value. 

Exit 

RO = zero if value was 
legal decimal 
number 

RO = -1 if illegal 
R1 = binary value 

This routine takes an ASCII decimal up to nine and 
converts it to a value. 

UP-1l540.2 8-1 
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Entry Exit 
r-----------I------------------+-----------

R10,1l pointer to ASCII string 

This routine takes 
hexadecimal 

blank-filled) 
R3 lower two digits 

This routine takes an ASCII hexadecimal 
and converts to a value. 

RO zero if value was 
legal decimal 
number 

RO -I if illegal 
R4,5 binary value 
Rll updated pointer 
Destroys: R2,R3 

and blank-filled ASCII 
value. 

a 
string 

RO = -I if illegal 
Rl binary value 
R2 = unchanged 
R3 = 11n('h::>na<,rI 

R4 

up characters 
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Entry 

RI0,11 pointer to ASCII string 

SCALL R8 
S$AQUAL 

Exit 

RO zero if value was 
legal hexadecimal 
number 

RO = -1 if illegal 
R4,5 binary value 
R11 = updated pointer 
Destroys: R2,R3 

This routine converts an ASCII decimal value of two 
value. 

into a 

SCALL Rl = two ASCII decimal digits RO = binary value or 
S$ATOB (leading zeros required) -1 if 

unsuccessful 
R1 = unchanged 
R2 = destroyed 
R3 = destroyed 
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Imon Subroutines 

This routine builds the and element name fields in a 
standard FRP from a contained in an If the 

to the current ReT the alternate 
used with the ReT virtual address in R13. 

Cali Entry 

SCALL RI = command line spec. number 
S$BLDFRP R8 virtual address of FRP 

RIO virtual address of INFOR$ 
packet 

This routine deallocates 
virtual memory address 
to the message area and not the MeT. 

--

Exit 

RO = 0 ifok 
(else RI =error 

code) 
Destroys: RI-R5,R9,RII 

If RIO = 0, then no U"l,'l..-UllJ" at de allocation is made. 

This routine takes a 
The data is zero-filled and 
leftmost 

value and converts it into an ASCII 
a blank or at the 

UP-11540.2 
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Common Subroutines 

Entry 

SCALL R3 = binary value RO(U) thousands digit 
S$BTOA RO(L)~ hundreds digit 

Rl(U)= tens digit 
R l(L) ones digit 
R2(U)== blank or '.' 
R2(L) = ten thousands 

digit 
R3 destroyed 
R4 == destroyed 
R5 == original value of 

R3 

na 

This routine takes a 24-bit value and converts it into an ASCII 
decimal string. The data is zero-filled and right-justified. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R4,R5 = binary value (24 bits RO(U)= ten millions 
S$BTOAE 

This routine takes a 
ASCII hexadecimal 

only) digit 
RO(L)= millions digit 
Rl(U)= hundred 

thousands digit 
Rl(L)= ten thousands 

digit 
R2(U)= thousands digit 
R2(L)= hundreds digit 
R3(U)= tens digit 
R3(L)= ones digit 

R4 R5 R6 

value and converts it into a 
that is and zero-filled. 
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Entry Exit 

SCALL R3 = binary value to convert RO (U) first nibble 
S$BTOAH RO (L) second nibble 

Rl (U) third nibble 
Rl (U) = fourth nibble 
R2,R3,R4 = destroyed 

This set of mini-subroutines stores characters from in the 
correct sequence, left to right. Normal store instructions store 
the lower of a register. This method allows the to be 

Call 

SCALL 
S$BYSTn 

with ASCII data. 

Entry 

Variable, depends on subroutine. 
(See the following subroutine names.) 

The subroutine names are as follows: 

Stores upper 
into the buffer nomT;po 

Stores upper 
into the buffer -nn.rni""Arl 

Combination of 
Combination of 

modified so that it 
points to next store 
position in buffer. 

This routine takes the number and assumes the canned 
message segments are available at PSTDEF entries zero n. 
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is used to index a list of actual message 
The list must be at the start of the message 

in the list must be a the first 
word of which defines 
message address 

number of messages in the If the 
exceeds X'800', it then presumes the u~,"'ALL'V1.1l\, 

PST the 

For 

AARUNDEF contains for message "'''A.UUJ'VL such as 

SYSCM69 EQU 69 

The canned message u~Ii',_llL\~J.L" contains: 

GEN 
GEN 
GEN 
GEN 

maxmsgs 
o 
SYSCM69A 
SYSCM69L 

Maximum message number 

Address of string 
Byte length of string 

SYSCM69A !This is the canned message! 
SYSCM69L ($-SYSCM69A)*2 . 

must be free on 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL RI = canned message number RIO = address of 
S$CANBLD R2 = PST index (Only for AV$AMSG 

S$CANBLDU) RII = pointing at 
MH$FLTH*2 

RI2 = remaining bytes 
;~ ~v~~,.1~ 
III D,QIIUIC 

MH$MTYP = MH$MCO 
MH$DBO MH$FLTH*2 
MH$DBC byte count 

of the text 
Destroys: RO-R2 and 

RIO-RI2 
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1 

This routine converts a single decimal ASCII character to 
l'L'-_H. ... LL ..... that a valid character was 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R2 ASCII character RO = 0 if ok 
S$CDTOB R2 binary value of 

decimal character 
Destroys: RO 

l5. lid 
a e 

This routine checks the validity of a ASCII name looking for 
invalid characters. A lists of valid characters include 

IArHnlVO,."on. is 

• Numeric characters (0 

• Dollar ($) and (-) 

The at (@) after the first character 

spaces first character may not be a 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R2 virtual address of name field RO o if name is 
S$CHKNAME R4 = length of name field in bytes valid 

otherwise not 
zero 
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This routine converts a hexadecimal ASCII character to 
~~''-''-''.'-.U.''h that a valid character was 

Cali Entry Exit 

SCALL R2 ASCII character RO o if ok 
S$CHTOB R2 binary value of 

hexadecimal 
character 

Destroys: RO 

This routine builds a standard or KEY\VORD structure. The 
tJJ.(A,J.L<A-LJ.V.H and definition of the structure are in Section 2. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R6 address of the console input RO = undefined 
S$CINF message RI = zero if good 
or RIO = address where to create packet 
SCALL packet message requires RI = error code if 
S$CIPF previous SO (for MCT) and packet not built 

the next four to be empty SYSCM43 (Invalid 
parameter found) 

R2 undefined 
R3 undefined 
RIO = address of 

structure or 
zero if bad (& 
INFOR$ NOT 

allocated) 
Rll = destroyed 
RI2 = destroyed 
Destroys RO-R3, 

RIO-RI2 
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ITO"HUTAY'r! format 

'HY'-""""<' refer to host AAA'v"'UCUUC"-' 

structure's data 

call 

o continued ... 

other header words are 

This routine searches the for the 
workstation The PDT ""Hlorn,,¥> must be in the caller's 

at virtual address X'3000'. 

SCA:

all 
Rl workstatiO::::ber R5 ~ virtu:x:~dress ~ 

LS$CO_N_S_C __ K __ ~ ___ P_D_$_= __ P_D_T_S_eg_m_.e_~_.t ____________ ~ _______ Of_, P_D_T_' _er_,t_rY_C_O __ J if not fou nd) 
Destroys: RO,R2,R3 

This routine builds the current date value into the caller's message 
space. The message to RIO must be in standard message 
format 

@@@@ @@ @@ @@ 
day dd mm yy 
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r------------------t--------------------------t--- -------------------------1 

SCALL 
S$DATEA 

R2 = year (1900=0) 
R3 = month (Jan=l) 
R4 day (1 through 31) 
RIO buffer address 
R 11 byte offset to start of day-field 

RIO unchanged 
R11 points past 
character inserted 
Destroys: RO-R6 

This and time values into the 
iJ,-,_UL",",U to RIO must be in standard 

as follows: 

@@@@ @@ @@@@ @@ @@ @@ @@ 

dd mm yy hh mm ss 

Field ONE 
TWO 

Field THREE 
Field FOUR 

Field SEVEN 

RIO = message buffer address 

This routine searches the >J1J'v'0L.LJ.'V~ buffer for the 

format is 

Exit 

RIO unchanged 
R 11 poi nts past last 
character inserted 
Destroys: RO-R6 

character. 
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nmon Subroutines 

Call 
f------------+----------------------+--------------------------l 

up to an 

SCALL 
S$GETMA 

R 1 = required character 
RIO,Rll = initial buffer pointer 

MH$DBC = data byte count 

R2 = message size 

RO number bytes 
remaining (0 
not found) 

Rll == points to next 
byte 

Destroys: RO,R2 

n 

data 

R2 unchanged 
RIO = address of 

AV$AMSG 
Rll = zero 
R12 = total bytes 

acquired 
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Common Subroutines 

This routine searches for the first occurrence of the 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R2 = IF$ type requested R2 length of data if 
S$GIPF RIO = base address of keyword found 

packet R3 = IF$ type or zero 
if not found 

RIO = unchanged 
R 11 = byte offset of 

first 
data character 
(or undefined) 

Destroys: RO-R3 

2 

buffer in the format 
and the utility programs LIST and 

DISK use this format. The ~""-"-',"T buffer 1) must be allocated 
before this subroutine. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R7 = address mode (0 word 1 = Rll = updated 
S$IACBUFG byte) Destroys: RO-R5,R12-RI5 

R8,R9 address of data to convert 
RI0,Rll virtual address of 

output buffer 
R12,R13 address for display 
R15 = data byte count 
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Call 

SCALL 
S$IACBUFM 

Entry 

R4 = number of lines to skip 
R8,R9 = virtual address of data 

buffer 
RIO,Rll = virtual address of input 

buffer 
R 15 = data byte cou nt 

This routine moves a name 
area. If a blank is 
filled with the fill character 

Call Entry 

SCALL Rl number of bytes to move 
S$MOVFN R2 virtual address of name string to 

move 
R4 = character (in lower byte) to use 

for fill 
RIO = virtual address of target 

buffer 
Rll byte offset into target buffer 

RO = 0 if ok 
R8,R9 

Destroys: 

is 

RO = destroyed 
RI = zero 
R2 = unchanged 
R3 = destroyed 
R4 = unchanged 
RIO = unchanged 
Rll = points to next 

byte in ta rget 

l (1m byte) buffer after the 
move 

_-L----_---L---_---' 
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Common Subroutines 

to another space. If the FROM string is 
shorter, the are filled with the 
character. If the FROM string is the move 
the length of the TO area. See the DCP Series ImplE~m4f:~nt:at:LOn 
n.!.(.,LHUlUA, Volume 1, Volume 2, Rev. 1, and Volume 3 
description of the 1m function. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R 1 = fill character RO destroyed 
S$MVSTR R2 = address of from string RI unchanged 

R3 byte offset of from string (1m R2 unchanged 
byte) R3 destroyed 
R4 byte length of from string R4 destroyed 
RIO address of to area R5 = destroyed 
R11 byte offset of to area (1m RIO = unchanged 

byte) R 11 = points to 
R12 = byte length of to area character+I of 

This routine gets the next character from the user message. It checks 
for end of text and returns either the character or an end-of-text 
status. 

The end-of-text status is set on aelceCUfI.g any of the 

«II End of message 

Ii character 

Ii Horizontal tab character 

• Null character 

Ii Carriage return character 
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Imen 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL RIO,Rll ~ pointer to string R2 zero if 
S$NXT end-of-text 

R2 found character 
Rll incremented if 
R2 is nonzero 
Destroys R2 

This routine the standard message supplied and parses 
information into for subsequent analysis. The following 
conditions terminate the parse scan: 

«II Blank character 

Ell Comma character 

Ell Tab character 

Ell Any structure control 

Ell Four bytes 

Ell End of message 

The data is returned in 
terminator was the terminator shows the 
character that caused the parse to If the parse 
four data characters were the terminator Y'n.rn ... ,.-,..". 

next character that loads if is called again. If the terminator 
was an the terminator is the control 
byte. load more data or return with blanks 
if it is pointing at a terminator character. This is useful for routines 
that do not want to be sensitive. 

For example, in an a user has field of one 
character length The target field allows up to 12 characters. Three 
calls to the of a 1 
blank-filled 

or comma terminator is found. 
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Common Subroutines 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL RIO base address of message RO separator 
S$PARS Rll offset to start scan character 

found that 
MH$DBO = beginning of message stopped parse 
MH$DBC total byte count of text R I = destroyed 

R2 = first two 
cha racters of 
field 

R3 = second two 
characters of 
field 

R4 = undefined 
RIO unchanged 
RII = points to next 

non blank 
character 

31. 

This subroutine calculates the percentage of a double 
numerator and a double register denominator. If the numerator is 
to or greater than the denominator, the result is 100 percent. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL RO,Rl = denominator R3 = whole number as 
S$PERCENT R2,R3 = numerator percent value 

Destroys: RO,Rl,R2,R4 
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man 

a 
This routine searches the PDT for the 

must be in the caller's 
X':3000'. 

Call Entry 

SCALL R 1 = ordinal number 
S$PDTCHK R3 PDT entry type 

PD$ PDT segment 

This routine the current ...,. .... n,'r.r>T_ 

from the caller's run control table 
request IJ"--"'L-·'-'·\..-l" 

Call Entry 

SCALL R8 = virtual address of file request 
S$QU,l\L packet (FRP) 

R13 virtual address of current run 
control table (RCT) entry 

This routine deallocates an 
virtual memory address 

The PDT 

Exit 

R5 = virtual address 
of PDT entry 

(0 if not found) 
Destroys RO,R2,R3 

file 

Exit 

R2 destroyed 

If RIO = 0 then no <.-<,",\..- .... ,1-''' is made at deallocation. 
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35m 
This set of mini-subroutines stores a .... U.U .. JVA 

the user message at the given 

'-----' 

Call Entry 

SCALL RO = thousands digit/hundreds 
S$RJBFn digit 

Rl tens digit/ones digit 
R2 = /ten thousands digit 
R5 = binary value of number to be 

output 
RI0,Rll = virtuai address of output 

field (word/byte) 

The actual subroutine names are 

field 
field 
field 
field 

n 

Common Subroutines 

in into 
UO'CLLA\...,Ul and blank-filled. 

Exit 

R 11 = points past last 
inserted 
character 

Destroys R3 

This routine scans a buffer for an at (@) character from the current 
IJV.::)J.LJ.VH defined by 1. Refer to 8.37 for full interface details. 
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nd I 
This routine scans a buffer for an at (@) character, from the beginning 
of the buffer. If the character is the offset register 
to it. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL MH$DBC of message (number of bytes RO = number of bytes 
S$SEARCHM to search) remaining 

RIO = base word address of message (0 if not fou nd) 
buffer RI unchanged 

Rll byte offset into message R2 destroyed 
buffer RIO = unchanged 

Rll points to the 
character found 

$ 
This routine searches an INFOR$ structure for the supplied 
specification/field type. If the field type supplied is zero, the first field 
within the specification is returned. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R2(U)= specification number to RO = requested spec 
S$SINF look at number (copy of 

R2(L) = specification type to look for R2(U) on entry) 
OR zero if first type found Rl requested spec 
wanted type (copy of 

RIO = base address of INFOR$ R2(L) on entry or 
packet undefined) 

R2 = length of field 
found 

R3 = IF$ type found or 
zero if not found 

RIO = unchanged 
R 11 = byte offset of 

field 
requested (or 
undefined) 
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Common Subroutines 

This routine searches a KEYWORD structure, first for a 
Irn'{ruTi'1"rI and then for the number. If the pa,ram«~tE~r 
number supplied is zero, the first field of the ITA'rTH,,,, ... rl is returned. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R5 = address of search compare R2 = length of 
S$SIPF string must be 12 characters parameter if 

left-j ustified bla n k- fi lied found 
on an even boundary R3 parameter type or 

R6 = parameter number to find zero if not found 
(or zero if first) RIO = unchanged 

RIO = address of packet R11 byte offset of 
parameter data 

Destroys or modifies 
RO-R4, RIO, R11 

p 
a ul 

This routine takes the standard message """rYlT-n.ro to 1 and 
skips past all spaces, and nulls. 

Call Entry 

SCALL RIO = base address of standard 
S$SKIP message 

R 11 = byte offset to sta rt of sca n 
MH$DBO = beginning of message 
MH$DBC = total byte count of 

message 

UP-11540.2 

Exit 

Rl character which 
terminates scan 

R4 = offset to EOM 
RIO = unchanged 
R11 = points to first 

next non blank 
character in 
message or EOM 

(R4 = R11) 
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nmon Subroutines 

41 

This routine takes the message supplied in 
control header plus the error code 
workstation. 

Call Entry 

SCALL Rl error code message must be 
S$SRE visible in AV$MSG 

and displays its 
to any error-logging 

Exit 

RO-R6 and RlO-RI2 
destroyed original 
message in AV$MSG 
generated S.R.E. message 
in AV$AMSG 

This subroutine compares two strings of characters against each other. 
If the strings are not of the same length, the longer string must contain 
blanks in the remaining characters. Otherwise, a status of no match is 
returned. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R2 = address of string A RO = destroyed 
S$STRC R3 = byte offset of string A Rl = zero if equal 

R4 = length of string A R 1 = nonzero if not 
RIO = address of string B equal 
R 11 = byte offset of string B R2 = unchanged 
R12 = length of string B R3 = unchanged 

R4 = destroyed 
RIO = unchanged 
~11 

= K11 uncnangea 
RI2 = destroyed 
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Common Subroutines 

This routine converts and stores the time value supplied in R2 and R3 
into the buffer address (hh:mm:ss format). 

The field pointed to RlO and RII must be of the format 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R2 time past midnight in RO-R6 destroyed 
S$TIMEA milliseconds (upper) RIO unchanged 

R3 = time past midnight in Rll modified 
milliseconds (lower) 

RIO,Rll Message pOinter (1m 
byte) 

This routine converts an binary value into ASCII in the user's 
right-justified and zero-filled. 

Call Entry Exit 

SCALL R3 binary value RO thousands 
S$UBTOA digit/hundreds 

digit 
R 1 = tens digit/ones 

digit 
R2 sign/ten 

thousands digit 

I I 

R5 = original R3 
binary value 

Destroys: R3,R4 
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n 

This section describes the 

e DCP memory 

e Disk cache 

e Thresholds and 

e 

Resident and transient segments 

tuning 

1. 
is an important resource in any computer system. This is 

true when the computer is a communications processor. In a 
environment, memory is used in a static 

manner. But for message memory is used in an 
<:-t?',AH,-,l.L",-,U and volatile manner. 

In this memory must be available in 
messages from up the network. It 

is quite normal to see tremendous fluctuations in message flow from 
minute to or even from second to second. The of 
memory for various purposes the up of buffer 

and the detection of threshold is called "memory 

It is necessary for the DCP lOS to 
purposes: 

memory for several different 

Global CPA tables 

e Bootstrap kernel 
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nory 

;:)'C,.;HL'C.lll,;:) and tables 

CD Program and CPA structures 

CD Program structures area 

CD Transient segments 

buffers 

In order to meet all of these the DCP lOS initializes memory into 
the following pools at boot time: 

CD 1 Buffer Pool 

A pool of 128K-byte buffers used for program transients, dynamic 
segments, dynamic work areas, and message buffers. 

Buffer Pool 

A of buffers used for hardware instrumentation 
buffers. 

CD 16K-byte Bank Pool 

A pool of 16K-byte buffers used for program resident segments and 
CPA structures. 

~Note: The 4K-byte buffer pool is very small and is 
used. From now on, when the term "buffer 
are to the 128K-byte buffer pool. 

The initial buffer pool is small, several hundred 
buffers. You can tune the system and a larger pool. 
tuning is discussed later in this section. Once the bufter pool has been 
established, all memory is placed in the bank pool. 

When programs are executed, there will typically be a larger demand 
on the buffer pool. The initial (small) pool can be quickly drained of all 
available memory. When this happens, the takes a spare bank 
from the bank pool, breaks it up into 128 buffers, and places them in 
the buffer pool. (The demand-driven thresholds are discussed later in 
this section.) 

The bank is used primarily for resident program code and CPA 
structures. The bank pool also acts as a write-through mass-storage 
cache (see 9.3). 
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Note: It is to that many CPA structures must be 
\J{),nl/i·UU.U·Uj,') in memory and exceed 4K bytes in The 

concept of 16K-byte banks does support 
structures up to 16K in 

Internal memory management routines can combine up to three 
"'---"1 U',.LU-,.LU.L banks. This provides for requests of up to 48K of 
contiguous memory and would be, for example, sufficient memory to 
provide a procedure table of 1536 entries. for contiguous 
memory are program and typically occur as 
a consequence of a service call to a 

CPA structure (for expand link area). 

3. 
Every record that is less than lK bytes in length is aUl;V~Llal;J.---.au. 
cached in spare memory banks (if available). This cache can 
dramatically improve the performance of disk-intensive code 
eliminating the need to access the disk on subsequent reads. 

All updates to records residing in cache are also written out to 
thereby avoiding any risk of missed updates on a system crash. The 
cache is comprised of one or more banks from the free bank pool. Each 
bank is used to hold up to sixteen 1K-byte "pages" of disk data. The 
oldest page is when no more free banks are available. 

The mass storage cache is enabled and expands up to a 
maximum of 28 banks (if unless the system has been tuned 
to override these default actions. As the system more banks, 
the retrieves banks from the cache manager if 

this action can be the 
0"{T('t-A1YV\ tuner. 

The buffer pool is very dynamic in the demands fluctuate 
rapidly according to changes in the network load. As there are a 
finite number of buffers is 
concerned with "topping from the bank pool until 
there are no more banks available. When no more banks are available, 
the memory manager monitors the size of the buffer and alerts the 
"',{H't-AltY'i when low thresholds are crossed. 
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lory 

There two threshold levels that indicate low buffer conditions: 
soft throttle and hard throttle. 

1. 
entered when the buffer pool has been drained to 

r.AY'f"Ynt- of its A soft throttle condition is not 
deemed a serious 
trend. 

Note: The soft throttle level can be set by the either as a 
the or to an absolute 'value (see 9.6). 

Hard throttle occurs when there no buffers left in the buffer pool. 
This after the has entered soft throttle and the demand 
for buffers has continued until the buffer is exhausted. 

When hard throttle is triggered, the must wait for sufficient 
buffers to be returned to the pool in order to exit hard throttle. When 
sufficient buffers are returned to the buffer pool within the default 
time of one then the will return to soft throttle. 

If the .'"'<r<'t-AlrY"O is still in hard throttle after one minute 
value has been all program sets 
the PP hard throttle and releases the hard throttle 
to the buffer pool. Then the begins to kill the 

with the lowest run and going up to the 

The reason for the programs is that if a program is .LLL~,U,""UU of 
IJVJLLU-A,U .... to the throttle status then it is 

incapable of Y',(H·"''''£> ... , 

Note: If the program is in batch the runstream 
controls what action is to be taken when the program is killed. 

1J'''JVVl'VU. a will be taken and the program will be 
restarted. 

Programs on the DCP can either help or hinder the process of 
program that may be a potentially large user 

should be registered with the for 
contingency notification. 
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A program that is so registered is informed about every 
buffer pool status. In order to work well with the Ar.."-..,,t-l 

programs should attempt to curtail their demands on the buffer pool 
when soft throttle is entered, then gradually open up for full bore 
n ... -,..."·.rTT when notified that the has reached normal status. 

9-1 is an example buffer profile, a recoverable dip 
into soft throttle and a critical hard throttle situation. 

Buffers 

Initial _ 

Program killed, 
buffers recouped 

"'-....... _--
Soft 
(EWP) - i------.....r-----i'T-------lr-----+------

Hard_ 

Normal 

Soft throttle 

Hard throttle 

9·1. Buffer Pool Profile 
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a 
Resident segments are se~~m,emcs of code or data that reside in memory 
at all times. Transient of code or data that are 

into memory only as If memory were not a critical 
resource, there would be no need for transient segments and all 
programs could be made resident. When programs are too to be 
made accessed code and 
data into memory 
only on demand. 

There are a of to marking segments as transient. 
Transient segments execute out of sub segmented space (buffers 
obtained from the buffer pool). Sub segmented code does not 
execute as as contiguous code. The relative 

varies by DCP model. 

if a transient segment is more than 
there is a of excessive swapping. 

occurs when the buffer pool is depleted and the space occupied 
transient segments not currently in use is returned to the buffer 
The next request for a released segment causes that segment to be 

in from disk 

There are three ways to mark a c,o,rfl'r.,oy,t- resident: 

II Mark the se:grrlerlt resident in the code 

• Mark the >J~f~H"~J.l" resident at build time 

II) Mark all se~~memcs resident at execution time 

Note: Remember that transient ' ... ""n8l..-:·'/' ..... 

'1'),0"""",,,,,,,,,,,,'''''''-',0 may be /'e,1'f)f'lr,orf 

on the transient ,')t:'Ufltt:fU" ,y'V,",V''',,';I',",Y 

ni 
Within the DCP JOS, there are that adjust the memory pools 

to demands upon the total These 
have been to enable smooth adjustments to the n,o·r- .. xr" ... I.Tl 

load for the majority of customer 
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There are, cases where the mix of 
protocols can benefit from some modifications of the C"Tc-r-l:>rn 

within these algorithms. The modification of these 
"system , the are set a program called 

The program can be run in demand mode or in batch mode. In 
the user is with a series of menus the 

current value and maximum value for sets of C",TO-r-,,"VY\ 

both modes and the ""u,..-",n;, .-,.,r''l"VY\,a-r-,orc 

tJ'-A''''''''-V·u. either in memory or, more 
containing the 

Note: Once a set has been 
may be useful to invoke the tuner program 

Although many parameters can be modified in tuning the 
profile, most users will probably be most interested in 
minimum cache the transient sticking the initial buffer 

size, and the soft throttle level. 

1. 

By default, the minimum number of cache banks is zero. This means 
that all banks in use for the mass storage cache will be taken back from 
the cache manager if for other purposes. If you run a 
disk-intensive program, you may want to ensure that a certain 
minimum number of banks are reserved for cache (in order to up 
file record To reserve cache set the minimum cache 
banks value to nonzero. 

The transient factor is the time that a transient is 
to remain in memory after the use count goes to zero. The 

default value for the transient factor is five the 
U,tJlJ."".I'''- of segments that are used 

to be made rn,,,,rllon 
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Because memory requirements are initially unknown, the initial buffer 
pool size is relatively small. The system automatically increases the 
buffer pool on demand, adjusting to the unique network load at any 
particular customer site. It may be determined that a larger initial 
buffer pool is needed. This is easily accommodated by setting the 
minimum buffer pool size to the desired value. 

The soft throttle level is the system parameter that is probably most 
dependent upon unique customer configurations and network profiles. 
For this reason, the @TUNER program allows you to set the throttle 
level to an absolute number or to a percentage of the current buffer 
pool. It is generally more useful to set the throttle level to a percentage 
rather than to an absolute number. 

By default, the soft throttle pool is set to 20 percent of the buffer pool. 
Internal monitoring discounts any buffers in use as dynamic segments 
in this percentage calculation (since dynamic segments are usually 
created for the life of the program and are not candidates for re-use). 
As more buffers are required, the buffer pool is increased and the 20 
percent figure automatically governs the size of the soft throttle pool. 

There are several DCP lOS commands and utility programs that display 
information to memory management. The information focuses 
mostly on memory used by programs in one of the major memory 
classifications (buffers and banks). 

1. 

The RC display includes a size field which indicates the size of the 
banks (in K-bytes) currently allocated to the program. The size 
displayed does not include the memory used for transient segments, 
dynamic segments, or message buffers. 
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RD 

The RD display appends data to the RC display, detailing the amount of 
memory used for resident segments, transient segments, and dynamic 
segments. This display does not show the buffers currently allocated by 
the program (message buffers and work areas). 

T 

The T command displays run-names, the programs that are active, and 
the size of the programs. As with the RC command, this size represents 
only the banks allocated to the program. 

The BIGB program provides a detailed breakdown of the CPA 
structures and banks in use by a program, for example, the number of 
queues and the amount of memory used for those queues. 

The SYS program with the B option displays a bank map for the whole 
of memory. The run owning each bank is denoted on the map and a list 
of run-names and numbers is also shown. It should be noted that all 
banks broken into subsequent to the initial buffer pool 
created, are shown as belonging to the DCP lOS, but the buffers are in 
the buffer and available to all users. 

In higher levels of the SYS program, there is an additional display 
which is triggered the M option. This display shows the amount of 
memory currently apportioned to buffers and to banks. It shows the 
amount available and in use; it also gives a breakdown of the utilization 
of the buffer and bank pools (for example, the number of buffers 

in use as transient segments and the number of buffers 
allocated in the system). 
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nd 

This appendix describes the DCP lOS data structures. The field 
definitions shown in the may change in future DCP lOS 
releases. use the field name, not the numeric values. 
This practice reduces complications on any future upgrades. 

1. n 
The module library file (MLF) is the output from the DCP APP processor 
and the input to the BUILD processor. See 1.2 for a description of how 
programs are built. The format of the MLF is as follows: 
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entry 
o 

2 

3 

4 

DY header record (16 bytes) 

Preamble #0 (16 bytes) 

Preamble #1 (16 bytes) ~ 

Preamble #2 (16 bytes) 

-cont'd 

-cont'd 

Module Data #0 (variable) 

Module Data #1 (variable) ~ 

Module Data #2 (variable) 

-cont'd 

Repeated DY/preambles/modules 
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Structures 

b 
The output of the MASM processor contains information about each 
module in entries called preambles (see 1.2.3). Each 
PHOCDEF, QUEUE, and SSTDEF statement results in MASM 
generating a preamble. All preambles have the following format: 

word 
o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

module name 
r-- (8 characters) -

r-- -

r-- -

flags 
I 

module type 

module subtype 

r-- module address -
(Relative to DY header) 
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word 
0 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

11 

IP$NAME 

receiver name 
(8 

procedure) 

queue) 

queue QN) 

12 IP$REPLY (receiver reply 

13 

14 

15 
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word 
0 DC$NAME 

module name 
(8 

2 

4 DC$FLAGS DC$TYPE 

5 De$ LEN 

6 
DC$ADRS 

The word is defined as fonows: 

bit 15 
bit 

bit 12 
bit 

Note: The 

Procedure 

Queue 

PPPN 

PN 

QN 

SSN 

level SRl release 

of 

contains an PJJJlonl'1PO 
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Data Structures 

ABS element is a header record that describes 
contained in the remainder of the element. See 

ria'''',,''''''-'-!""1AYl of absolute element, The format of this header 
block is as follows: 
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word content 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

l3 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

15 0 

* L 
r-- -

0 * 
r-- -

HD$LOCKS (# lock table entries) 

HD$FLAG (flag word) 

HD$FBNO (first free block no. ) 

HD$INIPN (initial PN) 

HD$BANK (# memory banks required) 

HD$BUFS (# 128-byte buffers required) 

HD$NPCS (# stacks required) 

HD$TRANS (# transient granules) 

HD$RES (# resident granules) 

HD$CPA (# CPA table granules) 

Reserved 

HD$QSLI (System Q list 1 SSN/Offset) 

HD$ALSSN (next free SSN) 

HD$ALPN (next free PN) 

HD$ALPPPN (next free PPPN) 

HD$ALQN (next free QN) 

HD$CTUND (count of undefined) 

HD$CTDX (count of DIC entries) 
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~ Structures 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26-29 

30-35 

36-37 

38 

39 

40-47 

48 

HD$STBNO (SST block number) 

HD$SSTN (maximum SST entries) 

HD$PTN (maximum PT entries) 

HD$PPPTN (maximum PPPT entries) 

HD$QTN (maximum QT entries) 

HD$FILE (4-word filename of load elt) 

HD$ELT (6-word element name of load) 

HD$TIME (time of build) 

HD$DATE (date of build) 

Reserved 

HD$LEV (name from LEV command) 

HD$ DPST (dictionary PST 40 entries) 

lInd-rille''' I r\ I... ....... ...J........ _____ ._ -1_ ,.! _. I '\ 88 nU-Pl../n,)\.) \1../ Ileduer ~e!:J"lerl L I I S"[) 
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structure IS 

word 15 

M 

OFLAG (flag word) 

DHBW (highest block written) 

4 OTIME (time of dump) 
5 

8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

OMON (month) 

DYEAR (year) 

(reserved) 

DHWIO (OCP-IO) 

14 OCMMAP (memory map) 

OOAY (day) 

26 OANAME (program name) 

DFNME (dump fi 1 e name) 

36 DFLG (flag word) 

37 OMSSIZE (dump file size, blocks) 

38 DHBLK (current wri te block number) 

39 OHSV13 (ReT entry pointer) 

40 OHSV14 (run-ID) 

41 DERRCOE (dump error code) 

DVOLID (volume name) 
43 
44 

header block 

o 



ta 

8 

word 

0-3 

4 

6 

8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

30 

31 

content 
15 

reserved 

FR$QN (queue # of return queue) 

FR$USER (user parameter field) 

FR$ FNC (function code) 

FR$CC (completion code) 
FR$OT (open type) 

FR$ FCB (file control block) 
FR$NAM (file name) 

FR$BN (block number) 

FR$WC (word count for I/O) 

FR$BUF (word offset to data) 

FR$RWC (reserved) 

FR$V ID (volume-ID) 
FR$DT (device type) 
FR$LMST (error - line mod status) 

,..-- -
FR$DEVS (error - device status) 

FR$ LOC (location) 
FR$SENS (error - sense bytes) 

FR$DVT (dev.char.table offset) 

FR$PDT (Physical device table offset) 

FR$HBW (highest block written) 

FR$BLK (block number) 

FR$ADATE (1 ast access date) 

FR$ATIME (1 ast access time) 

FR$XATDBO (ext.catalog attrib.offset) 

FR$XATDBC (ext.cat.attrib.byte count) 

FR$XATOPT (ext.catalog attrib option) 

(reserved) 

FR$WCSAV (FR$WC save) 

2 
4 

4 
1 

# words 
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Structures 

32 FR$QUAL (qualifier) 

38 FR$RDKEY 

41 FR$WRKEY 

44 FR$ENAME (element name) 

50 FR$ETYPE FR$ESUBT 

51 FR$ELBN (element start block) 

52 FR$ELEN (element length, blocks) 

53 FR$EYEAR FR$EMON 

54 FR$DAY FR$EHOUR 

55 FR$EMIN FR$ESEC 

56 FR$ELRSAV Register 
save 

63 area 

The file structure subfiles called elements. For every 
elements in a file there is a table of contents block. Each 

TOe block consists of a six-word header up to eight 14-word 
element. See 1.3 for 

a is the format of 
a TOe block: 

word content 
15 8 7 o 

a 

F * 
2 EF$HNXTWL (next write location) 

3 EF$NXTBN (next TOC block) 

4 EF$HECNT (TOC entries in this block) 

5 EF$HPRTBN (previous TOC blk #) 
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31 Structures 

EF$HTOC + 0 EF$ENAM 
- -

(12-character element name 
- of first TOC entry) -

2 
- -

3 
- -

4 
- -

5 

6 EF$EBN (start block, in file) 

7 EF$ELEN (element length, in blocks) 

8 EF$EFLGS (element flags) 

9 EF$ETYPE (type) EF$ESUBT (subtype) 

10 EF$EYEAR (year) EF$EMON (month) 

11 EF$EOAY (day) 

12 "n-r-IIA"n (flOUt) EF$EiviIN (minute) Lr.:pLt1UUK 

13 EF$ESEC (sec.) 

a 
so content 

n MCT 

n+1 data buffer 1 

n+2 data buffer 2 

n+3 FRP 

n+4 "'ese""'el 
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Data Structures 

A contingency handler can employ services to retrieve the 
status of a process suspended due to a contingency and also to modify 
the content of that process. See 7.10 for a description of dispatch 
services. This is the interface to the services description: 

word content 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

24 

28 

60 

61 

80 

112 

168 

224 

15 0 

XS$LINK 
f- -

(linkage word read address) 

XS$FLG (flag word) 

XS$MEC (OCP/OS error code) 

XS$MED (OCP/OS error data) 

XS$IPN (initial PN ) 

XS$SVC (current SVC) 

XS$UGRO (user general register) 

XS$UGRI (user Rl) 

XS$UGR2 (user R2) 

XS$EGRO (Exec general register) 

XS$PCR (PCRs 0 - 15) 

XS$STEPC 
(N cmd = # instructions to STEP) 

XS$BPN I 
(current brkpt #) 

XS$SCR (SCRs 0 - 15) 

XS$ESOR4 (Exec SORs 4-31 ) 

XS$USOR4 (User SDRs 4-31) 

XS$PMAST (PMAST start) 
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ta Structures 

11 
service logs the message in the 

The caller the and the time are 
to the message. The format of a file is as follows: 

12 

word 

0-1 

2-4 

5 

6-8 

9 

10-

15 a 

TIME (i n RTC format) 

DATE (i n DATE$ format) 

WORD COUNT OF message 

RUNID 

LOG TYPE 

I 

USER FORMAT 

message formatted as to type 

A file control block (FCB) for a file is a 24-word in the SFCB 
"'''-'>".lB',".Ll\, which maintains current file information while the file is in 
use by the file manager. The FCB (sometimes referred to as an FCB 

is a temporary data structure which is initialized when the file 
manager accesses a file. 

It is cleared when the file is no in use. an FCB is 
assigned when a file is It remains active and in use for file 
until the file is closed. The FCB is then released. 

1. 

Field Word Number Description 

FC$CBN 0 Current block number 

FC$HBW 1 Highest block written 
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Data Structures 

Field Word Number Description 

FC$FLW 2 Flag word: 
FC$RO (bit 15) File is read-only 
FC$DNS (bit 14) 1600 BPI 
FC$CAT (bit 13) Update the catalog entry when the 

file is closed 
FC$ACTV (bit 12) - A file management function is 

active 
FC$TERM (bit 11) Delete the FCB entry 
FC$USED (bit 10) FCB entry is in use 
FC$SUSP (bit 9) Suspension interface used 
FC$CSN (bits 8-0) - Catalog sequence number 

(extent 0) 

Note: Bit numbering has bit 15 as the most significant bit. 

*spare* 3 Not used 

FC$OT 4 (bits 15-8) Open type field 
FC$ASIO 4 (bits 7-0) Run number using the file 

FC$FLW2 5 Flag word 2: 
FC$REM (bit 15) - Remote access 
FC$PIO (bit 14) Physical I/O 
FC$ASG (bit 13) Device assigned 
FC$ABORT (bit 12) Abort in progress 
FC$FASG (bit 11) File assigned 
FC$FASGX (bit 10) File assigned exclusively 
FC$INQ (bit 9) inhibit queued return 
FC$TEMP (bit 8) Temporary file 
FC$PRIV (bit 7) Private file 

FC$SEQ 6 Cyclic sequence number 

FC$PID 7 Process ID (for make up) 

FC$CNXN 8 Remote connection number (2 words) 
FC$CNXN2 9 

-- OR--

FC$EXT 8 Beginning of extent definition 
FC$EXTl FC$EXT (old name) 

Note: Word 8 has double 'ffU:U'fI/I/(l,U on 
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a Structures 

An Extent is a section of a file on a physical device. The DCP lOS does 
not currently support multiple extents for a file. Each extent is defined 
with four words in the FCB starting with the first extent at FC$EXT. 
The word numbers here are relative to the start of the extent 
definition. 

Field 

FC$HPB 0 

FC$HLB 2 

FC$PDT 3 

In field FC$ FL W: 

FC$DNS 

FC$USED 

In word 

FC$ABORT 

Word Number Description 

Highest physical block (2 words) 

read only if set 
1600 BPI if set 

Highest logical block 

PDT entry offset 

write catalog at close 
function active 
delete FCB entry 
entry in use 
SU:Sp(~W;IOn interface used 

remote file access 
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Data Structures 

The following tables clarify file manager functions. Refer to 7.6 for 
more information. 

FR$STAT (file is not open) 

The following FRP fields are updated: 

FR$ADATE 
FR$ATIME 
FR$VID 

Date of last file access 
Time of last access (to nearest minute) 
Qualifier of file 

Selected FCB fields are written into a copy of the FCB (first 12 words) located at 
FR$FCBDEF. (See Appendix A for the FCB format). These fields are: 

FC$CSN 
FC$HBW 
FC$DBN 
FC$RO 
FC$TEMP 
FC$FASG 
FC$FASGX 
FC$EXTl 

Catalog sequence number 
High block written 
Current block number (set to 0) 
Read only file flag 
Temporary file flag 
File assigned 
Fiie assigned exciusiveiy 
Extent definition 

FR$STATO (File is open) 

The first 24 bytes of the FCB for the open file are copied into the FRP at location 
FR$FCBDEF. The rest of the FCB is not used by the file manager right now. See Appendix A 
for a description of the FCB format. 
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'-"'IJIJ"-",'""e_,, lists the various architectural and operating system 
U'-'r.,UL'vU,o'-Y that can be made visible to programs at execution time. These 
"'-'i,>HL'L-H'ooJ may be referenced name in the program, and the operating 
"',"(",t-£>1rn satisfies such references at program load time. The '-'~'-''-'·U''' .• '-'''' 

program can then access such segments either explicitly by loading 
them (LSEG) or by including a segment in the initial 
visibility of a user 

The list of segments may be accessed by user programs. 

Field Definitions 
Name 

Common SAGSUB AASUBENT (entry points) 
subroutines 

System control (SCT) SCT AACPADEF 

Interface control block SICB AACPADEF 
(ICB) 

device table SPDT AAFILDEF 
(PDT) 

System information table SYSINF AARUNDEF 
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This appendix lists the definition elements that are used to define all 
system-wide including the assembler instructions. 

The elements are categorized according to use and context. The 
definition element is AA WRENCH, which contains the central processor 
(CP) instruction extended instruction definitions, and module 
definition MASM procedures. 

Element Context Definitions 

AABOOTDEF Bootstrap 

AACPADEF CPA definitions ,QU$,SD$ 

AADEVDEF Device definitions 

AAERRDEF errors EC$,ER$ 

AAEXECDEF Exec definitions XB$ 

AAEXTPROC Extended MASM Ancillary MASM 
procs 

AAFILDEF File manager 

AAIPMDEF IPM definitions 

PP definitions General PP definitions 

AAPPROC PP 

AARUNDEF Run manager 

AASERVDEF Service codes 

AASLDEF Loader definitions 

AASTRPRC Structured MASM 
procs 

AASUBENT subroutines 

AAWRENCH CP CP MASM 
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This appendix lists the service function codes in the order of 
hexadecimal value and briefly describes each service. The hex value of 
each SVC function may be useful to assembler programmers when 
debugging code. 

Om 1. 
FILE$ FILE MANAGER 

FUNCTION CODES 

Service Hex Value 

FR$CAT (X'8000 1
) 

FR$STAT (X I 80011) 
FR$OPN (X I 80021) 
FR$OPNI (X I 8003 1

) 

FR$POS (X I 80041) 
(X I 8005') 

FR$RD (X'8006 1
) 

FR$WRT (X ' 8008 1
) 

FR$WCT (X ' 8009 1
) 

FR$CLS (X i 800A I) 
FR$CLSI (X ' 800B') 
FR$DEL (X 1800C') 
FR$PREP (X ' 800DI) 
FR$QFE (X ' 800F') 
FR$ENXWL (X '8011') 
FR$EINS (X'80121) 
FR$ERS (X I 8013') 
FR$ASG (X '8014' ) 
FR$FREE (X'8015 1

) 

FR$ESRCH (X'8016') 

UP-11540.2 

Description 

CATALOG A FILE 
STATUS OF FILE 
OPEN A FILE 
OPEN A FILE IMMEDIATE 
POSITION A FILE 
Reserved 
READ 
WRITE 
WRITE CATALOG 
CLOSE A FILE 
CLOSE IMMEDIATE 
DELETE A FILE 
FORMAT A DISK 

( 

PUT Q*F.ELT STING INTO FRP 
ELEMENT - GET NEXT WRITE LOCATION 
INSERT AN ELEMENT INTO THE TOC 
ERASE A FI LE 
ASSIGN A DEVICE 
FREE A DEVICE 
SEARCH THE TOC 

0-1 



lIice Function Codes 

FR$UP (X I SO 17 I ) UP A DEVICE 
FR$EDEL (X1SOlSI) DELETE AN ELEMENT FROM THE TOC 
FR$DOWN (X 1S0191) DOWN A DEVICE 
FR$EUPWL (X'SOlA') UPDATE NEXT WRITE LOCATION 
FR$STATO (X'SOlBI) STATUS OF OPEN FILE 
FR$RESET (X1SOIC') RESET HIGHEST BLOCK WRITTEN 

(X I SOlD I) Reserved 
FR$RENF (X'SOlEI) RENAME A FILE 

(X ISOI F' ) Reserved 
(X'S0201) Reserved 

FR$FDN (X 1 S021 ') DOWN A FILE 
FR$FUP (X 1 S022') UP A FILE 
FR$SFRO (X'S024 1

) SET FILE TO READ-ONLY 
FR$CFRO (X'S025 1) CLEAR FILES READ-ONLY FLAG 

~e n 
Service Hex Value Description 

CPA$GSSN (X'SlOll) GET SSN FROM PST ENTRY 
CPA$GPN (X 1SI02 1

) GET PN FROM GPL ENTRY 
CPA$GQN (X 1 SI03 1

) GET QN FROM QL ENTRY 
CPA$AQL (X'Sl04') ADD QUEUE TO QL (PN) 
CPA$RQL (X 1SI05') REMOVE QUEUE FROM QL (PN) 
CPA$APST (X'Sl06') ADD SSN TO PST 
CPA$RPST (X'Sl07') REMOVE SSN FROM PST ENTRY 
CPA$CVIS (X1SIOSI) CHECK SDR VISIBILITY 
CPA$CQL (X'Sl091) CREATE PN QL 
CPA$CPPQL (X 'SlOA' ) CREATE PP QL 
CPA$DPPQL (X'SlOB 1

) DELETE PP QL 
CPA$APPQL (X 'SlOC' ) ADD QUEUE TO PP QL 
CPA$RPPQL (XISIOD') REMOVE QUEUE FROM PP QL 
CPA$CSEG (X I810EI) CREATE A SEGMENT 
CPA$DSEG (X I 810F') DELETE DYNAMIC SYSTEM SEGMENT 
CPA$CQUE (X'S110' ) CREATE A QUEUE 
CPA$DQUE (X'81111) DELETE DYNAMIC QUEUE 
CPA$QSTAT (X I8112' ) GET QUEUE STATUS 
CPA$ESSN (X'8113') EXTEND DYNAMIC SYSTEM SEGMENT 

(X I 81141) Reserved 
(X'8115' ) Reserved 

CPA$CLONQ (X I8116 1
) CLONE A QUEUE 
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CPA$HOLDS 
FREES 
FFPST 
FFQL 

CPA$QMOD 

CPA$QMDE 

CPA$XLA 

CPA$AGPL 
FFLA 

RSPT 
LPST 

CPA$CAET 
CPA$DAET 
C 

UP-11540.2-A 

(X 'S117') 
(X 'Sl1S' ) 
(X 'S119') 
(X 'Sl1A ' ) 
(X'Sl1B') 
(X'Sl1C') 
(X'S11D') 
(X'S11E') 
(X'Sl1F') 
(X IS120') 
(X'S121') 
(X'S122') 
(X'S123') 
(X'S124') 
(X 'S125') 
(X'S126') 
(X'S1271) 
(X' S12S' ) 
(X'S129') 
(X 'S12A I) 
(X 'S12B I) 
(X 'S12C') 
(X 'S12D I ) 

(X 'S12E') 
(X'S12F') 
(X'S130 ' ) 
(X'S131') 
(X 'S132') 
(X'S133') 
(X'S134') 
(X 'Sl35') 
(X'S136') 
(X'S137') 
(X'Sl3S' 
(X 'S139') 
(X 'S13A') 
(X'S13B') 
(X'S13C ' ) 
(X S13D 1 

(X'S13E 1
) 

(X'S13F') 
(X'S141' 

Service Codes 

HOLD SEGMENT IN MEMORY 
FREE SEGMENT HOLD 
FIND FREE PST ENTRY 
FIND FREE ENTRY 
MODIFY QUEUE 
GET SDR CONTENTS 
CHECK SEGMENT DESCRIPTOR 
MODIFY QUEUE MODE TO 0 
CREATE LINK AREA 
EXTEND PST 
EXTEND LINK AREA 
EXTEND QUEUE LIST 
Reserved 
GET SYSTEM QUEUE LIST 1 INDEX 
ADD PN TO GPL 
FIND FREE LA ENTRY 
GET PN INFORMATION 
ADD SEGMENT TO PROCEDURE TABLE ENTRY 
REMOVE SEGMENT FROM PT ENTRY 
MAKE PST A LOADABLE SEGMENT 
CREATE ALTERNATE ENVIRONMENT TABLE 
DELETE ALTERNATE ENVIRONMENT TABLE 
CREATE ALTERNATE ENVIRONMENT ENTRY 
DELETE ALTERNATE ENVIRONMENT ENTRY 
ADD QUEUE TO ALTERNATE QUEUE LIST ( 
REMOVE QUEUE FROM ALTERNATE QUEUE LIST 
RESERVE CONSECUTIVE SSN ENTRIES 
UNRESERVE CONSECUTIVE SSN ENTRIES 
Reserved 
Reserved 
FIND FREE ENTRY WITHIN RANGE 
FIND FREE LA ENTRY WITHIN RANGE 
FIND FREE PST ENTRY WITHIN RANGE 
FIND FREE GPL ENTRY 
FIND FREE GPL ENTRY WITHIN RANGE 
REMOVE GPL ENTRY 
ADD EXTENDED SVC PROCEDURE 
REMOVE EXTENDED SVC PROCEDURE 
GET SVC INFORMATION 
DISABLE AUTOMATION ON NEXT SVC 
MODIFY ACCESS RIGHTS FOR 
SET MODE 
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Service Hex Value Description 

(X '8201') READ IMAGE 
(X '8202') SEND MESSAGE TO CURRENT OUTPUT STREAM 
(X'8203') TERMINATE PROGRAM 
(X'8204') GET RUN INFORMATION 
(X'8205') READ IMAGE 
(X'8206') EXPAND FILE MANAGER ERROR CODE 
(X'8207') TERMINATE PROGRAM WITH ERROR CODE 
(X'8208') READ IMAGE (FROM WORKSTATI 
(X'8209 1

) TYPE AND READ IMAGE 
(X '820A' ) GET CURRENT SYSTEM DATE 
(X' 820B ' ) GET RUN INFORMATION 
(X'820C') ISSUE CONTROL STATEMENT 
(X'820D') SET WORKSTATION PRINT CONTROL 
(X'820E') GET LOAD INFORMATION 
(X ' 820F') SET RUN CONTROL WORD 
(X'8210') GET RUN CONTROL WORD 
(X'8211') CONSOLE OUTPUT MESSAGE 
(X '8212') SOLICIT CONSOLE RESPONSE 
(X'8213') READ PROJECT-ID 
(X'8214') READ ASSUMED 
(X '8215') READ DUMP FILE 
(X'8216' PRIORITY READ 

18217') LOG A MESSAGE 
i8218') GET READ 

Service Hex Value Descri on 

(X'830 ') 
(X'8302') 
(X'8303') 
(X'8304') 
(X'8305' 
(X'8306') 
(X'8307') 
(X'8308') 

SCHEDULE PROCEDURE AT ABSOLUTE 
SCHEDULE PROCEDURE 
SUSPEND PROCESS 
SUSPEND, WAIT FOR EVENT 

WAIT FOR 
SCHEDULE PROCEDURE AFTER DELTA T 
SCHEDULE PROCEDURE AT 
SETUP COMMON SDS 



Servi 

1540.2-A 

(X 18309 I) 
(X I 830A I ) 

(X I 830B I) 
(X I 830C' ) 
(X i 8300 I ) 

(X 1830E I) 
(X ' 830F') 
(XI 10 1

) 

(X I ll' 
(X I 83121) 
(X I 13 I) 
(X ' 83141) 
(X I 8315 1

) 

(X 18316 I ) 

(X ' 83171) 
(X'8318 1

) 

(XI 19') 
(X'lA') 
(X I 831B ' ) 

(X '8401' 
(X '8402 1 
(X ' 8403 1 

18404' 
(X 18405 1 
(X' 

18407 1
) 

1 840A') 
(X'840B 
(X '840C') 
(X I 840D' 

1840( 1
) 

DETERMINE CURRENT PROCESS-ID 
SUSPEND INDE INITELY 
WAKE A SLEEP NG PROCESS 
REGI A CONT NGENCY HANDLER 
GET CONTINGENCY STATUS 
KILL CONT NGENCY - SUSPEND PROCESS 
MODIFY CONTINGENCY - SUSPEND PROCESS 
RESTART CONTINGENCY - SUSPEND PROCESS 
DEBUG CONT NGENCY - SUSPEND PROCESS 
READ VIRTUAL SPACE FROM SUSPEND PROCESS 
WRITE VIRTUAL IN SUSPEND 
READ INGENCY SUSPEND PMAST 
POP SRTN ENTRIES OFF THE STACK 
MODIFY RETURN ADDRESS 
REG FOR STATUS CHANGES 
REGISTER I CONTINGENCY PROCEDURE 
REMOVE COMMON SD'S 
RETURN NFORMATION FROM STACK 
REG FOR PROGRAM KILL NOTIFICATION 

CONFIGURE 
START PP 

on 

A PROGRAM 
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Service Hex Value 

LOAD (X 1 8601 ') 
LM I D (X '8602 I ) 

LOAD (X 18603 I ) 

Service 

Service 

Servi 

Hex Value 

(X '8901') 
(X 18902 ' ) 
(X '8903 I ) 

(X 18904' ) 
I) 

(X' 8905' ) 

Hex Value 

(X '8AOI 1) 
(X'8A02 1

) 

(X 18A03 I) 
(X 18A04 I 

(X I 8A05 I) 
(X'8A06 1 

(y 10.1\(17 I 
\" vr1V/ 

Hex Value 

(X 8B05 

Descri ion 

LOAD LINE MODULE 
GET LINE MODULE STATUS 
EXTENDED LINE MODULE LOAD 

Descri on 

DICTIONARY SEARCH BY NAME 
SEARCH BY NAME FOR SPEC FlED RUN 
FIND BY PE FROM ENTRY 
RETURN INFORMATION GIVEN ENTRY NUMBER 
SEARCH BY ADDRESS FOR SPECIFIED RUN 
DICTIONARY SEARCH BY ADDRESS 

Des cri on 

ESTABLISH AN PM RECEIVER 
CONNECT TO rPM RECE VER 
DISCONNECT AN PM CONNECTION 
FREE AN IPM CONNECTION 
CLOSE AN IPM CONNECTION 
GET AN PM CONNECT ON STATUS 
CH STATUS PM RECEIVER 

on 

READ 
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Service Function Codes 

E$SDFOI (X I SBOA I ) INITIALIZE SDF OUTPUT 
E$SDFO (X'SBOB') WRITE SDF RECORD 
E$SDFOC (X 'SBOC) CLOSE SDF OUTPUT 

1 .. I 

Service Hex Value Description 

I$SETUP (X'SCOl') SETUP INSTRUMENTATION 
I$RUN (X ' SC02') SET RUN lCW 
I$PN (X ' SC03 1

) SET PROCEDURE lCW 
I$PP (X 'SC04' ) SET PP lCW 
I$PPBUF (X'SC05 1

) ESTABLISH PP INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER 
I$FLUSH (X'SC06') FLUSH ALL INSTRUMENTATION STRUCTURES 
I$PPSETUP (X'SC07') ESTABLISH PP INSTRUMENTATION ONLY 
I$RUNBUF (X' SCOS' ) ESTABLISH RUN INSTRUMENTATION BUFFER 
I$STARUN (X'SCOg') RETURN RUN lCW 
I$STAPN ()( 'RrnA 1\ RETURN PROCEDURE lCW \" ~~~ •• I 

I$STAPP (X 'SCOB' ) RETURN PP ICW 
I$SQL5G (X'SCOC') GET ACCESS TO SQL5 
I$SQL5R (X 'SCOD I) REMOVE SQL5 ACCESS 
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This aDPe]~mX presents the following programming examples: 

.. CP Program 

• Assembly (on OS 1100) 

Collection (on OS 1100) 

II Build (on DCP lOS) 

1m 

$(0) 

$INCLUOE 
I.lllrl\lf"ll 
wrd:'I~"n 

$INCLUOE 
$INCLUOE 
$INCLUOE 

'AAWRENCH' 

'AARUNDEF' 
'AASUBENT' 
, AASERVDEF' 

*********************************** 
* 
* 
* 

Example Program 
* 
* 
* 

*********************************** 

ARCHITECTURAL TABLES 

DEFTIM 
MINTIM 

PSTDEF 

EOU 
EQU 

Procedure: PEXAM 

'SDUMMY' 

30 
5 

example PST 

example equate 
" 

Function: Read a couple of inputs and display 
a message to the workstation. 

Entry: Initial PN of program. 

Exit: EXIT$ 
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. Read the INFOR$ packet 

PEXOI 
LOADC Rl,AV$MCT 
SVC READ$ 

Release the INFOR$ packet 

LOADC RlO,AV$MCT 
SCALL S$REL 

Build up a prompt message 

LOADC 
SCALL 
LOADC 
STORE 
LOADC 
LOADC 
LOADC 
STORE 
MBMI 
LOADC 
STORE 

R2,256 
S$GETMA 
Rll ,MH$FLTH*2 
Rll,MH$DBO,RlO 
RO,MSGEXA 
Rl,O 
R2,MSGEXL 
R2,MH$DBC,RIO 
RO,RIO 
RO,MH$MCO 
RO,MH$MTYP,RIO 

Send message (prompt) to workstation 

LOADC 
SVC 

Rl,AV$AMCT 
PRINT$ 

point to mct 
go read it 

get INFOR$ 
go deallocate it 

message size 
get a message buffer 
get msg offset 
store msg offset 
point to msg 
(byte offset 0) 
msg length 
store msg length 
move msg to buffer 
get msg type 
store msg type 

. point to MCT 

. go display it! 

Wait for a message from the workstation 

LOADC 
SVC 

R1,AV$MCT 
READ$ 

Now let's pull the plug! 

SVC EXIT$ 

Data area (under location counter 1) 

$(1) 

MSGEXA 
MSGEXL 

$RES SDRl 

'Just hit transmit!' 
EQU ($-MSGEXA)*2 

. ARCHITECTURAL TABLES 

point to i/p met 
go read a message 

bye bye 

LC 1 

force VA to X'800 ' 

SEXAM 
SEXAMD 
PEXAM 

SSTDEF 
SSTDEF 
INITDEF 

'AA$ZRES' CP SDRO 0 code (location centers 0) 
'AA$ZTRN' READ SDRI 1 definition (location center 1) 
'PEXOl' '5EXAM' 'SEXAMD' 0 'SAGSUB'. program entry point 

$END 
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@USE ASM$PF,DCPOSEQU 
@ASG,A ASM$PF. 
@HDG EXAM 
@MASM,SE TP$.EXAM 

@MAP,S ,TP$.EXAM 

NOT 
LIB 
MINGAP 
MINSIZ 

SYS$*RLI B$. 
DCPOSABS 
2048 
o 

IBANK EXAM,O 
IN EXAM($63,62,61,60) 
$ALLBUT,63,62,61,60 
IN EXAM 

IBANK END,O 
IN MLF-ENo($63,62,61,60) 

END 

@DCPIIOOABS.DCPAPP,M TPF$.EXAM,QUAL*FILE.EXAM 

11 
point to system definitions 
assign for MASM 
set title 
create temporary relocatable 

1 
create temporary absolute 

. create MLF element 

The program is executed under DCP lOS and not on the 
as 1100 host. The MLF element that was created as part of the 
collection process must first be from the OS 1100 to the 
DCP. See the DCP Series DCP lOS Reference Manual 

1541.2) for use of DCPFT. 

@CAT QUAL*FILE. 
@COPY,O CHO:QUAL*FILE.EXAM,QUAL*FILE.EXAM 
@BUILD,L QUAL*FILE.EXAM 
LEV Tuesday sys 
IN QUAL*FILE.EXAM 
END 

UP-11540.2 

copy MLF from channel CHO 
build oCP absolute 
user i dentifi er 
include MLF 
end of builder 
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supports a multiprogramming environment that allows the concurrent 
(interleaved) execution, regardless of the number of central processors (CPs), of 
DCP/OS multiple tasks, and each program's multiple tasks by sharing CP use 
"H~"""'-U switching. also supports a multiple CP processing environment 
that allows the simultaneous execution of tasks by emloying two or 
more CPs that access common main storage. 

When you design and code in a multiple CP processing environment, consider 
the following: 

• STRUCTURES that are accessible to multiple tasks. 

• UPDATE and multi cell read OPERATIONS 
execution. 

VY'I.<UJ'H,,,,- indivisible (atomic) 

• SERIAL and PARALLEL execution of code. 

• TIMESLICE attribute (through monitor events) of executing task at the 
point of the locking bit. 

SUSPENSION potential of executing task for duration of locked bit. 

and CALL inerfaces to code. 

Operational NARROWING of CPA access lists from many items to 
fewer items. 

pf()Ct~Sslmg environment allows better ...... ,,' .. f-r.,-TY> than a 
Df()Ce~SSlng environment. No is made to recover a failure in 

on a given CPo When one CP goes 
the entire DCP/OS has and the other CPs in time. To better use the 
available CP power, DCP/OS is to: 

Maximize UH'VH,~'-H. within the 

• Minimize the control needed to <:'111r'\1'\I"\1'"1' the iJUJl U"lvU0HJ. with the controlled 
access and serial Dn)Cc~Ss]ng 
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Controlled access and serial execution are provided within the system by the 
following mechanisms under the stated conditions: 

• Microcode supported atomic operations (such as RD, can be 
used where they are convenient. Use of these atomic operations reduces use 
of the other more expensive mechanisms. 

(i 

1.1 

1 

1 

The typical users of GQITEM/ARMQ (include PC$WFE) are: 

• Various DCP/OS services 

• PASCAL run-time services (uses PC$WFE) 

The scenairo for use of GQITEM/ARMQ (include PC$WFE) are: 

• When the queue threshold is crossed, a task is dispatched; another task is 
not dispatched until the queue is rearmed and another threshold crossing 
occurs. This mechanism provides serial processing on a queue basis. 

• Cascaded queueing (multiple work queues cascading to a single event queue 
to cause a single dispatch) is an extension of this basic mechanism to 
provide serial processing across a number of queues. 

• Wait-for-event (using PC$WFE) allows the calling task to suspend itself 
until the specified queue threshold is crossed. The caning task is then 
redispatched with its saved environment. The queue can be either normal or 
cascaded. 

• Otherwise, multiple queues can cause multiple dispatches and parallel 
processing. 

The following describes the cost of the servIce: 

• at least one queue. 

• Task needs to be redispatched upon each queue threshold rorr.<'<'1.nnr 
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The benefit of using the GQITEMI ARMQ service is that the task can serially 
work on queue items without causing a task (re )dispatch for each queue item. 
The task is (re)dispatched only when the thresh hold has been crossed. 

The typical users of LOK are: 

• Internal DCP/OS handlers. 

• DCP/OS SVC services user interface. 

The scenairo for use of GQITEM/ARMQ (include PC$WFE) are: 

• Use of LOK can result in the task operating system (OS) or user, 
respectively, being placed automatically in a suspended state if the LOK is 
already being used. When the LOK is available for the task, the task is 
reactivated automatically and given the LOK. 

• If possible, avoid setting other lock bits when the task is to be suspended. 

The following describes the cost of the LOK service: 

• The task can be placed in a suspended state from which it needs to be 
reactivated by DCP/OS. 

• Requires a lock table entry. 

The following describes the benefit of the LOK service: 

• Task is reactivated when it can have the LOK. 

• Task does not burn cycles ",,,,,r,.,.,,,..,. for the lock to clear. 
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The user of DCP/OS SVC services interface. 

The scenario for use of TSJP A USE is: 

• This can result in the user task being in a pause state if the TS lock 
bit is already set. The task comes out of the pause state and the task must 
retry the TS lock bit. 

• If possible, avoid setting other lock bits when the task is to be paused. 

• If the task is in the process mode register and SDR sets, the pause 
is performed through SVC$ 

The cost of the TS/PAUSE service is that the task can be repeatedly placed in a 
pause state from which it must be reactivated by DCP/OS each time the pause 
expires. 

The AA'J'HAAJ,,,,- describes the benefits of the TS/PAUSE service: 

one lock bit. 

Task does not burn for the lock to clear. 

The user of TS/SPIN is internal servIces. 
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The scenario for use of is the task continues the TS lock bit 
until the task sets the TS lock bit. 

The cost of the 
to clear. 

service is that the task burns waiting for the lock 

The benefits of the TS/SPIN service are; 

• Requires only one lock bit. 

• Does not require the overhead to save and reactivate the locking task. 

The typical user of the 
interface. 

service is the DCP/OS SVC services 

is: The scenario for use of 

• The task continues the TS lock bit until either the task sets the TS 
lock bit or the tunable iteration count with the TS lock bit 
set. This the user task in a pause state. The task comes out 
of the pause state and the task must the TS lock bit. 

If DOS,S1OJ.e. other lock bits when the task is to be ""'''''110.o,r\ 

7'117'ln11"H'I" in the process mode and SDR sets, the pause 
IS ...... p· .. tn. .. n-.Pr! .- ... ~~n',..h SVC 
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The cost of the TS/SPIN/PAUSE service is: 

• Task burns cycles waiting for the lock to clear. 

• The task can be (repeatedly) placed in a pause state from which it must be 
reactivated. 

The benefits of the TS/SPIN/P AUSE service are: 

• Requires only lock bit. 

• The task does not continually burn cycles waiting for the lock to clear. 

• The task does not require the overhead of frequent saving and reactivating 
the locking task. 

You must consistently follow nested locking bit order for both setting and 
clearing. You must clear in the exact reverse order of the setting. The lock 
bits must maintain the same order position relative to each other. The 
following is an example. 

Set-lock-bit 1 Set-lock-bit 1 Set-lock-bit 2 
Set-lock-bit 2 Set-lock-bit 3 Set-lock-bit 3 
Set-lock-bit 3 

Clear-lock-bit 3 
Clear-lock-bit 2 Clear-lock-bit 3 Clear-lock-bit 3 
Clear-lock-bit 1 Clear-lock-bit 1 Clear-lock-bit 2 
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The following lists specific multiple CP processing precautions:: 

• Do not modify a code instruction that immediately follows a LOK on a 
pipeline machine. 

• The program may need more task stacks to take advantage of the increased 
number of CPs. The maximum number of task stacks is determined by the 
number of potential concurrent executing tasks with the number of 
suspended tasks and by the number of CPs. 

• The size of an event queue may need to be larger than the number of 
worker queues that cascade into it. This depends on the dequeueing and 
arming sequences used for the various queues. 

• A task requesting SVC PC$WAKE of another PC$SLEEP task must 
determine if the intended sleeping task is asleep. If it is not asleep, the task 
must pause and try the waking operation again. The retry is necessary 
because the supposedly sleeping task may not have requested its own 
PC$SLEEP yet. If the waking task gives up too soon, the sleeping task may 
never be awakened once it finally gets to sleep. 

• Queue specified on PC$WFE must be disarmed (either explicitly or at 
queue definition) before triggering an asynchronous task to queue an item 
to the specified queue on the PC$WFE. 

Otherwise, the queued item will not correspond to the WFE, and it can 
result in a parallel task to the original task, leaving the original task in the 
WFE state. 

• Since PASCAL runtime arms the cascaded event queue at definition (and 
uses the PC$WFE with explicit disarming of the event queue), look for any 
potential non queue-related dispatch of the procedure and queue threshold 
crossing dispatch of that same procedure. 

• Lock bits that remain set by a task to be cancelled (using PC$CKILL) must 
be cleared. Otherwise, the lock bits remaining set result in other tasks 
waiting for the lock bits to clear. 

• Use of DEBUG with breakpoints can be sensitive to lock-out due to 
suspension of a task with lock bits set. 
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LaSCadlTIl,g of queues is a method of the number of a procedure's 
Uh:'!JUlvA",/", when there are several queues set up to dispatch the same 
I nstead of this each time anyone of the queues crosses 

of each of these queues is 
to a cascade queue on queue list 1 The value of the 

cascade queue is the same as one of the DCP lOS '.U>J'IJ",,,-,AA 

task when the cascade queue crosses its threshold. 

Queues -nrr""rjp a mechanism for .-""ITfYAr'rI,/T 

program. This mechanism involves the 

Threshold 

,-,Au'FU''''U of new tasks within a 
fields in a queue header: 

This is a value set by the queue the arm queue instruction. 
The AQ indicates the number of items on the queue that trigger 
the queueing of an SAl. When the threshold value is 0 IS a 
item added to this queue triggers the of the SAL 

SAl 

The SAI is set up UU",,-,A'CA',,'VU'" 

to a queue on the when the threshold is 
crossed. 

The queue index field in the queue header is the queue list index of the 
queue in it that the SAl contains the address to 
cascade that receives the SAL 

defined as a queue list "A,nt-'),,,-.,nlT 

uses SQL1 to track of its four ms'plalcn 
all cascade queues. 

There is a system limit of only 251 cascade queues. This is a limitation caused 
the architecture definition of the field in the queue header as 8-bits 

The field in a cascaded queue must either indicate another cascade queue 
or one of the four queues. chain of cascaded queues must 

end at one of the queues, if a task is ever to be '"U"'vu."''''','''-', .... 
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The run also has a run pseudo 
basis. 

that allows 1 cascade queues on a run 

A cascaded queue is placed on the if it is defined as an SAICPA 
queue, or if it is on the run's T\"~>"£1ln 

Cascade queues are defined proc, as are other named queues. 
The difference is that cascade queues are referenced in the QX r\'-',r~'rnplrpr 
least one other queue. The illustrates a 
AAA WRENCH service in this manual for more information. 

QCASCADE QUEUE SAl 7 0 -, 'PNXX' ,3 . 
Cascade queue QDATAl QUEUE LIST 65535 0 0, 'PNXX', 'QCASCADE' . 
data queue QLIT QUEUE LIT 25 0 0, 'PNXX I I I QCASCADE I • 

Literal queue 

Queues of different types can cascade to the same queue, as as 
invoke the same nr,r,r'?'rn,.,..p when their thresholds are crossed. 

A cascade queue is automatically added or the run's pseudo 

all 

the program loader and is removed when the program terminates. 

The 

1. An MCT is rlH,,,,,,,,.n 

The SAl from 
threshold of O. 

3. The item on 

4. 

5. 

whose threshold is crossed. 

to which has a 

,.Hu!-'UC"-'U queue. 

at any time, a second SAl to 
is rearmed, no additional SAls are 

removed from and until 
This SAl indicates that the d]spatcht~r 

start procedure PNXX for the run owning 
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6. Procedure PNXX removes all items from QDATAl, and 
QCASCADE, then rearms these queues before performing a RTN to the 
dispatcher. 

Without QCASCADE, the following sequence of events occur: 

1. An MCT is queued to QDATA1. 

2. The SAl from QDATAI is queued to QDISP. 

3. A literal is queued to QLIT. 

4. Another SAl for PNXX is queued to QDISP. 

5. PNXX is dispatched twice. No checks are made that the first task is 
complete before the second task is dispatched. 

Note that cascading of queues not only reduces the number of dispatches (and 
possibly the number of concurrent tasks), but it also avoids the problems that 
can be caused by having two tasks active at the same time in the same 
procedure. 
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AABOOTDEF 
A definition element for bootstrap. 

AACPADEF 
A definition element that defines Communications Processor 
Architecture (CPA) definitions. 

AADEVDEF 
A definition element that defines device definitions. 

AAFILDEF 
A definition element file manager. See also FR$. 

AAIPMDEF 
A definition element for inter-program messages (IPMs). 
See also and 

A definition element for general port processor defini tions. 

AAPPROC 
A definition element for processor op-codes. 

AARUNDEF 
A definition element that defines message field offsets, message 
run control table (RCT) entries, console information table entries, 
system information table entries, and system directory equates. See also 
A V$, MH$, RC$. 

AASERVDEF 
A definition element that defines the SVC arguments or function codes. 
See also PC$, ' 

AASLDEF 
A definition element that defines the loader definitions. 
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STRPRC 
definition element of the structured Meta-Assembler 

procedures. 

SUBENT 
A definition element that defines the subroutines. See also 

WRENCH 
The primary definition which contains the central processor 

instruction set, extended instruction definitions, and module 
definition MASM procedures. 

,olute element 

L 

T 

An element containing a complete program form suitable for execution. 
Such elements normally occur as output from a collection of relocatable 
elements. 

Alternate environment list. 

.LA:Llt(~rnatc environment table. 

lstreams 
During program 'LJ.\.JIJ.lLl'L.llL, the addstreams are 
See element. 

1 

To set the queue threshold. 

Architectural tables. 

KREF 
AMASM v>r.,-oArH'-"A that allows the 

lists between assemblies. 

o 

of the 

ALU,-nJL •• " elements. 

and LA 

The process of or errors under '-'1--"'--'--J._Llv 

which functions without intervention by a human 
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batch mode 
The execution of programs 

block size 
Logically contiguous number of which are fixed at 
256 bytes for disk files, regardless of the physical device sector sizes 
(for example, cartridge disk sector size is 256 bytes, but diskette sector 
size is 128 bytes). 

The DCP lOS utility program used to create an executable program. This 
program resolves intercomponent Communications Processor 
Architecture (CPA) entity references and automatically generates a 
dictionary containing the names of these CPA entities. 

CALL 
Dynamic-addressing control instruction that allows a process to move 
back and forth among procedures. 

control mode set 

CP 

CPA 

mode register set supported by the CPA environment that contains a 
set of segment descriptor registers (SDRs) and a set of general registers 
(RO-R15). 

Central processor. 

Communications Processor Architecture. 

All CPA structure services that entries in the and 
PST tables. Specific services create queue lists, link areas, and queues. 

CPADEF 
A MASM used at assembly time to fix the maximum number 
of concurrent tasks. The CP ADEF MASM procedure defines default 
reservations for dynamic segments, queues, and process 
control stacks. 
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The feature of a program that may dispatch a specific 
procedure when certain exception conditions are detected. This feature 
enables programs to survive trivial errors. 

is-reference list 
A method used to specify by name a list that is generated in another 
assembly. 

a file 
One of the two basic file formats. Data files are user-defined. 

The Distributed Communications Processor, or a member of the 
Distributed Communications Processor family. 

CPAPP 
The part of the collection process that converts OS 1100 format into 
DCP format. 

?FT 
The host utility program used to with DCP lOS across a channel. 

The DCP Operating System. DCP lOS is composed of procedures, 
segments, port processor programs, and queues, which are all 
CPA-defined architectural entities. 

?OSEQU 
A library file on the release tape that contains optional MASM 
procedures. 

Data set label. 

rlp files 
Normal data files which are created by the system and have a defined 
internal structure, mapped by the header block. 
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EEP 

External entry point. 

element 
A named grouping of information typically manipulated as a unit, and 
typically defining a logical part such as a subroutine. There 
are four basic types of elements: symbolic, relocatable, absolute, and 
omnibus. 

The typical assembler program ends with this statement. 

end-of-file 
Terminator - record byte count of X'FFFF'. 

EP 
Entry point. 

element 
The substructure of a program file in DCP JOS. 

Symbol used (in syntax) to indicate a simple equated value with no 
relocation. 

Symbol used (in to indicate a field defined as an EQUF or 
simple with no relocation. 

executable programs 
See absolute element. 

The name used to label architectural tables and prefix their entry 
points. It is the name a sharer of an AT uses to specify where 
it should be up. 

F 
FeB 

File control block. 

file manager 
The nAY'T1AYI of that handles file ... r.r,n",,,..-,, 
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ced call 
mechanism the Communications Processor Architecture 

(CP A) traps all errors in CP programs and all control and errors are 
transferred to a 

File manager services. 

File request packet. The interface packet that file users pass to file 
control manager) to access files. 

leral ... .n.-r~ "'~£>1""" 
HO-H15. 

L 
Gated procedure list. 

LDEF 
A MASM procedure that defines the procedure-related structure GPL. 

w 
~AAJ""A"~UV block written. 

Instrumentation buffer r>.Arni--",lI' 

Interface control block. 

Interface control table. 

r 
Instrumentation control word. 

ort reference 
The name used to label a DC1tf~rLtA'vcL sharer of an AT. It U!J'v'-'Al.L"-,U where 
to the reference. 
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lOP 

The typical assembler program begins with this statement, followed by 
MASM procedures defining the procedure-related structure. 

Indirect instrumentation buffer pointer. 

Input/output. 

Input/output processor. 

IOPDEF 
A MASM procedure used with PP programs to define procedure-related 
structure. 

Prefix to fields defined within the IPM packet. 

Inter-program message services. 

The value of an IPM contingency status that means the transmitter 
issued a connect. 

The value of an IPM contingency status that means the transmitter 
issued a disconnect. 

The value of an IPM contingency status that means the receiver issued 
a free of the IPM queue. 

IPM services 

IPN 

The inter-program message (IPM) services provide a facility to transfer 
messages between separate, cooperating programs. 

Initial procedure number. This number is defined in the header fields of 
an executable program. 
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Link area. 

Location counter. 

EG 

r 

[$ 

Load u~i;;'H'.~H". 

Literal queue. 

Line module. The hardware in the DCP that terminates serial 
comm unications 
connections. 

Line module services. 

host channel connections, and peripheral 

KDEF 

B 

AMASM 
area. 

block size 
See block size. 

Least significant bit 

that defines procedure-related structure in the link 

f.lAP 
The of the collection process that collects relocatable elements. 

as 11 00 Meta-Assembler. This processor assembles programs for any 
target machine by processing each instruction as a MASM procedure. 
All system-wide definitions are defined in definition elements. 

Message control tables. 
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User-defined message 

MLF 
Module file. 

MSB 
bit (leftmost 

OMN 

p 

Omnibus element. An element of 
information in a program file. 

services. 

1"hlt-1"<l1"'"'<T format used to store 

Prefix to fields defined in the physical device table. 

PDT 
device table. 

PHYSIO 
package. After a file manager is 

validated and is initiated as necessary 
PHYSIO. 

PID 
Process-ID. 

PN 
Procedure number. 

PP 
Port processor. 

PPPN 
Port processor program number. 

PPPT 
Port processor program table. 
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~c 

A user-defined assembler directive. 

OCDEF 
A MASM procedure that assigns the process mode register set to a user 
procedure. 

,cess mode register set 
A mode register set supported by Communications Processor 
Architecture (CPA) environment that contains a set of segment 
descriptor registers (SDRs) and a set of general registers (RO-R15). User 
programs must use this mode. (It is automatically specified by the 
PROCDEF MASM procedure.) 

Igram file 
One of the two basic file formats. It is defined by the DCP lOS. The 
program file structure supports subfiles called elements. 

r 
Procedure segment table. 

rDEF 
A MASM procedure that defines the procedure-related structure PST. 

Procedure table. 

Queue list. 

Queue number. 

AL 
File qualifier. 

EDEF 
A MASM procedure that defines the procedure-related structure QL. 

Queue table. 

Queue index. 
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~C$ 

R un service. 

~CT 

Run control table. 

{CW 
Run control word. 

{EL 
Relocatable. 

-elocatable element 
An element containing a program part in relocatable binary format, suitable for 
combination with other relocatable elements to produce an executable program 
(absolute element). Such elements occur most commonly as the output of a 
language processor to be input to a collection. Usually an element that is 
produced by MASM from the source element and is stored in a temporary 
program file. 

:esident se~~m4~nt 
A segment of code or data that resides in memory at all times. 

RSI 
Remote Symbiont Interface. 

s 

Common utility subroutines. 

SAGSUB 
A common utility subroutine segment name. 

~AI 

Software attention item. The item on the 'In,,,rr\nr1'lt queue of 
list 1 when the queue threshold is crossed. 

SAl PN 
The ""' ... 'r,""rhu .. o to be rj,<'-n .... t-"h,ori when the queue threshold is crossed. 

SCALL 
Dynamic-addressing control instruction that allows a process to move back and 
forth among subroutines. 
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control table. Part of AACP ADEF. 

)F 
data format file. One of three file types generated 

Segment register. 

en 
Segment name for interface control block. Part of AACPADEF. 

ecific list 

the as 1100 

A method used to specify by name a named list within the assembly. This allows 
the use of multiple lists within an assembly. 

'DT 
Segment name for physical device table. Part of .A~A..FILDEF. 

~TN 

Each process starts at a given procedure and may CALL or SCALL additional 
...... rt'f>prl11rpC' and subroutines. When the process back up the 

stack issuing paired 

N 
segment number. 

T 
>.rv."',U ... 'VU, table. The SST starts at a fixed block number in an absolute 

element and is used as a r"ro"~.n.,..,, for the rest of the 

TDEF 
A MASM -nrr"'prl1l1rp that defines the SST. 

'C 
service calls. SVC is the MASM "" ... ,,,,,Orf,,·,,o that you must 

use to invoke a service call. 
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element 
An clement containing information in format. The 
most common use of symbolic elements is as source language to be input to a 
A<AAAh~"Uf"-,v processor. A element contains text records 
terminated by end-of-file sentinels. Each record begins with a 16-bit count that 
SDC~ClI]eS the number of data bytes in the record. The ASCII data bytes follow. 
Each element ends with an end-of-file terminator that is a record count of 

;YS 

X'FFFP. 

The DCP/OS uses various files for 
with SYS. 

~YSINF 

functions. These file names all begin 

Segment name for system information table defined in AARUNDEF. 

~YSLIB 

The DCP/OS file for system library. 

~YSJOB 

The 

SYSLMC 

file for system runstreams. 

The DCP/OS file for line module code. 

transient 
A >JV.<':"U~'VHL of code or data that is loaded into memory 

when it is no needed. 

virtual address range 
The range X'OOOO' to X'FFFF'. 

UP-11540.2-B 
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)rkstation 

The workstation is a UTS terminal physically connected to port owned by the 
DCP/OS. 

REC 
The MASM procedure that initializes PP programs. 

RENCH 
The MASM procedure that initializes CP programs. 
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DCP Series Distributed C01nmunications Processor 

Corporation. 

DCP Series ,'rYJ'fJ/.,(-,'I'YJ'I.FYII., 

k'n].o"~/FV.I/·O Manual 

Volume 1, Volume 2, 
Corporation. 

DCP Series Telcon Internals f'roaram~m1,na WDTD'l~OrvJI'O Manual 
(UP-9255). 

Manual 

DCP Series Telcon 
Corporation. 

,""nTo·~··nn/'.~o Afanual (UP-9256). 

as 1100 Collector Pn)Orarr~m~ina V'V'LP''''U Manual 1). Unisys 

as 1 

as 1 

".,.Tn"",,,,,/) Installation 
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